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CHAPTER1: Introduction
Introduction

Shirlington Village Special GLUP Study PLUS AND CONCEPT PLAN

In 2008, the County Board adopted the “Policy for Consideration for General Land Use Plan (GLUP) Amendments Unanticipated by Previous Planning Efforts”
which calls for a community review process where a requested land use change is inconsistent with the guidance of the relevant adopted plan or when the
request is in an area without an adopted plan. In practice, this policy resolution ensures that GLUP amendments unanticipated by, or inconsistent with previous
planning efforts, are thoroughly reviewed to evaluate their appropriateness prior to and independent of a more focused review of any associated site plan
applications. Since 2008, the County has conducted 8 Special GLUP Studies, only one of which was a Special GLUP Study Plus, the Washington and Kirkwood
project. The typical Special GLUP Study addresses a single site, whereas a Special GLUP Study Plus, which includes a greater degree of analysis, is appropriate
for a more complex project with multiple sites. Such is the case for the Shirlington Special GLUP Study Plus.

FEDERAL REALITY (FRIT) SITE

Applications
In December 2017, Federal Realty Investment Trust (FRIT)
submitted an application for a Special General Land Use
Plan (GLUP) Study for the properties located in the Village at
Shirlington (the Village) identified in the map below. These
properties are located within the area subject to Phased
Development Site Plan (PDSP) #106. FRIT requested a GLUP
amendment from “Low” Office-Apartment-Hotel to “Medium”
Office-Apartment-Hotel with an associated rezoning from C-O1.5 to C-O-2.5. In May 2019, the Hilton Hotel site, which is
owned by FRIT, was added to the application and, in June
2019, WETA became a co-applicant. An amendment from
“Low” Office-Apartment-Hotel to “Medium” Office-ApartmentHotel with an associated rezoning from C-O-1.5 to C-O-2.5 was
similarly requested for these additional parcels. The location
and extent of these sites are depicted on the Study Area Map
on the opposite page.

PROPERTY
LOCATION
RPC#s
SITE AREA
CURRENT GLUP
DESIGNATION

PROPOSED GLUP
DESIGNATION
CURRENT ZONING

PROPOSED
ZONING

CONCEPTUAL
DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM

Figure 1-1
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HILTON
SITE

WETA
SITE

SEE STUDY MAP

SEE STUDY MAP

SEE STUDY MAP

29-019-024, 29-020-001, 29-020-024, 29-014183
5.45 acres

29-014-184

29-023-005, 29-023-008

0.79 acres

1.39 acres

(Office Building at Campbell Ave. and Quincy St.;
Parking Lot at Arlington Mill Dr. and Randolph St.)

“LOW” Office-Apartment-Hotel
“LOW” Office-Apartment-Hotel
(Up to 1.5 FAR Office; Up to 72 units/acre Residen- (Up to 1.5 FAR Office; Up to 72 units/
acre Residential; Up to 110units/acre
tial; Up to 110units/acre Hotel)
Hotel)
“Medium” Office- Apartment Hotel
“Medium” Office- Apartment Hotel
(Up to 2.5 FAR Office; Up to 115 units/acre Residen- (Up to 2.5 FAR Office; Up to 115
units/acre Residential; Up to 180
tial; Up to 180 units/acre Hotel)
units/acre Hotel)

“LOW” Office-Apartment-Hotel
(Up to 1.5 FAR Office; Up to 72
units/acre Residential; Up to
110units/acre Hotel)
“Medium” Office- Apartment Hotel
(Up to 2.5 FAR Office; Up to 115
units/acre Residential; Up to 180
units/acre Hotel)

C-O-1.5 Mixed-Use District

C-O-1.5 Mixed-Use District

C-O-1.5 Mixed-Use District

C-O-2.5 Mixed-Use District

C-O-2.5 Mixed-Use District

C-O-2.5 Mixed-Use District

Conversion of office building at the corner of
Campbell Ave and Quincy St. to residential
and development of surface parking lot along
Arlington Mill Dr. and Randolph St. and potential
development of the parking garade at Quincy Street
and Arlington Mill Dr.

Redevelopment of the site is not
anticipaed at this time

Possible expanstion of building.

Shrilington Special GLUP Study Applications

This map shows the full extent of the Village
at Shirlington outlined in blue, which serves
as the Full Study Area boundary. This area
was the subject of a high-level analysis to
develop general principles regarding land use,
access and connectivity. The Core Study Area,
delineated by the dashed line, was where staff
undertook a more detailed analysis of building
height, density, urban form and was the
subject of several three-dimensional modeling
exercises. Lastly, the applicants’ properties
are outlined here in green.

Village at Shirlington
Requested GLUP Study Areas
Core Study Area
Applicant 1 (FRIT)
Applicant 2 (WETA)

Figure 1-2

Study Area, The Village at Shirlington
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Study Overview

Shirlington Village Special GLUP Study PLUS AND CONCEPT PLAN

There is currently no established Area Plan guidance to
inform a County Board decision on the requested GLUP
changes. PDSP #106 currently serves as a de facto policy
and implementation document, however, consistent with
the County Board’s resolution adopted in 2008, a Special
GLUP Study was needed to evaluate the request. The
primary purpose of such a study is to determine whether
the County Board should consider advertising the requested
GLUP designations, or other GLUP designations that may
be appropriate. Given that the geographic scope for this
particular project involved several properties in an area
much larger than has been typical of a Special GLUP Study,
this project was considered appropriate for a more in-depth
evaluation, or Special GLUP Study Plus. Guiding principles
and other recommendations were developed as part of this
effort and they will be used to inform future PDSP and design
guideline amendments.
To determine whether the County Board should consider
advertising amendments to the GLUP for the aforementioned
properties, staff analyzed the applicant’s requested sites,
as well as the full extent of the Village at Shirlington, within
the context of the broader surrounding area. The core study
area focused on the parcels that were the subject of the
applications, while the full study area was expanded to include
all of the properties within the Village at Shirlington, aside from
the residential developments along the periphery. Subjects
to be addressed included the history of the core study area
and surrounding area; existing GLUP and Zoning designations;
existing environmental and topographical features, land uses,
densities, building heights; recommendations of County
plans and policies, as applicable; allowable uses, densities,
building heights, etc. for the requested GLUP designation; a
preliminary transportation analysis for the core study area and
surrounding areas, including recommendations for potential
Aerial Views of The Village at Shirlington
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improvements; consideration of historic properties identified in the
Historic Resources Inventory (HRI); and 3-D computer modeling
of the study core study area’s existing conditions and various
scenarios reflecting requested GLUP designation and other GLUP
designations to be studied.

With regards to the GLUP designations to be studied, staff analyzed
the existing GLUP designation of “Low” Office-Apartment-Hotel
and the requested designation of “Medium” Office-ApartmentHotel. Staff did not examine GLUP designations that would
have allowed for greater development density, given the context
and character of the area and its location outside of a Metrorail
corridor. Figure 1-3 shows the maximum planned densities and
building heights for the existing and requested GLUP categories.
It should be noted, however, that bonus density above the 2.5 FAR
may potentially be approved by the County Board as part of the
site plan approval process. Additionally, this table notes the basis
or rationale for including each of these GLUP designations in the
modeling scenarios. Modeling scenarios could include those with
one GLUP designation across the entire study area, as well as those
that reflect more than one GLUP designation across the study area.
The 3-D modeling will generally consider development consistent
with GLUP/zoning maximums, provision of appropriate amounts
of parking spaces, and development forms that are compatible
with surrounding development and reflect sound urban design
principles. In some cases, the modeling may achieve planned
maximum densities for GLUP designations in building heights lower
than the maximums permitted by associated zoning districts.

GLUP
TYPICAL
DESIGNATION ZONING
SCENARIO
DISTRICT

DENSITY
(maximum)

OFFICE

RES.

HOTEL

BUILDING HEIGHT BASIS FOR STUDY

“Low” OfficeApartment-Hotel

C-O-1.5

1.5 FAR

72u/ac

110 u/ac

8 stories (office)
10 stories (res./hotel)

Current GLUP

“Medium” OfficeApartment- Hotel

C-O-2.5

2.5FAR

115 u/
ac

180 u/ac

12 stories (office)
16 stories (res./hotel)

Requested GLUP

Figure 1-3

GLUP Designations
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Shirlington Village Special GLUP Study PLUS AND CONCEPT PLAN

Process

This Document

As has been the case with all previous Special GLUP Studies, this study was
led by County staff under the auspices of the Long Range Planning Committee
of the Planning Commission (LRPC). The LRPC, along with representatives
from the Transportation Commission, the Park and Recreation Commission,
the Commission for the Arts and the Historical Affairs and Landmark
Review Board, all provided input on the appropriateness of the requested
GLUP designations and on other key areas, such as appropriate building
heights, public spaces, historic preservation and the like. Joining these
representatives were designees from the Shirlington Civic Association and
two adjacent associations, the Green Valley Civic Association and Fairlington
Citizens Association. Members of the public were also invited to participate
in and provide input throughout the process. In addition to regular LRPC
meetings, walking tours, a community forum and online engagement tools
were used to gather input along the way.

Following the conclusion of the study process, staff prepared this Special
GLUP Study Plus Document, informed by LRPC, community and staff input.
It serves to capture the planning highlights of the analysis and process
discussions. It will also serve as adopted planning policy for the area,
primarily related to building height and form, connections and public spaces.
This Special GLUP Study Plus Document also serves as a foundation for
any future staff reports and associated recommendations regarding which
GLUP category or categories may be most appropriate. Should any PDSP
amendments or site plan applications be filed subsequently for any of the
sites within the study area, the County Board will be presented with a staff
report, informed by and referencing this document, recommending or not
recommending advertisement of the requested GLUP amendments.

Special GLUP Study Document

In addition to the aforementioned representatives, County staff representing
several key departments were also directly engaged throughout the process.
The lead department, the Department of Community Planning, Housing
and Development (CPHD), had participating staff from the Planning and
Housing Divisions and the Historic Preservation Program. Department of
Environmental Services (DES) staff from Transportation Planning, Office of
Sustainability and Environmental Mangagement (OSEM) and Facilities Design
and Construction were also involved, as were staff from the Department of
Parks and Recreation’s (DPR) Park Planning and Urban Forestry Divisions.
Additionally, input was provided from Arlington Economic Development’s
(AED) Real Estate and Cultural Affairs staff and the Department of Libraries
(LIB).

Provide future land use policy guidance and inform
amendments to the PDSP and Design Book

Shirlington PDSP
and
Design Book
Informs the individual
site plans to be filed

Individual
site plans

Figure 1-4
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GLUP Study Process
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CHAPTER 2: History of Shirlington
18th through Early 20th Century History

Shirlington Village Special GLUP Study PLUS AND CONCEPT PLAN

Before European colonization, a Necostin Native American village was
located on the land near the current Village at Shirlington shopping center. On
January 21, 1705, William Struttfield, one of 48 original settlers who owned
land in present-day Arlington, patented a 543-acre tract south of Four Mile
Run that included the study area. In 1756, Colonel John Carlyle acquired the
land, which then passed to his nephew, Carlyle Fairfax Whiting, upon Colonel
Carlyle’s death in 1780. Whiting most likely built the Morven Plantation
house that stood near the Alexandria and Leesburg Turnpike until 1942. In
1834, Whiting’s son, Charles H. Whiting, inherited 200 acres of his father’s
land that included the study site.
The hill southwest of the present-day Village at Shirlington served as a
fortification within the Defenses of Washington that were erected by Union
forces to secure the capital city during the Civil War. The fort originally was
called Fort Blenker after Colonel Louis Blenker then subsequently renamed
Fort Reynolds to honor Major General John Fulton Reynolds who was killed
during the Battle of Gettysburg. Fort Reynolds was built in 1861 and was
selected by the Union due to its prospect and the view it afforded of the valley
along Four Mile Run. The study area was in the low land adjacent to the fort
and was characterized by obstacles made with cut trees that were intended to
slow down approaching enemy forces in the event of a military engagement.
In 1949 and 1950, the Fairlington Civic Association (since renamed the
Fairlington Citizens’ Association) requested that the County acquire the
former fortification to establish a park for the adjacent community. The area
at that time was covered with a wood predominated by oak trees and 360
yards of the original ramparts remained. In 1954 the owner, developer Mark
Winkler, offered to sell the land to the County for less than market rate, but
the County did not purchase the land, which was subsequently developed as
the Park Shirlington apartment complex in 1956. In the 1870s, Courtland
Hawkins Smith I acquired the Morven Plantation, including the mansion, and
renamed it Hampton. His son, Courtland Hawkins Smith II, raised hunters
and show horses. The Smith family parceled off their land holdings in 1926.

Figure 2-5
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Historic Maps of the Region

Founding of Shirlington, 1943-1949
Joseph Cherner, a Jewish immigrant from Russia with a successful automobile
dealership and repair shop, sought land to open an airport when he first
considered purchasing acreage south of Four Mile Run. He decided to invest
in creating a shopping center there instead, a feat that necessitated raising
the grade by as much as 13 feet with 200,000 cubic yards of fill, channelizing
two creeks, and constructing roads and alleyways through the property. He
formed the Shirlington Corporation with adjacent tract owners in August 1943,
and retained a 70 percent share in the business. Cherner led the Shirlington
Corporation to successfully apply to the Arlington County Board to change the
zoning of their land from residential to commercial in November 1943. When
founding Shirlington Business Center, Cherner attracted new businesses to
the development by offering tenants very low rental rates in exchange for
the Shirlington Corporation receiving a predetermined percentage of the
business’ profits.

The Shirlington Business Center’s first stores opened in December 1943.
By July of the following year, the complex boasted a supermarket, gift shop,
clothing cleaners, beauty parlor, and shoe repair shop. A second food market,
post office, restaurant, theater, and medical offices were anticipated to open
soon. The Shirlington Corporation obtained a Use Permit from Arlington County to open a gas station at the complex in February 1944 and the opening of
a Gulf Service Station was announced in a July 1944 edition of The Evening
Star. The gas station was located at 2817 South Quincy Street, the same
location of a current-day gas station. Although there is no building permit history between the 1940s and 1980s available for this location, it is likely that
the extant building is the same service station built in 1944, although with
substantial renovations.

Shirlington was named after Shirley Highway (Interstates 95 and 395), the
name being a combination of “Shirley” and “Arlington.” Shirley Highway,
named for Henry G. Shirley, a highway commissioner for the Commonwealth
of Virginia, established an automobile connection between Washington, D.C.,
and Woodbridge, Virginia, and was completed in September 1949. However,
part of Shirley Highway, a two-lane connection from the Pentagon to State
Route 7, opened in October 1943, just two months before the Shirlington
Business Center’s first shops opened. Cherner intended proximity to this new
thoroughfare to promote traffic to the new shopping center.

In April 1952, the Shirlington Corporation requested that the County Board
agree to vacate five inches along publicly held rights-of-way throughout
Shirlington so that the corporation could face some of the existing brick
buildings along South Quincy Street and 28th Street South with five inches of
limestone to match the limestone façades of other buildings in the complex.
The County Board approved the request the following month and deeded the
five inches on July 7, 1952.
Source: Arlington County Maps, Historic Aerial Photographs,
http://maps.arlingtonva.us/

HISTORY
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Booming Business and Expansion, 1950-1959

Shirlington Village Special GLUP Study PLUS AND CONCEPT PLAN

The complex continued to grow through the second half of the decade with
several clothing shops, jewelers, a frame shop, a Hot Shoppe cafeteria
restaurant opening in 1946, and a Jelleff’s clothing store opening in 1947.
By 1949, when the Shirlington Corporation, still headed by Cherner, staged a
large 5-year anniversary event, the Shirlington Business Center had 48 stores
and one office building. The 1949 completion of Shirley Highway spurred
development of housing along the new thoroughfare and the Shirlington
Business Center saw a corresponding rise in customers. The core of the
complex was centered around a double-lane street on either side of a central
20-foot island, the layout that still exists today. This main thoroughfare was
called 28th Street South at that time (renamed Campbell Avenue in 2007). The
original one- and two-story storefronts were of frame and brick construction,
some along 28th Street South and South Randolph Street with limestone and
granite façades with Art Deco details.
IIn November 1951, Cherner announced the Shirlington Corporation’s plans
to build another 25 stores and additional parking. The Hot Shoppe and Gulf
Gas Station flanked the entrance off Shirley Highway. The Shirlington Motor
Company, barber shop, dry-cleaners, drug store, and a post office lined South
Quincy Street facing the entrance.The businesses along 28th Street South
included a Woolworth’s Five and Dime, department and clothing stores, and
a sandwich shop. South Randolph Street featured a bank, the Shirlington
Theater, a Chinese restaurant, and the office building that housed the
Shirlington Branch Library as well as doctor, dentist, and law offices.

Figure 2-6
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Early 50’s Businesses

Following Joseph Cherner’s death in 1956, his wife Ruth (née Schlom)
Cherner, assumed the role of the president of Shirlington Corporation. She
led the company through a land swap with Arlington County in May 1957
that increased acreage at the north boundary of the Shirlington Business
Center by seven acres. The additional acreage was taken from the County’s
Property Yard and in exchange Shirlington Business Corporation deeded
fourteen acres north of the Property Yard to Arlington, so the County gained a
net seven acres in this transaction. The Shirlington Corporation also agreed
to pay the cost of relocating or replacing the County’s buildings and other
improvements as part of this deal.
Lansburgh’s Department Store opened in the Shirlington Business Center in
September 1959 on the former Property Yard land previously described. The
150,000-square foot store served as a new retail anchor for the shopping
center.

Source: Arlington County Maps, Historic Aerial Photographs,
http://maps.arlingtonva.us/

Figure 2-8

Business Center 1955 and 1962

Source: Sources: Benjamin Forgey, “In Shirlington, Main Street Revisited,” The Washington Star, November 1,1986, Center for Local History Archives, Arlington County
Public Library (left); Historic Preservation Staff, Arlington County (right).

Figure 2-7

Village of Shirlington, 1987

Figure 2-9

Village at Shirlington, present day
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Decline and Revitalization Efforts, Mid-1960s to 2007
Business in Shirlington declined in the mid-1960s and into the 1970s with the opening of several new shopping centers, first Alexandria’s Landmark Shopping
Mall in 1965, followed by Tysons Corner in 1968 and the Springfield Mall in 1973. In 1969, the Shirlington Development Corporation headed by Louis Pompino,
hired architect Paul Quigg to design a $100-million update to the flagging shopping center. The corporation filed a rezoning request with the County in May of
that year that would enable them to add about 2,000 apartment or motel units, in addition to 1.2 million square feet of office space and 700,000 square feet
of commercial floor area while preserving most of the existing buildings. Ultimately the developer withdrew his request in the face of public opposition and the
project never materialized.
In the early-1970s, the Shirlington Business Center saw the closure of many of its anchor retail stores. Jelleff’s closed in 1972, followed shortly by Lansburgh’s,
which was replaced by Best Products, and the Shirlington Motor Company’s Ford dealership, both in 1973. Among many vacant storefronts, the shopping center
still had a Chinese restaurant, two banks, a discount furniture store, Hot Shoppe, the Grand Union Supermarket, and a bakery.
The County coordinated a Phased Development Site Plan (PDSP) in 1976 to promote the revitalization of Shirlington. Owners John Safer and Robert Davison
hired architect Arthur Cotton Moore to manage the project that included plans for 1,727 apartment units in a high-rise tower overlooking a manmade lagoon. The
owners abandoned this project before construction began.

Source: Lynn Dunson, “Board Oks ‘ Rebirth’ of Shirlington, “The Wsahington Star,
October, 1976, Center for Local History Archives, Arlington County Public LIbrary

Figure 2-10
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1976 Shirlington PDSP

In July 1982, a new $250-million PDSP to renovate the commercial complex began, led by developer Oliver T. Carr. Carr’s plan called for up to 429,000 square
feet of additional retail space and 694,000 square feet of office space in 8- to 12-story buildings. It also included the construction of a 400-room hotel and 590
condominium units. By November 1986, some of the construction anticipated by this plan had been completed, most notably several new office buildings were
nearly complete and the renovation of the core Shirlington buildings along 28th Street South was underway. RTKL Associates designed an intervention to re-use
the limestone and granite façades of the existing buildings while demolishing most of the ground level architecture and all of the interiors.

Figure 2-11

1982 Shirlington PDSP

HISTORY
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Decline and Revitalization Efforts, Mid-1960s to 2007
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Sixty buildings lining 28th Street South were partially demolished in July 1984
and the complex was rebuilt over the next several years, again with much
of the 1945-1952 limestone and granite façades being incorporated into
the renovation. The finished design that customers saw at the 1987 grand
reopening consisted of a copper turret and dome crowning the buildings at
the entrance off South Randolph Street, Victorian-era inspired street lighting,
cut-throughs for increased pedestrian circulation, and a large Beaux-Arts
fountain in the median. The official reopening ceremonies took place on June
6, 1987, and the commercial center was renamed the Village at Shirlington.
The Greater Washington Educational Telecommunications Association or
WETA building on the northeast corner of the intersection of South Quincy
Street and Campbell Avenue was constructed in 1989 where the Hot Shoppe
once stood.
Federal Realty Investment Trust purchased the Village at Shirlington in
1996 and in 2000 initiated an amendment to the partially realized 1982
PDSP. In November 2006, the new Shirlington Town Center was unveiled
and included a flagship Shirlington Branch Library and a new location for
the Signature Theatre Company. In July 2007, the County changed the
name of 28th Street South to Campbell Avenue in honor of Edmund and
Margaret Elizabeth Pfohl Campbell, who were instrumental in desegregating
Arlington Public Schools, and announced that there were continuing
plans to open a $2.5-million transit hub which has since been built.

Source: “Shirlington Business Center Adds Eight New Stores,”
The Evening Star, December 19, 1946, Proquest.

Buildings and architectural details along Campbell Avenue

HISTORY
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CHAPTER 3: Existing Conditions

Aerial view of The Village at Shirlington
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Surrounding Area Map
The Village at Shirlington is located in
the southern part of the County near
the border with the City of Alexandria.
It comprises approximately 27 acres
and includes a mix of residential,
office, hotel, retail, entertainment
and civic uses. The area is rich with
parks and natural resources, including
Shirlington and Jennie Dean Parks and
the Shirlington Dog Park, all of which
border Four Mile Run. The area is also
well-connected to the region, as it is
adjacent to Interstate 395, has the
County’s only bus transit center and has
several nearby pedestrian and bicycle
trails. The Village at Shirlington is also
adjacent to the Arlington County Trades
Center and nearby neighborhoods
include Fairlington, Green Valley and
Parkfairfax.

Figure 3-12

Surrounding Area Map

EXISTING CONDITIONS
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GLUP Map
The entire Village at Shirlington is
designated “Low” Office-ApartmentHotel on the GLUP, save for a small
sliver of “Low-Medium” Residential in
the southwest corner. “Low” OfficeApartment-Hotel is associated with a
density of 1.5 FAR for office development,
72
units/acre
for
residential
development and 110 units/acre for
hotel development.
“Low-Medium”
Residential is typically associated
with a density of 16-36 units per acre.
Shirlington is surrounded by “Public”
parkland in the form of Shirlington and
Jennie Dean Parks to the north and
“Public” right-of-way for Interstate 395
to the east and south. To the south
and southwest are the “Low-Medium”
Residential areas of Park Shirlington
and Fairlington and to the west is
the Arlington County Trades Center,
which is designated “Government and
Community Facilities.”

Figure 3-13
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GLUP Map Excerpt

Zoning Map
While there are two different GLUP
designations for the Village at Shirlington,
the entirety of the area is zoned C-O1.5. This zoning designation is typically
associated with the “Low” OfficeApartment-Hotel GLUP designation and
allows for a maximum density of 1.5
FAR for office uses, 72 units/acre for
residential uses and 110 units/acre for
hotel uses. There is a height maximum
of 8 stories for office and 10 stories
for multifamily and hotel development.
Bonus density can be approved by the
County Board under either of these
zoning designations during the site plan
review process for community benefits,
such as affordable housing, green design
or community facilities.

Figure 3-14

Zoning Map Excerpt

*** FAR: Floor Area Ratio is calculated by dividing the total building floor area by the gross lot area. It is a measure
of the entire floor area of a building, not simply its footprint.

EXISTING CONDITIONS
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Topography
The Four Mile Run Valley extends from the streambed elevation of
approximately 35’ above sea level to approximately 200’ above sea level
to the watershed divides to the north and south. The northern portion of
the Village at Shirlington along Arlington Mill Drive, which is closest to the
Four Mile Run streambed, is located about 20 feet above the Four Mile Run
streambed, at approximately 55’ above sea level. The topography within the
Village sweeps moderately upward to approximately 60’ above sea level on
the north side of Campbell Avenue to approximately 70’ towards the south
side of Campbell Avenue and then upwards to nearly 80’ above sea level near
the Shirlington Transit Center.

Figure 3-15
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Shirlington Topography

Floodplains/Resource Protection Areas (RPAs)
A floodplain is any area of land that is susceptible to being inundated by
unusual and rapid accumulation of water from any source. The Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) publishes flood hazard maps,
called Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRM), for all areas of the United
States, including Arlington. The purpose of a FIRM is to show the areas in
a community that are subject to flooding and the risk associated with these
flood hazards. RPAs include streams, rivers, and other water bodies and the
environmentally sensitive lands within 100 feet of these water resources,
along with steep slopes (25 percent or greater) that are adjacent to this buffer
area. Both floodplain and RPA regulations include specific permitting review
and approval. Development within floodplains is tightly regulated to address
both building footprint locations and elevations. Development can generally
be permitted in an RPA only if there is no increase in impervious surface or
encroachment closer to the stream.

The proximity of the Village at Shirlington to Four Mile Run means that some
of the area is located within a FEMA floodplain and/or RPA. At the same
time, the historic channelization/deepening of Four Mile Run in this area has
limited the degree to which the floodplain and RPA extend from the south bank
of Four Mile Run into the Village. The lower lying north bank of Four Mile Run
along Jennie Dean Park is located within the floodplain. The highest water
level recorded in this area was in June 2006 during an estimated 100-year
flood event, and there was no flooding in the Village at that time. This does
not mean the Village is without flood risk, especially if there are blockages to
the Shirlington Road bridge during floods. Because of the Village’s proximity
to Four Mile Run and the high elevations to the north and south, there are
issues with a high water table in this area, which means that underground
construction (building foundations, underground parking) becomes more
costly because groundwater sources are close to the surface.

Figure 3-16

Floodplains and Resource Protection Areas
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Transportation
The Village at Shirlington is a uniquely well-served urban village from a
transportation perspective. Most notable is Arlington’s only enclosed public
bus station. Built in 2008, this station serves as the principal transfer point
for Metrobus and ART bus service in South Arlington and more than 2,000
commuters use the bus station each day. While it was originally designed
as a transfer station, roughly half of the riders are from the walkshed,
meaning that it has become a destination, not just a transfer station. The
bus stops incorporate innovative features for riders with visual disabilities,
including first-in-the-region audible schedule devices. A direct connection
with Alexandria through bus rapid transit (BRT) is anticipated to be added in
2024-2025.
From a vehicular perspective, the area has a good overall level of service
(LOS), which is the measurement of delay at intersections. All of the
intersections are operating well. The Arlington Mill Drive and Shirlington Road
intersection will likely be improved through the potential Virginia Department
of Transportation Shirlington Circle project.
In addition to its bus and vehicular connections, the Village at Shirlington has
numerous pedestrian, bicycle and car-sharing options. The Village is located
near Four Mile Run and Washington and Old Dominion (W&OD) trails. The
pedestrian sidewalk along South 31st Street connecting Fairlington to the
Transit Station is slated for improvements. In addition, there is a pedestrian
and bicycle bridge over Interstate 395 connecting the Village at Shirlington to
the Parkfairfax and Fairlington neighborhoods.

The Village has multimodal connectivity.
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Shirlington Transit Station

Figure 3-17

Vehicular Access Map

Parking
The Village at Shirlington is generally served by five parking garages and one
large surface parking lot. There are approximately 3,023 off-street parking
spaces. In addition, there are approximately 137 on-street parking spaces on
Campbell Avenue, South Randolph Street and South Quincy Street. A parking
study conducted in June 2019 revealed that there is a significant supply of
off-street parking spaces. Each of the parking facilities reaches its peak at
different days and times with varying degrees of occupancy. As for on-street
parking, it is highly utilized for parking, deliveries and shared ride users with
a peak at noon on Saturdays.
The above-grade parking garage near the corner of Arlington Mill Drive and
South Quincy Street.

The above-grade parking garage near the corner of Arlington Mill Drive and
South Quincy Street.

Figure 3-18

Circulation Map with Parking
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Historic Preservation

The Historic Preservation Master Plan (approved in 2006) establishes
priorities, goals and objectives for Arlington’s historic preservation activities,
such as architectural surveys, historic designations, and preservation
outreach activities and partnerships. The creation of an Historic Resources
Inventory (HRI), adopted in 2011, was a leading recommendation of the
Historic Preservation Master Plan. The HRI is a planning tool used to identify,
rank and prioritize specific building types, including garden apartments,
commercial buildings, and shopping centers, based on their architectural and
cultural significance and their physical integrity.
Through the use of six classifications, the HRI assists with balancing historic
preservation goals with new development and other community benefits.
The historic resources within the Village at Shirlington are ranked in the
Important category, the second highest ranking. Historic properties classified
as Important are central to the County’s history but may be less distinctive
than and/or have less physical integrity than the highest-ranking category of
Essential. The Important HRI classifications of the buildings comprising the
Village at Shirlington affirms their cultural and architectural significance.
The historic buildings within the Village at Shirlington are located along
Campbell Avenue between South Randolph and South Quincy Streets.
Historically known as the Shirlington Business Center and the Shirlington
Shopping Center, the shopping center was constructed in 1943 by a Jewish
immigrant from Russia, Joseph Cherner, a successful automobile dealer and
repair shop owner. Some of the first stores to open in 1943 were the Acme
Supermarket, the F.W. Woolworth’s, the Singer Sewing Center, the Fanny
Farmer Candy Shop, the Firestone and the Shirley Food Store.
The Village at Shirlington’s buildings along Campbell Avenue indirectly
represent the exponential growth of the federal government before, during
and after World War II, and the buildings that were needed to service Arlington
County’s burgeoning population. The Shirlington Business Center also played
an important role during the Civil Rights movement when 14 demonstrators
staged peaceful sit-ins at two business establishments, the Lansburgh’s
Colonial Room and the Woolworth’s lunch counter, June 1960. Additionally,
the shopping center was designed in the World War II-era Art Deco style.
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Figure 3-19

Historic Preservation Master Plan Graphic

Demographics
As Census data is not available at the neighborhood level, this information
provides Census data at the block group level, which contains all of the Villlage
at Shirlington and also some of the neighboring area. Certain estimates at the
block group level, particularly race, are unreliable due to the small population
sample size, which is common at the block group level when there are multiple
classification categories.

Figure 3-20

The block group containing the Village at Shirlington has, according to the
2018 American Community Survey, the following notable statistics when
compared with the County as a whole:
•
median household income is 31% lower than the rest of the County
•
A 14% lower proportion of people under 18 years old
•
A 6% greater proportion of people 25-34 years old
•
A 6% greater proportion of people 35-44 years old
•
An 11% greater proportion of people of Hispanic/Latino origin
•
White and African-American populations in approximately the same
proportion as the rest of the County (the sample of white and African-American
populations were the only ones with large enough samples to produce reliable
results).

Village at Shirlington Demographics and Block Group Map

EXISTING CONDITIONS
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Tree Canopy
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The extent of existing tree canopy coverage in the Village at Shirlington was analyzed to better understand the presence of trees within the study area. 2016 tree
canopy data is the most recent data, and may reflect some trees that have subsequently been lost. The majority of the study area’s tree canopy is provided by
street trees, focused around Campbell Avenue and the parking lot along Arlington Mill Drive. Small areas of tree canopy are also present on the corner of South
Randolph Street and South Quincy Street. Imagery also shows trees growing in courtyards and on rooftops of private properties.
The study area has a tree canopy of
approximately 13%, compared to the
Shirlington Civic Association’s 28%, and
Arlington County’s 41%. The study area’s
tree canopy can be seen in Figure 3-19. The
map being from 2016 shows tree canopy on
the southern edge of the study area, which
has been removed for the construction of
the sound walls along Interstate 395. The
Urban Forest Master Plan suggests tree
canopy targets of 25% for urban residential,
and 15% for central business districts.

Figure 3-21
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Tree Canopy Map

Parks and Public Space
There are several parks, each with its own unique character, close to the
Village at Shirlington, including Jennie Dean Park, Shirlington Park and the
Shirlington Dog Park. In addition to these parks, there are privately owned
public spaces located within the Village at Shirlington. The most important of
these are the plaza in front of the Shirlington Branch Library, the plaza in the
middle of the block between Arlington Mill Drive and Campbell Avenue and
the area surrounding the fountain.
•

Jennie Dean Park is a multi-function recreational asset, located to the
north of the study area. The majority of the park includes two diamond
fields (baseball and softball) and other outdoor courts, with a playground
and grilling area tucked in between, as well as casual use open space.

•

Shirlington Park is a small linear park along the southern bank of Four
Mile Run. This park includes outdoor fitness equipment, extensive tree
canopy, and casual use open space.

•

Shirlington Dog Park, on the north bank of Four Mile Run, includes a
gated area for small dogs and puppies. Numerous small businesses
catering to dog owners are located nearby.

Figure 3-22

Four Mile Run Master Plan Concept Excerpt

Shirlington Dog Park, Shirlington Park, Rendering of the future Jennie Dean Park
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Public Art
Shirlington is included in the Four Mile Run Corridor according to the Public
Art Master Plan (approved in 2004 and currently undergoing an update). In
the plaza at the Village at Shirlington, there are two public art works, Flow
(Erwin Redl, 2006) and Down Stream (Martha Jackson Jarvis, 2006) which
were integrated into the library/theater façade and plaza in front. These were
commissioned by Arlington County in collaboration with private developers.
The sculpture We the People (Brad Morton, 2006) is located in a mini plaza
in front of 2727 South Quincy Street at the corner of Arlington Mill Road. Two
new projects nearby are currently underway. In Green Valley (formerly known
as Nauck), a town square is being designed by artist and landscape architect
Walter Hood. Across Four Mile Run as part of the renovation of Jennie Dean
Park, artist Mark Reigelman is designing a sculptural gazebo. Both projects
are expected to deliver in 2021.

Flow, Down Stream and We the People
Walter Hood, Town Square in Green Valley including FREED sculpture, expected 2021
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Brad Morton, We the People 2006

Affordable Housing
The Interstate 395 corridor, as identified
in Appendix C of the Affordable Housing
Master Plan, has approximately 6% of
the County’s affordable housing and is
forecasted to have 13% of the County’s
affordable housing by 2040 to achieve a
more balanced distribution of affordable
housing throughout the County. There
are approximately 890 rental units in the
study area, of which 15 are designated
Committed Affordable Units (CAFs).
These 15 CAFs are all located at IO
Piazza, at 2727 South Quincy Street,
and the affordability restrictions of these
CAFs expire in 2037.
There are an
additional 875 market rate units in the
study area.
Areas
Metro Corridors

2015

2040

Forecasted
Share

2,619

7,200

32%

2,131

5,000

22%

488

2,200

10%

Columbia Pike

3,653

5,000

22%

Western Pike

1,608

2,300

10%

Central Pike

1,809

1,400

6%

Eastern Pike

221

1,250

5%

15

50

0%

4,139

10,600

46%

I-395

640

3,000

13%

Lee Highway/East Falls Church

554

2,500

11%

2,945

5,100

22%

1,275

1,500

7%

Westover

753

700

3%

Arlington and Wash. Blvds

786

1,400

6%

Unidentified*

131

1,500

7%

10,411

22,800

100%

Rosslyn Ballston
Richmond Highway

Foxcroft Heights
Other Areas

Remainder
Buckingham

Total

AHMP MAP TO BE ADDED

Figure 3-23

Affordable House Master Plan Map
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Existing Features Map
The Village at Shirlington has a variety
of important existing urban design
assets. The area has several existing
nodes that serve either as gathering
places, such as the plaza in front of
the Shirlington Branch Library, the
plaza to the north of Campbell Avenue
and the Shirlington Transit Station,
recognizable landmarks, such as
the fountain on Campbell Avenue, or
gateway areas, including the Interstate
395 and Campbell Avenue crossroads.
Linking these areas and the open
space areas found between buildings
scattered throughout the Village,
are pedestrian connections and the
pedestrian bridge across the highway.
Art Deco historic buildings are other
important assets that help to anchor
and define Campbell Avenue.

Figure 3-24
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Existing Features Map
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Existing Heights
The Village at Shirlington has a broad
range of building heights, from one
to two stories along the historic main
street of Campbell Avenue, to 11,
12, and 13 story condominium and
rental apartment buildings at the
edges of the area on Arlington Mill
Drive. In general, higher heights are
found on the periphery of the Village
at Shirlington.

3

3
30’

5

3

11
120’

13
140’

1

1-2

6
75’
5
65’

3

12
125’

4
50’

1-2 20’
3
35’

3
30’
1

1-2
20’

3
30’

1
20’

1-2
20’-35’

5
80’

6
85’

4

4

9
150’

5
60’

1
20’

1

2
35’
1
15’

5
60’
1

1-2
20’-35’

3
30’

8
100’

4-6 50-80’

Existing Stories and Height
4-6 50-80’

1

1-2

7-8

3-4

9-10

5-6

11-2

Pedestrian
Passageway

13-14

Existing
Architectural Feature

8-10 95’
1

Figure 3 -25 Existing Heights Map
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*** NOTE: Heights expressed here are approximate

Existing Heights Model

Block Consolidation Assumptions Map

Figure 3-26

Existing Heights Model

This three-dimensional model provides an approximation of the existing conditions, including buildings, streets, open spaces and parking structures, in the Village
at Shirlington. The different colors for the various buildings show their current uses. As is evident from this model, the Village at Shirlington has a significant
number of retail spaces along Campbell Avenue with office and residential uses generally closer to the edges of the Village.
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Other Plans and Major Projects in and Around the Study Area
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•

Fairlington-Shirlington Neighborhood Conservation Plan – Adopted in 1987 and last updated in 2013, this Neighborhood Conservation Plan written by the
community calls for any new development or redevelopment to incorporate walkability and accessibility and reduce traffic impacts. The plan also states that
impacts to the larger neighborhood’s residential character should be limited.

•

Four Mile Run Valley Area Plan – Adopted in 2018, this plan sets forth a vision for the industrial and commercial area located on the north side of Four Mile
Run. Key goals of the plan are to maintain the industrial character of the area, improve Four Mile Run and access to the stream, provide better access and
safety for pedestrians and cyclists, to incorporate the arts, to reserve space for County needs and existing businesses and to address parking issues.

•

Trades Center Optimization Study – The first phase is anticipated to conclude in June 2020 with a review of three concepts having potential to improve space
utilization for County and Arlington Public Schools usage of the site. Considering the County’s deferral of new major capital projects under current financial
constraints, further development has been postponed.

•

Shirlington Transit Station Expansion – By 2024-2025 it is anticipated that the current bus station will be expanded to include a new bay for Alexandria West
End bus rapid transit service.

•

Shirlington Bridge Project – This funded project, which will provide maintenance to the current bridge and add a parallel bridge for pedestrians and bicyclists,
is anticipated to be completed in the next three to five years.

•

Shirlington Circle Study – The study began in January 2015 and was concluded in January 2020. There is currently no funding for this project. Next steps
are contingent on sponsorship by the localities and include moving the proposed hybrid design from the study forward into a more traditional design and
construction process and developing an Interstate Modification Report.

•

The Four Mile Run Valley Parks Master Plan and associated Design Guidelines - Adopted by the County Board in September 2018, the Park Master Plan
provides a cohesive blueprint for transforming Jennie Dean Park, Shirlington Park and Shirlington Dog Park.

•

Jennie Dean Park– The Park Master Plan calls for the replacement of all existing park elements within Jennie Dean Park and reconfigures them. The
redeveloped park will include two lighted diamond fields, a lighted tennis court, a lighted basketball court, a preschool-aged and school-aged playground, two
picnic shelters, a restroom building with three all-gender restrooms, a stream overlook, green casual use space, landscaping, site circulation, furnishings,
signage, stormwater management, parking, public art, and historic interpretation elements. Implementation of the Master Plan for Jennie Dean Park will occur
in two phases. Construction of the first phase is expected to begin in the third quarter of 2020. The second phase will be implemented in the future once
several additional parcels have been acquired for the park.

•

Shirlington Park– Shirlington Park was identified to receive approximately $3.5 million in 2026 for Phase 1 improvements to the park which focus on adding
park amenities, including strengthening the primary entries at South Walter Reed Drive and South Shirlington Road, several overlooks with educational/
interpretive components, riparian pathways, plaza areas, enhancements to the existing pedestrian bridge, signage, site furnishings, public art, landscaping,
invasive removal, and stormwater management. Additional improvements for Phase 2, have been deferred to years outside the current Capital Improvement
Plan (CIP).

•

Shirlington Dog Park– The plan for the Shirlington Dog Park focuses on short and mid-term recommendations that can be made for improving the dog park,
while still preserving its existing area. These recommendations focus on actions that may be implemented through ongoing maintenance and management
oriented activities, involving land disturbances no greater than 2,500 square feet.

•

Nauck Village Center Action Plan - Adopted in 2004, this plan outlines the vision for what is once again known as the Green Valley community. The center
will be anchored by the Town Square (renaming occurring this year), which will serve a public space for community gatherings and events. The plan provides
guidance for public and private investment to revitalize the neighborhood’s commercial core and recommends guidelines and incentives in areas such as
land use, zoning, housing, transportation and open space.

EXISTING CONDITIONS
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Historic Preservation Analysis
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There are eleven elements in Arlington County’s
Comprehensive Plan that set policy and priorities for
public services in the County. These elements cover
a range of programs, such as affordable housing,
community energy, and public spaces, that help make
the County a special place to live, work, and visit. One
of the eleven elements involves establishing priorities
for history and the historic built environment. This
priority established the Historic Preservation Master
Plan in 2006, which then led to the 2011 adoption of
the Historic Resources Inventory (HRI). The HRI is a
planning tool that helps to identify, rank, and protect
specific types of historic buildings [garden apartments,
shopping centers, and commercial buildings] based on
their architectural significance and physical integrity.
Arlington County is known for its World War II-era
subdivisions, nationally recognized garden apartments,
and Art Deco commercial architecture. Shirlington’s
buildings along Campbell Avenue indirectly represent
the exponential growth of the federal government before,
during and after World War II, and the buildings that were
needed to service the County’s burgeoning population.
Campbell Avenue, through its existing assets, exemplifies
the best of the Village of Shirlington. The buildings along
Campbell Avenue that are categorized as Important on
the HRI are a major component to retaining Shirlington’s
identity.
Retaining these buildings, however, is not a stand-alone
action, as it is important to work with all of Shirlington’s
existing assets and enhance them through various
means, including:…

•

Keeping the authentic character of the Village

•

Ensuring sunlight and sky views are
accessible for trees and the pedestrian
experience

•

Retaining the village scale by preserving the
building frontages

•

Reusing the historic built environment and
adapting to modern commercial needs

•

Maintaining the pedestrian-friendly
environment

•

Allowing for future development stepped back
from the street

•

Keeping the sand-set brick sidewalks

Benefits of Preservation
•

Economics: “The growing importance of quality places has been a boon for many older
commercial districts in U.S. cities, many of which have suffered from a legacy of disinvestment.”
-Patrice Frey, President and CEO of the National Main Street Center, 2019

•

Telling the Story of Arlington: Historic buildings have stories to tell about what the community
was, how it became what it is and they help us understand who we are. Preserving these stories
through a tangible approach, such as through preserving the built environment, can be an
important part of building a healthy community.

•

Sense of Place: Preserving the historic, architectural, and aesthetic character and heritage of
a community helps to provide a sense of place and continuity. It can define a community and
keep its identity intact. It can contribute to community pride and a better understanding of the
community’s present.

•

Rehabilitation: Rehabilitating existing buildings for new uses conserves resources, reduces
waste and saves money by repairing and reusing existing buildings instead of tearing them down
and building new ones. This approach reduces the carbon footprint of a building. This approach
reduces the carbon footprint of a building and minimizes construction waste.

•

Heritage Tourism: People on their travels seek out unique places and want to have a local
experience. Historic buildings can be a draw for tourists and/or a destination in and of
themselves. Heritage tourism is traveling to experience places that authentically represent the
stories and people of the past and present.

•

Smart Investment: Finding new life for historic buildings through rehabilitation can be affordable
for owners because of the available financial incentives, such as Rehabilitation Tax Credits which
provide state (25%) and federal (20%) tax credits for eligible projects Another financial tool is a
preservation easement, or a legal agreement to protect a historic property for current and future
owners. An easement qualities as a charitable contribution for federal income and estate tax
purpose.

•

Good for Business: Although new buildings sometimes make sense for major chain stores, older
buildings, often with smaller footprints and more distinct character, can create different scale
and sense of place that can be conducive to other businesses – such as bookstores, ethnic
restaurants, niche stores, neighborhood pubs, and small start-ups – these types of businesses
thrive in old buildings.

STUDIES AND ANALYSIS
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Character-Defining Features
The character-defining features of these historic
buildings are the limestone panels and granite
detailing, curved beveled pilasters,
triplespeedline horizontal frieze, scalloped cornice, and
towered corners. The Art Deco architectural style
of the buildings, which highlights the characterdefining features, the historic materials, and the
pedestrian-friendly scale and massing, provides an
authentic experience for the community.
Limestone Panels

Granite Details

Scalloped Cornice
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Towered Corners

Triple Speedline Horizontal Frieze

Curved and Beveled Pillasters

Adapted Storefronts
Exterior changes to existing buildings are expected to continue in
order for the Village for Shirlington to retain its economic vitality and
competitive edge withto other nearby commercial areas. The Village
of Shirlington has adapted well by incorporating its historic characterdefining features to the modern-day needs of businessowners on
Campbell Avenue. Allowing for flexibility and creativity regarding the
building’s storefronts, signage, and canopies, will continue to enhance
the Village at Shirlington’s Shirlington’s identity.
•

Original scalloped
coping at parapet

•

Original triplespeedline horizontal
frieze

•

Added entryway

•

Original stone facade

•

Added awning

•

Original pilaster

•

Added storefront

•

Added seating and
fencing

Figure 4 -27

Adapted Facades
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Urban Forestry Analysis
The tree-lined street of the older, Eastern section
of Campbell Avenue shows combinations of
mature oak trees, shops, and outdoor dining
areas. Proper care of these trees over time, as
well as rooting space under the sidewalk have
likely led to the success of these trees, and the
aesthetic appeal of this well-shaded street. The
Western section of Campbell Avenue matches
some of the aesthetic of the older section, but its
sidewalk construction methods may not garner
the same level of tree canopy in the long run, as
compaction and limited soil space will reduce
the likelihood of long-term growth of the trees
in this area. The parking lot along Arlington Mill
Drive is home to many mature trees, as well, in
varying states of condition. Where soil volume
and direct care was available, the trees appear to
be thriving. The median of South Randolph Street
currently contains Callery pear trees, which have
fallen out of favor in the landscape and forestry
industry due to poor branch structure and
invasive qualities. These particular trees are in
fair health for their species. Other areas of tree
canopy appear well-maintained, with healthy tree
canopy.
The majority of the larger street tree species
are willow oak (Quercus phellos), pin oak
(Quercus palustris), red maple (Acer rubrum),
Zelkova (Zelkova serrata) and callery pear (Pyrus
calleryana). Smaller species include ornamental
Yoshino cherries (Prunus x yedoensis) present
as a grove in front of the library, along with
occasional river birch (Betula nigra), crepe myrtle
(Lagerstroemia indica), sweetbay magnolia
(Magnolia virginiana), and European hornbeam
(Carpinus betulus).
Mature oaks lining Campbell Avenue are integral to the Village’s character.
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The decorative brick sidewalks throughout the Village at Shirlington add to the character of the streetscape, as well as support the healthy tree canopy found
along the older part of Campbell Avenue and other areas of the Village. This type of early brick sidewalk construction (pre- 1990’s) often does not utilize the
same standard concrete base detail that is commonly used today. Many of these brick sidewalks employ a sand setting bed that allows for a certain amount of
oxygen and water permeability to be accessible to the roots of mature street trees along Campbell Avenue, Arlington Mill Drive and other side streets. It can be
a challenge to replace bricks and pavers of this era without damaging existing tree roots, but with care in construction and ISA-Certified arborist supervision, it
can be accomplished.
ADA accessibility is of vital importance in all streetscapes.The long term maintenance and upkeep of these characteristic brick sidewalks will need to be considered.

The characteristic brick sidewalks.

STUDIES AND ANALYSIS
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Trip Generation Analysis
The 1st quarter of 2019 trip generation analysis prepared by Wells and
Associates (see appendix) analyzed the Level of Service (LOS) at key
intersections in and around the study area. Arlington County staff developed
the scope of work and reviewed the findings. The analysis evaluated the
current LOS at each intersection and the potential changes under the
proposed land use designation of Medium Office-Apartment-Hotel, based on
several assumptions including full redevelopment of the entire study area at
2.5 FAR, and bonus density for green building features (i.e., LEED) and other
to reach the maximum building heights permitted in C-O-2.5 of 12 stories
for office and 16 stories for residential or hotel development. Using this
scenario, the morning and afternoon peak hour LOS was projected, taking
into consideration the County’s mode split assumptions. Existing signal
timing was maintained, in order to obtain the most conservative results. In
practice, however, the County would review and optimize signal networks to
improve operations.
The data collected as part of this study revealed that there is adequate street
network capacity to accommodate additional density even with the most
intense hypothetical redevelopment scenario of the Village at Shirlington
at “Medium” Office-Apartment-Hotel. This is, of course, a hypothetical
scenario.
That
is, there
are (LOS)
manySummary
sites that will not redevelop at all, due to
Existing
Levels
of Service

condominium ownership or preservation issues or financial considerations,
and the maximum heights that staff is recommending are lower than the
maximum heights permitted under C-O-2.5. Staff wanted to understand the
maximum potential impacts from a transportation perspective.
With the exception of the South Arlington Mill Drive/South Shirlington Road
intersection near the Interstate 395 off-ramp, there is an existing acceptable
LOS at the six signalized intersections that were studied. The analysis shows
that these intersections will continue to operate at an adequate LOS even
with the addition of more density than would be approved for this area given
height, massing and other considerations. As for the South Arlington Mill Drive/
South Shirlington Road intersection, it is predicted to go from a morning LOS
of D and an afternoon LOS of E to a morning and an afternoon LOS of E. It is
important to note, however, that even an LOS of F is considered a functioning
intersection, as LOS is a measure of seconds of delay. This intersection may
also be improved through potential improvements to the Interstate 395
circle being studied by the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT).
In summary, even a level of density greater than what would be approved
for the Village at Shirlington could be accommodated without a noticeable
diminution of service at the key intersections in and around the study area.
Future GLUP Levels of Service (LOS) Summary

*Existing signal timings were maintained for future analysis in order to obtain conservative results.
Arlington County periodically reviews and optimizes signal networks which would improve operations.

Figure 4-28 Existing Level of Serivce
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Figure 4 -29

Future Level of Serivce

Village at Shirlington Parking Study
A County-funded parking study conducted by Kittelson & Associates, Inc. in
June 2019 inventoried the supply of off- and on-street public parking in the
Village at Shirlington. There are five parking garages and one large surface
parking lot in the Village which offer approximately 3,023 spaces. On-street
parking spaces, of which there are approximately 137, are highly sought after
particularly with the number of restaurants and shops in the area, leading
to a perception that there is a need for additional parking. This study, which
also looked at utilization rates, revealed, however, that there is an adequate
supply of parking spaces in the Village. There is a significant supply of offstreet parking spaces and each of the parking facilities reaches its peak at
different days and times with varying degrees of occupancy. The, in some
cases confusing and overly complex, parking restrictions by use and time of
day in garages, if addressed, could allow for even greater off-street parking
capacity. Better signage and wayfinding alone, not to mention in concert with
real-time parking technology, could also greatly improve parking ease and
efficiency throughout the Village at Shirlington.

Parking in the Village at Shirlington
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Existing and Future Urban Design Opportunities

Drawing from the historic core, tree canopy,
circulation patterns, (driven in part by parking
areas and popular destinations along Campbell
Avenue) the urban design character of Shirlington
is best defined as a walkable main street. Parking
is generally to the rear of the historic “main street”
which is lined by one and two story buildings and
a tall cathedral of trees towering 70’ above the
redbrick sidewalks and outdoor dining areas.
Where taller buildings exist, they are either setback
at upper levels or located at the four corners of the
neighborhood.
The main crossroads in the Village is where
South Campbell and South Randolph Streets
intersect, with more minor streets, service alleys
and pedestrian passageways characterizing the
rest of the Village. Structured parking is dispersed
throughout the Village, with five above-grade
parking garages, one large surface parking lot
a few smaller surface lots. Surface parking is
limited to on-street and a popular surface lot near
Arlington Mill Drive.
Within this pattern there are two existing nodes
where activity is greatest. One is the midblock area
of Campbell Avenue where the traditional-looking
fountain is located and the other is located further
west on the plaza near the entrance to Signature
Theater. Leading to the heart of Shirlington are
gateways from the surrounding areas, all of
which have land uses and development patterns
significantly different from the Village of Shirlington.
These clearly defined edges serve to reinforce the
compact and inward-looking urban character.
Figure 4 -30
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Existing and Future Opportunities Map

Block Structure Diagram

Shirlington’s street grid pattern is further broken
down by a series of mid-block service alleys and
pedestrian passageways leading back and forth
to parking, office buildings and Campbell Avenue
activities. The pattern results in a roughly 300ft
square block structure which facilitates walkability
by creating more views and frontage opportunities
for development.
In situations where much longer blocks are evident;
the County has promoted additional mid-block
connectivity and multiple buildings to address the
superblock pattern. The one large block in Shirlington
between South Randolph Street and South
Quincy Street along Arlington Mill Drive presents
an opportunity to extend the existing pedestrian
passageway from Campbell Avenue to the existing
surface parking lot where much of the area’s visitor
parking is located.

Figure 4 -31

Existing Block Structure Diagram
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Campbell Avenue to Arlington Mill Drive
Existing Conditions Sections
The center of the Village at Shirlington is
the older section of Campbell Avenue. It
is lined with historic one and two story
buildings which give way to three rows of
tall majestic street trees. Sidewalks are
all brick, facades are light colored stone
and storefronts vary from business to
business.
To the north, a pedestrian passageway
connects to a small plaza with shops and
a cluster of trees. This leads to a busy
surface parking lot, which has numerous
large trees creating a shady canopy.

Section A

The desire line from the parking lots and
garages to the restaurants and shops
on Campbell Avenue is central to the
effectiveness of the current pedestrian
pattern. The enclosed passageway, lower
level storefronts and small plaza have
been in place for decades and are in
need of a refresh. It is these pedestrian
passageways and areas off of the main
streets that provide opportunities to
broaden the array and price points of
retail and service offerings for residents,
workers and visitors.

Section B
Figure 4 -32
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Existing Sections: Campbell Avenue to Arlington Mill Drive

South Randolph Street
Existing Conditions Sections
Similar to South Quincy Street, South
Randolph Street provides access to
the middle of the commercial area and
therefore has a number of driveways,
service drives and garage access points
to serve businesses, commuters and
visitors. Tree-lined with a narrow median,
as South Randolph Street approaches
the intersection with Campbell Avenue,
it transitions from suburban six-foot
sidewalks and planting strips to more
walkable 12-foot sidewalks with street
trees in pits.

Section E

North of Campbell Avenue, South
Randolph Street is flanked by a one-story
theater and one-story restaurant. There is
very little transparency in the facades and
limited sidewalk space for outdoor dining
or displays. The relatively narrow cross
section here includes on-street parking
and a planted ten-foot wide median with
trees.
At the northern end of South Randolph
Street near the intersection with Arlington
Mill Drive, one side is framed by a six-story
hotel and a large public surface parking lot
dominated by a canopy of large maturing
trees. The sidewalks are located back of
curb and the street trees have outgrown
their tree pits and are compromised in
their ability to thrive, and can create
sidewalk issues for pedestrians.

Section C
Figure 4 -33

Section D
Existing Sections: South Randolph Street
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South Quincy Street
Existing Conditions Sections
South Quincy Street south of Campbell Avenue
is characterized by the busy and noisy Interstate
I-395 to the east and an office building to the
west. This is also a hub of pedestrian movement
with the transit station, bike parking and docking
station, and US Post Office and office lobby in
close proximity. From a massing standpoint, there
is a stark difference between the one-story gas
station and transit station with the eight-story
office building. The street is wider in this area
to accommodate turn lanes and entrance to the
highway. The result is limited on-street parking
with narrow sidewalks and a minimal number
of street trees near the corner of South Quincy
Street near Campbell Avenue. Farther down South
Quincy Street, across from the Transit Station, the
sidewalk is wider with more street trees.

B
E

G

A
D

F

C

Section Key Plan

Immediately north of Campbell, Quincy St. is
the office building occupied by WETA but quickly
transitions to above grade parking structures on
both sides and no activity at the ground level. The
street is well designed with a 10ft wide median
and three rows of trees. The trees flanking both
sides have limited access to soil and have largely
outgrown their tree pits. Facades in this section
are mostly utilitarian with limited transparency
and architectural character. An pending change
to the WETA site would involve infill development
between the WETA office building and garage and
would be accompanied by some changes to the
fenestration and plantings in this area.

Section G
Figure 4 -34
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Section F
Existing Sections: South Quincy Street
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Susceptibility-to-Change Analysis

To gauge the likelihood of transformation
within a planning study area, a
susceptibility-to-change analysis provides
a mechanism to inform the planning
process by identifying those areas that
range from not likely to change in the long
term planning horizon to those that are
very likely to change within the next five
years.

UNLIKELY
TO
CHANGE

To determine the susceptibility-to-change,
consideration is given to the age of
the building, its general condition, use,
occupancy, land value and zoning. Much
like a real estate appraisal, it considers
the highest and best use and the closer a
property is to its current market value and
potential, the less likely it is to redevelop.

UNLIKELY
TO
CHANGE

SOMEWHAT
LIKELY
TO
CHANGE

UNLIKELY
TO
CHANGE

LIKELY
TO CHANGE
SHORT TERM
LIKELY
TO CHANGE
LONG TERM

LIKELY
TO CHANGE
LONG TERM

LIKELY
TO CHANGE
LONG TERM

SOMEWHAT
LIKELY
TO
CHANGE
LIKELY TO CHANGE ST

LIKELY
TO CHANGE
LONG TERM

UNLIKELY
TO
CHANGE

SOMEWHAT
LIKELY
TO
CHANGE
SOMEWHAT
LIKELY
TO
CHANGE

Where there is limited likelihood for
change, as is often the case with a
church, residential condominium or
newer office building, one can predict little
chance for dramatic changes in use, form
and density within the within the 20-year
planning horizon of a study such as this.
Therefore, properties in these areas are
assumed to remain and new investment
and redevelopment is more likely to occur
elsewhere.

UNLIKELY
TO
CHANGE

LIKELY
TO CHANGE
LONG TERM

SOMEWHAT
LIKELY
TO
CHANGE

LIKELY
TO CHANGE
LONG TERM

UNLIKELY
TO
CHANGE

LIKELY
TO
CHANGE
LONG TERM

SOMEWHAT
LIKELY
TO
CHANGE

UNLIKELY TO
CHANGE

UNLIKELY TO
CHANGE

SOMEWHAT
LIKELY
TO
CHANGE

UNLIKELY
TO
CHANGE

LIKELY TO CHANGE
SHORT TERM
(1-5 years)
LIKELY TO CHANGE
LONG TERM
(5-10 years)
SOMEWHAT LIKELY
TO CHANGE
(10-20 years)
UNLIKELY
TO
CHANGE

Figure 4 -35
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UNLIKELY
TO
CHANGE

Susceptibility-to-Change Map

Likely-to-Change Analysis

In areas that have greater potential for
redevelopment, such as surface parking
lots and non-historic buildings with aging
infrastructure, there is a much greater
likelihood of change.
These more likely-to-change areas are
described in this map which provides
a more refined picture of where
redevelopment and increased density
can be presumed to occur. It is these
properties which represent the best and
most likely opportunities for reinvestment
to realize the vision outlined in this plan.

LIKELY
TO CHANGE
SHORT TERM

SOMEWHAT
LIKELY
TO
CHANGE

The three, newer above-ground five-story
garages could be adapted to incorporate
new residential
towers. Conversely,
the older FRIT and WETA garages are
prime candidates for demolition and
redevelopment.

LIKELY
TO CHANGE
LONG TERM

SOMEWHAT
LIKELY
TO
CHANGE

LIKELY
TO CHANGE
LONG TERM

LIKELY
TO CHANGE
LONG TERM

LIKELY
TO CHANGE
LONG TERM

SOMEWHAT
LIKELY
TO
CHANGE

Collectively,
these
likely-to-change
properties are the focus of urban design
opportunities to improve the streetscape,
replace aging infrastructure and introduce
new uses, activities, and vitality.

LIKELY
TO CHANGE
LONG TERM

SOMEWHAT
LIKELY
TO
CHANGE

LIKELY
TO CHANGE
LONG TERM

SOMEWHAT
LIKELY
TO
CHANGE
LIKELY TO CHANGE ST

LIKELY
TO
CHANGE
LONG TERM

SOMEWHAT
LIKELY
TO
CHANGE

LIKELY TO CHANGE
SHORT TERM
(1-5 years)
LIKELY TO CHANGE
LONG TERM
(5-10 years)
SOMEWHAT LIKELY
TO CHANGE
(10-20 years)
UNLIKELY
TO
CHANGE

Figure 4 -36

Likely-to-Change Map
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Redevelopment Scenarios
In order to analyze and obtain feedback on whether
or not a GLUP amendment to “Medium” OfficeApartment-Hotel was warranted, staff developed
several different models with the assistance of
the applicants’ consultant team, Streetworks. The
models shown here were developed for illustrative
purposes and they represent but a few of the myriad
of possible redevelopment options. It should be noted
that these first two models do not represent staff’s
preferred options. In terms of the assumptions upon
which these and the later more refined models were
developed, the parcel assumptions are based on
existing ownership and anticipated redevelopment
and preservation. The use assumptions reflect either
existing uses or staff’s assessment of the use most
likely to occur. Uses are important as they inform the
story height and parking assumptions.

insert parcel assumptions map

Scenarios 1 and 2 are intended to bracket the general
range of possible options by showing (1) what could be
achieved given existing conditions/density transfers
with added density up to 2.5 FAR, versus (2) what
could be achieved if all of the existing built fabric was
replaced with new development at 2.5 FAR. Scenario
1 shows what could be achieved by keeping all density
on site versus assuming potentially likely inter-parcel
transfers of density, as seen in Scenario 1a. The
aforementioned scenarios are, of course, hypothetical
scenarios, but they illustrate the range of possible
scenarios and were useful in eliciting community
feedback and serving as a point of departure for highlevel discussions. These discussions informed the
development of what is reflected in the study’s vision
statement and principles regarding height, massing
and so forth.
Figure 4 -37
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Parcel Assumptions Map

Figure 4 -38

Study Models
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The issues that these models and other subsequent iterations helped staff
and the community to explore included:
•

Would additional density be appropriate for the Village at Shirlington?
Would it help to revitalize the Village from an economic, streetscape and
public realm perspective?

•

Would additional height be appropriate for the Village at Shirlington? If
so, in which locations? Where would stepbacks/stepdowns be needed?

•

Should preservation of the retail core of Campbell Avenue, which has
historic buildings, a strong sense of place and a human scale, extend to
the full buildings, the frontages or the facades?

•

Are additional plazas, public spaces, gathering spaces, pedestrian
passageways, alleys or other features needed if additional density and
height are contemplated?

Based on these models and the input that staff received throughout the
process, an increase in density and height associated with a GLUP amendment
from “Low” Office-Apartment-Hotel to “Medium” Office-Apartment-Hotel could
be accommodated. This area is distinct in its location next to a stream, an
interstate and a County facility. In addition, while the Village is not located
on a Metro corridor, it has good transit (bus), vehicular and trail connectivity.
Community feedback on the models indicated that an increase in density
and height was acceptable to nearly 64% of stakeholders. Many expressed
interest in seeing additional density added to the Village at Shirlington as
shown in Scenarios 1 and 1a in order to ensure its economic vibrancy and
competitiveness and to allow for landowners to make substantial updates to
and investments in the public realm, most notably in the streetscape. Some
concerns were raised about the impacts additional density might have on
the area’s character, scale and sense of place. Other concerns centered
on potential transportation impacts, particularly in light of other potential
development activity in the vicinity.
Figure 4 -39
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Public Feedback on Denisty Diagram

Feedback on Scenarios
Scenario 1

Scenario 1a

Scenario 2

Figure 4 -40

Public Feedback on Model Scenarios
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Community Engagement

55

Throughout this process, members of the
LRPC and other appointed commissions
or committees, as well as community
members and representatives of local
property owners and businesses have
provided important input that has informed
and shaped the recommendations outlined
in this document. As this process was
conducted under the auspices of the LRPC,
there was a series of six LRPC meetings
beginning in June 2019. At these meetings,
representatives of the Transportation
Commission, the Park and Recreation
Commission, the Commission for the Arts
and the Historic Affairs and Landmark
Review Board were invited to participate.
In addition, representatives from the
Shirlington, Green Valley and Fairlington
Civic Associations were also give a seat at
the table, as were representatives from the
applicants, FRIT and WETA.
In addition to the series of LRPC meetings
covering topics ranging from history to
land use to transportation and more, staff
held a walking tour of the study area in
July 2019. This was an opportunity for
staff from various departments to share
information about the Village at Shirlington
and for community members to see the
area from an historic standpoint, from an
environmental perspective, from an urban
design viewpoint. There were approximately
30 attendees and the walking tour covered
highlights
along
Campbell
Avenue,
Randolph and Quincy Streets and the
periphery of the study area.

The July 2019 walking tour with LRPC, members of the public and county staff.

The walking tour, workshop and subsequent follow up visits afforded many opportunities to learn more about the study area from a variety of perspectives.
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Community Forum
In November 2019, staff held a Community
Forum with assistance from graduate students
at George Washington University. Students from
Sustainable Urban Planning Studio class taught
by Dr. Sandra Whitehead were instrumental in
preparing for, participating in and compiling the
results of the forum. The Community Forum was
a facilitated open house with seven stations
organized by topic and designed to facilitate
participants learning more about each issue,
asking questions and providing feedback in
various ways. Each station was manned by
at least one staff member and one graduate
student. The forum was paired with an online
engagement survey for those unable to attend
in person. Including those who participated in
person and online, there were approximately
300 people who provided input. Topics of
discussion included functional and aesthetic
characteristics of importance to the community,
defining features of the Village at Shirlington and
whether or not there should be an increase in
density and height and, if so, in what locations.
Feedback was also solicited on three different
redevelopment scenarios including: (1) existing
conditions with an increase of up to 2.5 Floor
Area Ratio (FAR), (2) existing conditions with an
increase of up to 2.5 FAR with density transfers
from block to block and (3) a hypothetical full
“scrape” and redevelopment scenario at, again,
2.5 FAR. Input was also requested on 11 initial
guiding principles. All of this data proved useful
to staff in formulating the recommendations for
the Village at Shirlington.
George Washington University graduate students and county staff collected valuable input
from community stakeholders which shaped many of the recommendations in the plan.
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Community Feedback
The main input that staff received through these
various engagement opportunities resulted in
several main themes, including:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Retaining a mix of uses
Keeping the historic character of the
main street, Campbell Avenue
Allowing for some additional density
and height in key locations to 		
strengthen and revitalize the area’s
businesses
Preserving and enhancing walkability;
Conserving the street trees and tree
canopy
Incorporating sustainability
Improving way finding, particularly with
regards to parking.

These themes, along with others that emerged
during the process, served as the genesis for
the initial vision and guiding principles for the
Village. With community input, the initial vision
statement and guiding principles were refined.
The Vision and Guiding Principles outlined below
will now serve to guide the future development
and redevelopment of the area. Recognizing that
future development proposals and other projects
will include details that invariably vary from
the form and massing models and illustrative
exhibits included in this document, the Vision and
Guiding Principles will play a significant role in the
evaluation of future projects for consistency with
the goals and intent of this plan.
Themes begin to emerge when community stakeholders share their feedback. These help formulate a
vision and guiding principles focused on a balance of preservation, sustainability and new investment.

VISION AND GUIDING PRINCIPLES
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Vision
The Village at Shirlington is a vibrant, mixed-use, walkable urban village with a strong arts and entertainment identity. As Arlington’s only non-Metro urban village,
it will continue to distinguish itself as an attractive and diverse neighborhood center and regional destination, as well as an employment center. The Village at
Shirlington is known for its cultural dining and retail-oriented offerings and its pedestrian- and dog-friendly, tree-lined main street with Art Deco-style historic
buildings.

Character of place is a combination of high quality design
and materials and a flexibility to adapt to its users.

59

Special events and on-going activation are key ingredients of
a vibrant, authentic and prosperous main street district.

Looking to the future, the Village at Shirlington will build upon its existing assets to ensure it remains attractive to businesses, residents, workers and visitors.
The Village at Shirlington will be enhanced by reinvestment in its public realm, private investment, continued employment opportunities and support for local
businesses; intentionally designed and sustainable infill development; compatible architecture; improved transit connectivity to and from Washington, D.C. and
other areas in the region; new and better multimodal connections to surrounding neighborhoods and the region at large; complete and green pedestrian- and
bicyclist-friendly streets; accessible and convenient parking for automobiles and bicycles; light-filled public spaces and engaging events; increased tree canopy
and the conservation of mature street trees; the preservation of historic facades along Campbell Avenue; and an enhanced arts and cultural presence.

The Campbell Street tree canopy serves
multiple benefits from providng shade
to creating a strong sense of place.

Celebrating the seasons of the year
offers something new each visit.

A dog-friendly place for residents to use on
their daily routines adds life to the streets.
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Guiding Principles

61

Thanks to input from stakeholders including community
members,
civic
association
and
commission
representatives, business and property owners, along with
interdepartmental staff members, the goals for the Village
at Shirlington have been developed and refined throughout
this planning process. Earlier sections of this document
use maps, illustrations and photographs to depict important
aspects of and issues related to the Village. This section
articulates these ideas in words.
At their core, these Guiding Principles are essentially
aspirational goals for the area that can and should be
achieved through future redevelopment and improvement
projects. They can equally be understood as a set of
guidelines that should inform and influence future projects
in the area, to most effectively advance the vision and
recommendations of this study. Recognizing that future
development proposals and other projects will include
details that invariably vary from the form and massing
models and illustrative exhibits in this study, these Guiding
Principles will play an important role in the evaluation of
future projects for consistency with the goals and intent of
this study.

• Economic Vitality and Use Mix
• Building Placement and Form
• Circulation, Access, Connectivity
• Public Spaces, Civic Uses, Public Art
• Biophilia and Sustainability
• Historic Preservation and Placemaking

Public feedback from November 2019 community forum

Figure 5-41

Public Feedback from Community Forum
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Economic Vitality and Use Mix

63

1

Promote and maintain a vibrant mixed-use community that includes a strong small- and medium-format retail and
dining and entertainment environment. Ensure that service uses and retail are included so that the Village at
Shirlington can continue to function as a “complete community”.

2

Provide opportunities for office and
employment-generating development.

3
4

Support high-quality and engaging arts and amenities
and public gathering spaces that enable arts events and
temporary public art to sustain 18-hour activity in the Village
at Shirlington.

Increase the supply of affordable housing in the Village
at Shirlington with redevelopment through land use and
zoning tools, along with financial and technical assistance.

VISION AND GUIDING PRINCIPLES
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Building Placement and Form

5

Promote attractive and engaging development
that complements the Village at Shirlington’s
unique “village” identity and urban design
character.

6
65

Encourage development that enhances the
pedestrian experience and is visually compatible
with adjacent residential properties and the historic
Campbell Avenue retail core with appropriate design
treatments and transitions in height, bulk, and
scale. Higher building heights are more appropriate
along the periphery of the Village at Shirlington,
particularly as a buffer from the adjacent Interstate.

7

Foster development along South Arlington
Mill Drive compatible with the Green Valley
neighborhood, considering features such as the
views across Four Mile Run, building design,
scale, connectivity, and landscaping. Design any
new buildings to allow for welcoming entrances,
green space reflecting the natural setting
adjacent to Four Mile Run and active pedestrian
flow of nearby park and trail users, residents,
dog walkers and children.

8
9

Establish welcoming and informative entry gateways
to the Village at Shirlington.

Ensure that any new above-grade parking in the Village
at Shirlington is appropriately screened or lined with
active uses along all public street frontages. Encourage
aesthetic updates to and/or “liner” development along
existing parking structures.
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Circulation, Access, and Connectivity

10

67

Complete and maintain a multi-modal
transportation system that prioritizes the needs
of pedestrians, bicyclists, and transit users,
while also providing for the safe and efficient
movement of automobiles, buses, and trucks,
thereby ensuring high-quality multimodal peak
and off-peak access to and from destinations
within the Village at Shirlington, including the
Shirlington Transit Center, as well as to and from
the rest of Arlington and the region beyond.

11

Retain, enhance and, where appropriate, add
pedestrian connections.

13

12

Provide adequate and accessible areas for loading and
servicing commercial properties that minimize access and
circulation conflicts with other modes. While continuing
to primarily service local businesses, ensure the area’s
existing and future alley network remains integral to the
pedestrian-friendly character and effective functioning of
the Village at Shirlington’s streets.

Install wayfinding and high-quality signage for all people using all modes of transportation that clearly
identifies community nodes, connections and publicly available parking facilities, particularly those not
readily visible from public streets. Consider implementation of a comprehensive real-time parking system.
VISION AND GUIDING PRINCIPLES
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Public Spaces, Civic Uses, Public Art

69

14

Create and maintain interior and exterior public spaces to support community meetings, social gatherings
and interactions, the sharing and promoting of ideas and passive recreational activities. Retain key public
resources, such as the Shirlington Transit Center, the Shirlington Branch Public Library and the associated
public plaza.

15

Periodically update and refresh existing public
and privately-owned public spaces and add
additional public spaces with redevelopment,
where appropriate

16

Incorporate public art to reinforce and enhance the arts and entertainment character of the Village at
Shirlington. Given the Village at Shirlington’s location near Four Mile Run, a defining natural resource for this
area, consider public art that incorporates the theme of sustainability

Stacey Lewy, Dendritic Decay Garden, Philadelphia 2010
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Sustainability and Biophilia

17

Reuse and adapt existing buildings where
possible, such as along the historic core of the
Village at Shirlington. Incorporate energy efficiency
and renewable energy energy in new buildings
and major renovations as specified in Arlington’s
Community Energy Plan. Reuse and adapt existing
buildings where possible to minimize construction
waste and the need for new materials. Use creative
stormwater management techniques. Incorporate
enhanced tree canopy, other shading devices, and
paving materials to mitigate urban heat island
impacts. Consider living walls, greens roofs and
other sustainable design features.

18
71

Enhance the Village at Shirlington’s connection
to nature and maximize the use of biophilic
and sustainable principles in new and existing
development. Incorporate biophilic design into the
overall design and space utilization of buildings
and their settings where possible. Identify specific
measures to visually connect users to nature in all
forms.

19

Conserve the existing mature trees along the streets of the Village at Shirlington to the extent possible and
add to the overall tree canopy, prioritizing the use of native species. Preserve adequate access to sunlight for
street trees and utilize new permeability techniques to preserve existing, replacement and new street trees’
access to water.

VISION AND GUIDING PRINCIPLES
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Historic Preservation and Placemaking
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20

Retain and enhance the character, sense of place and neighborhood scale that identifies the Village at
Shirlington as a distinctive urban village that has retained its main street features, yet adapted over time since
the initial development of this area in the 1940s.

21

Provide a tangible connection to the Village at Shirlington’s past by preserving the facades of the historic
buildings along Campbell Avenue that are identified on Arlington’s Historic Resources Inventory (HRI). Future
development should be compatible with the character, materials, and pedestrian scale of these buildings.

22

Recognize and support the preservation of
“Third Places.” These can be civic, cultural,
arts and institutional uses, local businesses
and outdoor spaces.

VISION AND GUIDING PRINCIPLES
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To assess the applicant’s request to amend the GLUP designation from
“Low” Office-Apartment-Hotel to “Medium” Office-Apartment-Hotel, threedimensional modeling of redevelopment scenarios, a trip generation analysis
and a parking study were evaluated. The results of these analyses showed
that the Village at Shirlington can accommodate additional density on the
order of that associated with “Medium” Office- Apartment-Hotel (up to 2.5
FAR office development, up to 115 residential units per acre, and up to
180 hotel units per acre). I In staff’s assessment, increasing the density
to this level would not result in adverse impacts either in terms the overall
character of the Village or in terms of traffic and parking impacts. Given these
results, changing the GLUP designation would be appropriate and provide a
mechanism for landowners to make near- and long-term reinvestments.
Allowing an additional 1.0 FAR, which is the differential between the C-O-1.5
zoning associated with “Low” Office-Apartment-Hotel and the C-0-2.5 zoning
associated with “Medium” Office-Apartment-Hotel, would provide several
important benefits. Additional growth would help to ensure the economic
vitality and competitiveness of this retail, dining and arts hub. As nearby areas,
such as Crystal City, Pentagon City, Potomac Yards and Landmark Mall, are
refreshed and reimagined, it becomes increasingly important for the Village
at Shirlington to build upon its existing assets to stay competitive, while
maintaining its unique urban village character. A boost to the economic base
of the Village at Shirlington and increasing its strength as a local employment
center is needed. And allowing for some additional development and/or
redevelopment in the Village would also make it possible for landowners to
reinvest in the public realm, built fabric and infrastructure of the Village.
While bonus density for affordable housing, LEED or other important
community benefits could result in a density increase greater than the
aforementioned 1.0 FAR, this potential additional density and its impacts on
the built environment and character of the area, as well as any increased
transportation demands, will be addressed by the caps on building height
shown in the heights map and by the form parameters in this document. Even
though the trip generation modeling discussed in the analysis section of this
document evaluated a hypothetical scenario involving redevelopment of all

properties within the planning study boundary at 2.5 FAR with LEED bonus
density and additional density up to the maximum heights permitted under
C-O-2.5 of 12 and 16 stories, the analysis showed no substantial Level of
Service impacts at key intersections in and around the study area.
As any additional density approved for the Village would be limited and
shaped by the height and form parameters outlined in this document, in
addition to the guidance provided through the site plan approval process
by the Planning Commission, staff and the community, the impacts would
be substantially less than what was shown in these hypothetical models. As
such, the potential benefits of permitting additional density and height in the
Village at Shirlington greatly outweigh the potential impacts. An amendment
to “Medium” Office-Apartment-Hotel is therefore recommended., as well as
a note (6) indicating that this area is subject to the planning guidance in this
document.
In order to access the proposed density of “Medium” Office-Apartment-Hotel,
developers will need to address the County’s affordable housing and green
building standards. Consistent with the Arlington County Zoning Ordinance
(15.5.8.H), site plan applications that include an application to change
the GLUP designation to achieve the recommendations of this study would
be subject to an affordable housing requirement in addition the base site
plan affordability requirement. By practice, this additional affordability is
achieved through on-site affordable units equivalent to 20% of the floor area
based on the difference between the maximum density under the existing
GLUP designation and the projects proposed density under the new GLUP
designation.
With regards to sustainability, projects should incorporate overall sustainability
by achieving at least LEED Gold certification, or equivalent, and meeting the
conditions and standards specified in the current Green Building Density
Incentive Policy (or equivalent County policy) in place at the time of final site
plan acceptance.
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While allowing for an increase in density and height can help to reinvigorate
the Village at Shirlington, it is critical that the Village’s unique identity and
sense of place not be lost. Much of the Village’s signature character is found
along Campbell Avenue, its historic main street. Campbell Avenue still retains
the same Art Deco buildings from its early days as a suburban shopping center
in the 1940s. This tree-lined street with its many restaurants, boutiques and
arts and entertainment venues is what comes to mind when people think of
the Village. Without this street, its Art Deco architecture, its pedestrian scale
and its leafy, tree-lined sidewalks, the Village would no longer be the Village.
It is important, therefore, not only to address the density, height, stepback and
setbacks of buildings throughout the Village in order to preserve the area’s
sense of place, but also to preserve the historic buildings themselves. The
Historic Resources Inventory (HRI) lists most of the buildings along Campbell
Avenue between South Randolph and South Quincy Streets as Important.
The Important category is the second highest ranking in the HRI, therefore
signaling that these buildings are central to the history and/or architectural
history of the County. That is, they have been deemed worthy of preservation.
This was also a recurring theme that was heard throughout the community
review process for this study. While not all community members agreed on
how these buildings should be preserved, there was nearly universal accord
that the character and scale of Campbell Avenue is critical to the Village and
its identity. Distinguishing the Village at Shirlington from nearby retail centers
that in many cases were made to look as though they evolved over time or had
industrial origins, Campbell Avenue is authentic in its fabric, not fabricated.
The character of Campbell Avenue is inseparable from its historic buildings,
and to lose these buildings would negatively impact the area’s identity and
sense of place.
While full preservation of these buildings would be the ideal and could be
facilitated through the Transfer of Density Rights (TDRs), staff recognizes
that Campbell Avenue has evolved over time and these buildings, too, have
adapted and changed over the years. At a minimum, the first 20’ of the
frontage should be preserved. Stepping back from this preserved frontage,
the buildings could be adaptively rebuilt up to the height limits outlined in this
document with review of proposals by the Historical Affairs and Landmark
Review Board (HALRB). There would be flexibility for property owners in terms

of uses and storefront designs, such as signage and canopies. Preserving the
building frontages while allowing for future development ensures a balance
of preserving the existing characteristics of Campbell Avenue, and providing
flexibility for the future of the Village
In terms of what can and cannot be done with these Important resources,
the frontages are the most critical elements. Their primary features in terms
of significant character-defining features (i.e., scalloped cornices, triplespeedline horizontal frieze, curved beveled pilasters, towered corners),
historic materials (i.e., limestone panels and granite details), general rhythm
and scale of openings should be retained. Changes to the storefronts,
signage, and canopies, would be considered with HALRB review. Interior
alterations would be permitted that do not negatively impact the frontages,
thereby allowing owners great flexibility on the use and appearance of their
spaces.
Preserving at least the first 20’ of these buildings is not only important from
an architectural and placemaking standpoint, but it will also allow for the
conservation of the street trees that are an integral feature of the Village at
Shirlington by maintaining their access to light and air. Any construction work
in this area should be carefully done to ensure that the root structures of
these trees are not adversely impacted.

Character defining features such as the corner turret and limestone panels
should be preserved.

The historic facades are adaptible to new tenants as needed while
maintaining the overall character of the village.

Stepbacks from historic facades help preserve the more intimate scalel. This historic
building in Clarendon was preserved and new development was added behind it.

Using similar materials and detailing, a careful blend of old and new produces
authentic and memorable architecture that fits into its context. These historic
buildings in Clarendon are protected by an exterior preservation easement.
RECOMMENDATIONS
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Sustainability

The Village at Shirlington offers an opportunity to look at environmental
issues from an area-wide perspective. Stormwater, energy and climate
issues (paving color, tree canopy and shade, transit) should all be viewed
from a broader perspective in the Village, not on a building-by-building or
project-by-project basis.
Important sustainable and biophilic strategies include:
•

Incorporating energy efficiency and renewable energy in new buildings
and major renovations as specified in Arlington’s Community Energy
Plan.

•

Reusing and adapting existing buildings where possible to minimize
construction waste and the need for new materials.

•

Using creative stormwater management techniques, such as streetside
stormwater planters.

•

Incorporating enhanced green roofs, green walls, tree canopy and other
shading devices and paving materials to mitigate urban heat island
impacts.

•

Installing rainwater capture and reuse systems.

An overall stormwater goal for the Shirlington Area is to seek opportunities
not only to manage stormwater runoff with green infrastructure but also
to reduce impervious surfaces in the aggregate, adding trees and other
vegetation to the urban landscape within plazas, sidewalks, and roadways.
This ‘source reduction’ approach brings other co-benefits with it, including
urban heat island mitigation, more habitat for pollinators, and educational
and interpretation opportunities.
Projects should incorporate overall sustainability by achieving at least LEED
Gold certification, or equivalent, and meeting the conditions and standards
specified in the current Green Building Density Incentive Policy (or equivalent
County policy) in place at the time of final site plan acceptance.

81
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Trees

The Village at Shirlington’s overall tree canopy
target should be 25%, in keeping with the
Urban Forest Master Plan targets for Urban
Residential areas, and the surrounding
tree canopy. This can be achieved through
conservation and tree planting, in the following
ways:

1. Maximize conservation of trees on public
and private property.

•

Campbell Avenue and Other Streets with
Brick Sidewalks: To the extent possible,
maintain the existing brick sidewalks and
use modern root protection techniques
to reduce tree impacts during repairs. In
addition, tree grates should be expanded
or removed anywhere they may threaten
tree trunk health.

•

Streets with Concrete or Other Surfaces:
Reduce the impacts to trees and sidewalks
by expanding the rooting spaces.

•

Private Spaces: All efforts should be made
to maximize the conservation of trees.
All projects shall adhere to all relevant
tree-related site plan conditions and
Chesapeake Bay Preservation Ordinance
requirements.

• Areas that may experience tree removal in near-term redevelopment.

Figure 6-43
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Impact to Existing Tree Diagram

2. Addition of new planting areas:
•

Streets: New tree strips or pits should be
added where appropriate, in coordination
with Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
access requirements and taking into
consideration sight lines.

•

Private Spaces: Explore all available
options to create spaces in or on plazas,
roofs, terraces, and private streets to
increase the tree canopy. Avoid planting
trees adjacent to architectural features
that may overhang the streetscape and
limit access to sunlight and rainfall.

•

Enlarging existing street tree pits can prolong the
life of maturing trees while providing signifcantly
greater environmental benefits than new trees.

Introducing more natural features
strengthens the connection with the
principles of biophilic design.

Having a management plan to preserve and replace the
iconic street trees of Campbell is recommended.

Expand or remove tree grates where they may
threaten tree trunk health.

RECOMMENDATIONS
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The Village at Shirlington is fortunate that its early planners incorporated a
series of service alleys and pedestrian passageways as part of its essential
design. The alleys allow shops and restaurants to be serviced from the rear
and the passageways bring shoppers from the perimeter parking lots and
garages to Campbell Avenue. Other important connections link the Village to
Shirlington and Jennie Dean Parks and the Four Mile Run and Washington
& Old Dominion Trails. A pedestrian bridge over Interstate 395 provides an
important link to Parkfairfax and Fairlington. These various connections
support a robust level of pedestrian and bicycle traffic. Retaining the service
alleys is essential to the functionality of the Village, allowing Campbell Avenue
to function as a historic Main Street. Enhancing the existing network of
pedestrian and bicycle connections is essential to the vitality of the Village,
providing convenient and environmentally friendly linkages to and from the
surrounding area. Additional pedestrian connections are recommended as
shown here.
New development provides an opportunity to enhance the existing street and
pedestrian network and extend it in a logical fashion to break up the massing
of the blocks. This will not only allow light and air to better circulate, it will
provide for additional space for curbside management of bike parking, shared
micro-mobility devices, ride share facilities, pick-up and drop-off spots, and
delivery and service vehicle parking.

Figure 6-44

Connection Opportunities Diagram

The most important area to address from a block perspective is the area
currently occupied by the large surface parking lot along Arlington Mill Drive
between South Randolph and South Quincy Streets. This is the largest block
in the Village and ensuring that its future redevelopment provides greater
circulation is critical. When new infill development occurs near the eastwest service drive between Arlington Mill Drive and Campbell Avenue, this
drive aisle should be transformed into a narrow street with sidewalks and
street trees on both sides. A service and/or pedestrian connection from this
drive aisle to South Quincy Street should also be provided when the parking
structure on this block is redeveloped to further break up the block and allow
for better connectivity. This connection can either be enclosed or open, but
Priority should be given to the mainatenance
must be on a direct path line of sight.
and safety of existing pedestrian connections.
When improvments are made, utilize the
opportunity to introduce public art.

Bicycle storage facilities can become hubs
of activity while meeting user needs and
should be expanded to include other forms
of mobility.

The existing north-south passageways on both sides of Campbell
Avenue should be preserved and improved when redevelopment occurs.
Placemaking and activation opportunities along these passages through
public art, moveable seating, storefront displays, interpretive markers or
other methods should be explored.
Improving pedestrian access to the Arlington County Trades Center via the
service drive behind the Randolph Square Parking Garage is also essential.
A better link here will benefit not only the Trades Center workers, but also the
local businesses.
Preserving and enhancing the service alley between the north-south portion
of Campbell Avenue near the Harris Teeter Grocery Store to South Randolph
Street and the AMC Theater is also recommended. While primarily service
focused, this alley is frequently used by pedestrians and would benefit from
better lighting, more attractive plantings and clear paths of travel.
Figure 6-45

Outdor plazas, dining areas and natural areas should be placed along
existing and new pedestrian connections.

Connection Opportunities Diagram

Service alleys are important infrastructure for a well-functioning
commercial area. They also accommodate pedestrians, cyclists and
should include landscaping such as green walls.
RECOMMENDATIONS
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Connectivity and Circulation
Streetscape enhancements to the immediate surroundings of the Shirlington
Transit Center are critical to providing employees, visitors and residents
safe, universally accessible crossings and shaded sidewalks. Both sides of
South Quincy Street have narrow sidewalks, limited number of street trees.
The expansive intersection with Campbell Avenue can be improved with curb
extensions, lane narrowing and working jointly with Virginia Departement of
Transportation, an opportunity to transform the median near the Shirlington
Circle and the Interstate 395 ramps into a welcoming gateway. Future
expansion of the Shirlington Transit Center should be evaluated as the Village
and surrounding areas see redevelopment.
The existing pedestrian bridge across Interstate 395 acts as a marker for
the Village and is frequently used by residents of nearby Fairlington and
beyond to access the Village of Shirlington. Owned and maintained by the
Virginia Department of Transportation, an extensive rehabilitation, including
repainting, of this structure is needed. Additional lighting, and a potential
extension northward toward Arlington Mill Road to provide better connectivity
to destinations such as Jennie Dean Park is recommended. Incorporating
public art into the rehabilitation of this bridge is something that should also
be considered.

An attractive, informative and simple to follow wayfing system is essential
to a positive user experience while promoting the Village’s businesses.

To accompany improvements to circulation for all modes, it is recommended
to implement better signage and wayfinding in and around the Village. In
addition, a uniform parking management plan and an electronic real-time
parking system would help to maximize the use of existing parking spaces
These advances would allow those arriving by car to quickly and efficiently find
parking and walk to their destinations without circling in search of parking.
This would also reduce vehicular traffic volume in what is and should be the
pedestrian-focused heart of the Village.

Improving pedestrian and bicycle access to and from the Shirlington Transit
Station is important to supporting riders and their safety.
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Gateways
The Village at Shirlington is surrounded by a diverse mix of environments
and uses. To the north, the Village is bordered by Shirlington Park, Four
Mile Run, and on the other side of the stream, Jennie Dean Park and the
Shirlington Dog Park. Beyond these parks are the light industrial uses along
Four Mile Run Drive and the Green Valley neighborhood. To the west, lies
the Arlington County Trades Center, which is home to various uses including
the property yard, compost and recycling centers, the Fire Academy training
facility, Arlington Public School bus parking and impound lot. To the east, the
Village is bounded by the busy and loud Interstate 395, which wraps around
to the south. These uses and context create clearly defined edges around the
mixed-use village. Shirlington’s neighborhood gateways are prominent and
important places marking transition and welcome points. These entrances
consist of the northern gate at South Randolph Street and Arlington Mill
Drive, the eastern gate at Campbell Avenue near South Quincy Street and
the Shirlington Circle, and the southern gate near the transit center and
the intersection of South Randolph Street, South Quincy Street and South
31st Street. A major gateway is the pedestrian bridge over Interstate 395,
terminating behind the WETA garage and office building with a ramp leading
to the corner of Campbell Avenue and the Shirlington Circle.
Each of these locations represents an important opportunity to better welcome
visitors, employees, and residents to the Village. The current treatment of
these areas are devoid of any special features that indicate one’s arrival into
the Village and could be greatly improved in terms of functionality, aesthetics
and safety through:
•

placemaking

•

centralized wayfinding signage

•

enhanced landscaping

•

improved pedestrian street crossings

•

pedestrian lighting

•

architectural features

The only gateways that the Public Art Master Plan acknowledges as suitable
locations for public art are the ten major gateways into the County. Of the
opportunities listed, only the pedestrian bridge over I-395 can be considered
a major gateway.

Figure 6-46

Gateway Opportunities Diagram

Gateways are opportunities to
welcome visitors and celebrate the
culture of Shirlington.

Gateways can be a canvas for
temporary public art, providing an
ever-changing focal point.

RECOMMENDATIONS
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Public Spaces
Along with a strong pedestrian network interwoven throughout the Village,
there is a series of public open spaces scattered throughout the area . These
spaces include both publicly- and privately-owned public spaces (POPS).
Where public access has been permitted but not recorded, a public easement
should be secured. Important public spaces such as those near the Shirlington
Transit Station and the Signature Theater and Shirlington Public Library
are hubs of activity. These spaces should be prioritized for maintenance
and activation. Public open spaces along the existing pedestrian pathways
to parking areas are recommended to remain and be well-maintained.
Introducing additional trees, landscaping, moveable seating, public art and
other ways of enlivening these spaces by adjoining business owners and
civic organizations is encouraged.
New public open spaces should be considered where new connections are
proposed. These should be centers of active programming for all ages and
abilities. Stakeholders noted during the planning process that there are
not enough spaces for young children in the Village and these potential
new spaces could provide an opportunity to remedy this. Public spaces
are excellent opportunities for placemaking and provide unique micro
environments for relaxing, walking your dog and conversing with residents,
visitors and employees on a break.

Some of the best public spaces are found niches, as in this book garden
between a drug store and the public library in Davidson, North Carolina
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Public spaces designed to be adaptable and activated for children become a
magnet for all ages and serve as engagement points in the community.

Public spaces can be found by reclaiming asphalt and completed quickly and
inexpensively, as in this pop-up plaza in the Courthouse parking lot.
Mark Pekala, Arlington Abstracted, 2019

Placemaking
The notion of placemaking is rooted in creating areas within the public realm
that are casual, accessible to everyone and flexible. Location is important, as
people should naturally frequent these places. These third places are often
found at crossroads of oft- used pathways between work and home, between
parking and a destination such as the local library or a favorite restaurant.
These are places of possibility – membership is voluntary, conversation and
engagement are the goals, Social interactions and networks are important
for creating a sense of community. Public spaces must be equitable, where
everyone is equally at home and equally welcome. No one plays host and no
one owns the experience, including the County or any particular institution
or business. These areas often have a human scale that appeals to the
senses and allows for close interaction, observation and comfort. The
spirit of place (Genius Loci) is present, giving these areas legitimacy and
purpose. Placemaking can be achieved not only through permanent spaces,
as described above, but also in more ephemeral ways. Placemaking can be
temporary in nature. Rotating wall murals, tactical urbanism to transform
parking spaces into parklets, or sidewalk art are all examples of ways to
create a sense of place. Placemaking can also be an extension of outdoor
festivals, markets, musical performances and people watching.
Consider short term creative placemaking on above ground garages
such as the WETA garage.

Murals are excellent examples of temporary
public art.

Placemaking can take many forms of expression.

David de la Mano, Change Starts Inside (in progress), 2019.

Parklets such as this one in Rosslyn are an excellent
way to expand seating and landscaping, providing
comfort, shade and color to the streetscape.
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Street Frontages Plan
How people experience buildings at the street
level is critical to creating a sense of place, visual
engagement and interest. Walking along a long
expanse of frontage that is blank or has only a
few windows, passersby quickly loses interest and
keeps moving. On the other hand, if there is visual
activity both in the storefront and the architecture
itself, people will tend to linger, move slower and
return again and again.
To remain consistent with guidance from other
plans and policies, this map establishes where
to apply urban design guidelines identified as
frontage types referenced in the 2015 Arlington
County Retail Plan. Street frontage types are a
response to and way to provide guidance for
the expected use of the ground floor, whether it
be for residential amenities, retail equivalent
uses, service areas or above-grade garages. The
diagram here illustrates the most intense street
frontage type accommodating restaurants and
retail. The areas noted for façade preservation can
accommodate new uses, but should be protected
through any construction.

FRONTAGE TYPE 1
(Facade Preservation
with Retail)
FRONTAGE TYPE 2
(Retail)

FRONTAGE TYPE 3
(Retail Equivalent)

As redevelopment occurs, this plan should be
a reference point and help guide the amount
of transparency, frequency of entrances,
architectural fenestration and the importance of
differentiating and distinguishing the ground floor
from floors above.

FRONTAGE TYPE 4
(Liner, Architectural
Screen or Green Wall)
FRONTAGE TYPE 5
(Service or
Garage Access)
OPPORTUNITY
SITE

UNLIKELY
TO CHANGE
FUTURE
ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURE
EXISTING
ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURE

Figure 6-47
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Street Frontage Diagram

Architectural Features
The street frontages plan also indicates the location of both existing and potential
locations for notable architectural features. These are generally located at the
corners of major intersections or on axis at the end of a street, as in the case of the
terminus of Campbell Avenue near the Signature Theater and Shirlington Public
Library. Architectural features are an effective way to draw the eye, establish a
stronger sense of place and create a landmark. The examples shown demonstrate
how one might create a terminal vista at the end of Campbell Avenue, adding a
tower at a scale appropriate to maintaining a bright and open plaza. Special corner
or entrance treatments can also create landmarks or places of interest.
A distinctive corner can be achieved with:
•
a change in materials, contrasting it from the adjoining facades
•
the scale and proportion of fenestration
•
changes in plane
•
the introduction of an angled or rounded transition
•
an increase in bulk or height
•
the use color
•
the orientation of a main entrance
•
landscaping and site design.

A distinctive architectural feature helps define a corner edge of a district
and is a good location for more building height.

Important buildings that define public space should have architectural
features consisting of high quality materials and detailed fenestration.

Architectural features are an effective way to create a sense of place.
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General character and context – Storefront design should be sensitive to the
neighboring context and design of nearby façades and storefronts. Heights, materials
and orientation of the storefronts all contribute to this context.
Storefronts
 Fenestration and Transparency – Proprietors have a matter of seconds to capture a
potential customer’s interest as they walk by. Therefore, windows should be
The main street character of the Village at Shirlington is fundamentally derived from its
transparent and provide clear views into the store, rather than dark or tinted
signature storefronts lining leafy Campbell Avenue. Some of these storefronts have Art
discouraging potential customers. The table below provides general guidelines with the
Deco detailing and date back to the beginnings of the Village in the 1940s, while others
higher levels of transparency encouraged on Red and Gold Streets and more flexibility
were built within the last decade or so. Some are very transparent and open with finely
considered as the variety of uses increases on Blue Streets. Blank façades are strongly
detailed high-quality materials and finishes. Other storefronts appear somewhat bland
discouraged regardless of a street’s color designation. Additionally, interior and exterior
and overly
uniform , with standard metal frame and glass assemblies, a limited amount
lighting can enhance the storefront and pique interest as well.
windows, darkened glass or uninteresting materials.

Shirlington Village Special GLUP Study PLUS AND CONCEPT PLAN



Street
Typefine examples Level
of Transparency
- 10 feet above
There are
many
of storefronts
in the (between
Village at2Shirlington
and grade)
as new
Red & Gold
Approximately
of groundtofloor
redevelopment
occurs, it will be
an excellent65%
opportunity
improve the character of
Blue
of ground
other storefronts
and any new Approximately
storefronts to50%
make
them floor
more engaging and threedimensional, as shown in example. Property owners and developers should allow for
 architectural
Comfort – Areas
of respiteonsuch
as plazas can
provide
a comfortable
for seating
more
expression
an individual
basis.
Additional
façade place
elements
should
with
treesfeatures
offering shade
for comfort.
suchdesigned
amenities pedestrian-scaled
will encourage moreshop
include
such
as fabric
awnings,Having
custom
activity
near light
retail.fixtures, wooden doors and window frames. Natural stone, precast
signage,
specialty
concrete, tile and masonry work can help to establish a strong base in a traditional main
Finally,
a necessary
street lobbies
setting are
such
as this element of buildings and the placement and resulting address
can be quite valuable in marketing these buildings. However, large lobbies may not necessarily
provide for interest, a level of activity and can create a large gap in the retail continuity. A lobby As shown in a study for a year around outdoor dining cafe in Ballston,
is successful when located on the appropriate street (for the address), provides functionality for timeless design and flexible storefronts for seasonal use enliven the
public realm and increase seating capacity.
the upper levels of the building and is designed, either in size or activity, to continue the
interest along the street front.

This illustration from the Retail Action Plan describes the key elements of a Type 1
storefront in a retail and retail equivalent building use and streetscape.
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Creative use of storefront design adds depth and authenticity.
Conventional and interchangeable metal and glasss assemblies are
Arlington County Retail Plan
strongly discouraged.

Above-Grade Garage Frontages
According to the parking utilization study conducted by the County, the Village
at Shirlington currently has an adequate supply of above-grade parking
to accommodate existing demand. As redevelopment and new infill and
development occurs, there are opportunities to design and/or to screen
existing and new garage facades in a manner that is attractive and supports
other design principles of importance to this area, such as biophilia and
public art. As these garages are improved or replaced, the frontages map
indicates where those areas where attractive design and screening are most
critical.
The examples shown demonstrate a few of the multitude of ways to screen
above-grade parking. On edges such as along Arlington Mill Drive, the
treatment should reinforce the green and natural character of Shirlington
Park, Four Mile Run and Jennie Dean Park. It is important to connect this
natural environment to the Village with green “nature” or “living” walls, such
as those shown, and other biophilic design elements.
In other areas more internal to the Village at Shirlington, it may be appropriate
to use a well-designed architectural treatment to blend the structure within
the existing urban fabric. Where space permits, the introduction of shallow Above grade garages should be designed in a context sensitive manner, properly
flex use office and retail spaces can help keep the streetscape active and scaled with a base middle and top and welcoming with at-grade pedestrian access
engaging, while providing additional leasable space. Regardless of their and limited vehicular garage entrances.
location, all garages should be designed in such as a manner that they can
be transformed in the future to other occupiable uses as parking demand
diminishes. Additionally, garage entrances and layouts should be clear from
a wayfinding perspective to maximize parking efficiency and utilization. Flexibility should be considered to reposition garage space to Gross Floor
Area (GFA) in the future if fewer parking spaces are needed and the market
can support other allowable uses.

Garage and blank wall frontages should be enhanced with green walls,
particularly along pedestrian pathways.

Above grade garages are excellent opportunities for biophilic design.
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Shirlington Village Special GLUP Study PLUS AND CONCEPT PLAN

Building Heights and Form Map
The Building Heights and Form Map establishes the
recommended maximum height for those parcels
where redevelopment has the potential to occur
within the 20-year planning study horizon. Working
outward from the preservation of the historic facades
along Campbell Avenue, additional development
steps back from those facades to a potential a fourstory height. Further west towards the plaza in front
of the Shirlington Public Library, heights step up to
match other existing buildings, while maintaining the
maximum four-story height along the street wall with
a stepback for higher floors.

URBAN DESIGN HIGHLIGH

+ LIMIT NEW HEIGHT AND
AROUND CAMPBELL TO LIM
IMPACT OF SHADOWS

+ PRESERVE HISTORIC FACA
WITH NEW DEVELOPMENT
STORIES

+ RECOGNIZE ALL PROPER
COULD REDEVELOP BUT UN
TO CHANGE PROPERTIES S
INCREASE IN HEIGHT OR DE

5

3

11
3

13
4

1-2

10

Albeit complex reconstruction, the garages in this
area could potentially support an additional five
stories of development using the existing concrete
parking decks as a podium, unless full redevelopment
of these sites are practical at some future time. On
the eastern end of the Village, near Interstate 395,
greater height is appropriate with setbacks at four
stories above grade for facades facing the Village
center.

4

6

10

3

4

4

12

4

6

+ DISPERSE DISTRIBUTION
ING AND DENSITY

4

8

4
1-2

4

10

2

+ IMPROVE PEDESTRIAN CO
TIVTY AND BREAK UP MAS
LONGER BLOCKS

4

4
4

10

1-2

1-2

4

9

+ NO NEW DEVELOPMENT
SIT CENTER BUILDING

4

4

10

5

Along the northern edge of the Village, two building
sites on the existing surface parking lot fronting
Arlington Mill Drive have potential heights of 10
stories and 12 stories. These heights would allow for
a compatible relationship to other buildings along
Arlington Mill Drive which are highest at the corners
and step down toward the center of the block near
South Randolph Street and Arlington Mill Drive

+ TAPER TRANSITION IN HE
BETWEEN BUILDINGS WITH
HEIGHTS TOWARD PERIMET

4

4

*6

4

4

12

5

12

8
5

8

8

4
4-6

Future Maximum Stories and (Height)
4

5

2 (30’)

8 (90’)

4 (50’)

10 (110’)

6 (70’)

12 (130’)

Existing to
Likely Remain

14 (150’)

Pedestrian
Passageway
Facade
Preservation

Figure 6-48
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Recommended Building Height Diagram

*6

Future Pedestrian
Public Access
Additional building height
for theater/library subject to
further study

Campbell Avenue Potential
The Village at Shirlington is characterized by the experience that one feels on
Campbell Ave. The atmosphere is dominated by historical facades, large tall
trees towering over the brick sidewalks, outdoor seating areas and low-level
colorful vegetation near busy and interesting storefronts. What distinguishes
Shirlington from other commercial areas in Arlington such as Clarendon
is the one-story character. Unlike the Metro served station areas, for the
foreseeable future, Shirlington will continue to be accessed by large numbers
of automobiles as well as transit rider’s, cyclist, pedestrians. Shirlington is a
desirable place to live and there is interest in expanding the experience of
Campbell Ave without compromising the one and two-story scale. This can be
done appropriately with the recommended 20 foot stepback from the historic
facades.

The authentic nature of Campbell Ave can simultaneously be preserved and
support new investment connectivity sustain the village for years to come.
Redevelopment of the historic buildings in Shirlington can be achieved
through a combination of historic preservation, with appropriately designed
storefronts and additional height, if done in an appropriately architecturally
scaled manner. Up to three additional floors could be considered above the
existing ground floor.

Campbell Ave

EXISTING

Campbell Ave

PROPOSED
Figure 6-49

Recommended Campbell Avenue Sections
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Arlington Mill Drive Potential

Shirlington Village Special GLUP Study PLUS AND CONCEPT PLAN

Northward from Campbell Avenue is an area where a large surface parking lot and large mature trees greet visitors coming to Shirlington. The property owner, who
is the primary applicant for this Special GLUP Study, is exploring the possibility of developing multiple buildings over several phases within this area. Embracing
the vision of keeping Campbell Avenue as the historic, lower scale core of the Village while allowing greater height on the perimeter of Village, this cross section
demonstrates a potential scenario with above-grade parking, a stepback from Arlington Mill Drive and residential uses up to 10 to 12 floors overlooking Shirlington
Park and the Four Mile Run.
The area in between the Campbell Avenue- facing storefronts and this new residential building is an important linkage and contains several large mature trees that
should be conserved. This area supports an array small businesses, some of which are local. Many of these businesses provide services to locals and employees
that are not found elsewhere in the Village where rents are likely higher.. The existing parking lot drive aisle should be improved to accommodate a multitude of
curbside users such as those using carshares, micro mobility devices, bicycles and delivery vehicles.
The two existing main parking lot drive aisles should be improved to become a single tree-lined publicly accessible shared street from South Randolph Street
eastward toward the existing lower level plaza, turning 90 degrees back toward Arlington Mill Drive. The continuation of pedestrian access east to South Quincy
Street will need to continue to accommodate service vehicles, but no through movement is necessary. This area could also function as a garage entrance for
future development phases if and when the existing garage is redeveloped. The entirety of the new shared street should be designed to continue serving the
existing businesses, provide access to parking, allow for new ground floor development such as shops and residential lobbies and accommodate curbside
management of a multitude of uses such as bicycle parking, car sharing, micro-mobility devices and delivery vehicles.

Campbell Ave

B
Existing Parking lot

EXISTING

Arlington Mill Dr

Campbell Ave

PROPOSED
Figure 6-50
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New Development Site

Recommended Arlington Mill Drive Sections

Arlington Mill Dr

Quincy Street Potential
South Quincy Street south of Campbell Avenue, in the vicinity of an existing one-story gas station, is an area of great redevelopment potential, albeit a difficult
site, given size, configuration, and likely difficult to replace an operating gas station. It provides an opportunity to use greater height and density to visually and
auditorily screen Interstate 395 to buffer the walkable small-town experience of the Village.
Additional height up to 12 stories is permitted on the east side, which could include above-gradeparking and street-facing commercial uses, amenity spaces and
retail. New streetscapes with wider sidewalks and street trees would help better define the eastern edge of the Village and provide important leasable space,
which could, in turn support the commercial services and restaurants.
South Quincy Street north of Campbell Avenue has an attractive existing streetscape that needs expanded soil beds to sustain the street trees and wider
sidewalks in areas near the existing garages when redevelopment occurs. It is flanked by two aging and visible above-grade garages. This area has potential for
significant redevelopment opportunities on both sides. The FRIT garage could be redeveloped with a combination of ground floor commercial and an above grade
garage serving as a podium for a residential tower up to 12 stores. Similarly, across South Quincy Street, the WETA garage has the potential to become a site for
active ground floor uses, above-grade parking and an office or residential tower, once again providing some visual and auditory screening from Interstate395 and
creating a greater sense of enclosure within the heart of the Village.

Quincy Street
Quincy Street

EXISTING

EXISTING

G

F

Quincy Street

Figure 6-51

Quincy Street

PROPOSED

Recommended Quincy Street Sections F

Figure 6-52

PROPOSED

Recommended Quincy Street Sections G
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Randolph Street Potential

Shirlington Village Special GLUP Study PLUS AND CONCEPT PLAN

Closer to Arlington Mill Drive and across the street from
the existing Hilton Garden Inn, Section E demonstrates
how a 10-story building could provide some street-facing
flex commercial space behind and above an above-grade
garage serving as a podium for a residential tower, for
instance.

Randolph Street

Figure 6-54

Randolph Street

PROPOSED

Recommended Randolph Street Sections E

Section D, just north of Campbell Avenue has the potential
to increase to six stories on the AMC Theater site and, like
Section C, add three floors above and set back from the
existing historic building and corner tower.

Randolph Street

Figure 6-53
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EXISTING

E

EXISTING

Recommended Randolph Street Sections D

D

Randolph Street

PROPOSED

Randolph Street Potential

Bisecting the central part of the Village, South Randolph Street
has the potential to expand its ground floor commercial uses
and to improve the streetscape with redevelopment. South of
Campbell Avenue at Section C, the one-story CVS building with
the historic façade and newer, but iconic, turret could support up
to three additional stories.
Even further south on South Randolph Street, there may
be opportunities for bump-outs to allow for cafe seating or
other street-activating uses, as the street section in this
area is perhaps overly wide.

C

Randolph Street

Figure 6-55

EXISTING

Randolph Street

PROPOSED

Recommended Randolph Street Sections C
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Shirlington Village Special GLUP Study PLUS AND CONCEPT PLAN

Overall Streetscapes Improvements
The streetscape design of the Village
at Shirlington has been modified and
added to over the years. Staff’s urban
design analysis identified several
potential improvements, primarily to
support pedestrian movement. On South
Randolph Street from north to south the
following streetscape recommendations
should be addressed either as part
of redevelopment projects or capital
improvements.
At Arlington Mill Drive, curb extensions
are needed to shorten the physical
distance across South Randolph Street
and Arlington Mill Drive. At Campbell
Avenue, curb extensions are needed on
three of the four legs of the intersection.
Further south there are no pedestrian
crossings for several hundred feet until
South Randolph Street intersectsn withf
South Quincy Street and 31st Street
South. Therefore, a mid-block crossing
is recommended near the service alley
leading back to the Arlington County
Trades Center and the adjacent public
parking garage. Also, asidewalk is neeed
along the street in front of The Citizen
residential complex where the large
circular driveway is located.
The
most
critical
pedestrian
improvements are needed at the overly
wide intersection of South Randolph
Street, South Quincy Street, 31st Street
South and the entrance to the Shirlington
Transit Station. The intersection is
not signalized, and it is the primary
pedestrian and bicycle access point to
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Green streets store runoff and connect
people with the natural environment.

A well-marked mid-block crossing
benefits pedestrians and motorists.

Privately Owned Public Space (POPS)
are an extension of the streetcape.

Streets will continue to evolve as places Curb extensions provide area for
for people and transport.
storage of stormwater runoff.

Service alleys and lanes in residential areas such as this
example in San Fransisco accommodate house entrances,
cars, service/loading, pedestrians and street trees.

Curb extensions reduce the distance to
cross streets and improve accessibility.

Commercial service alleys and lanes such as Cady’s Alley
in Georgetown are excellent candidates for shared streets
with cafe and public space activation.

the Village for residents of nearby Fairlington
and the balance of the Shirlington neighborhood
to the south. The existing crossings are wide and
hazardous due in part to the observed higher
vehicle speeds on South Quincy Street and 31st
Street South. Furthermore, northbound transit
buses enter the station at a slight angle so
their visibility is compromised. A combination of
curb extensions, pedestrian-activated crossing
signals and a possible traffic signal are needed
to improve this key gateway into the Village.
On South Quincy Street, the sidewalks are
narrow in the vicinity of the WETA and FRIT
garages. As redevelopment occurs, the building
frontage should be moved back three to
five feet to accommodate wider sidewalkss
larger tree pits and allow for outdoor dining or
displays. The street trees in this area should
beepreserved but are highly constrained due to
undersized tree pits, which should be enlarged.
The South Quincy Street and Campbell Avenue
intersection is unnecessarily wide and should
be improved with curb extensions. Additionally,
the eastbound Campbell Avenue travel lane
between South Quincy Street and the Shirlington
Circle should be redesigned to allow for a wider
median and one lane of travel.
To the south of the intersection, the sidewalks
on both sides of South Quincy Street should
be widened and planted with additional street
trees. Given the width of the street section on
South Randolph Street near the existing parking
garage and office building on the east side of
the street south of Campbell Avenue, bump-outs
to provide additional café or retail space could
be considered through a future study and/or
process resulting in a PDSP amendment.

Add new shared street
Gateway opportunity and
architectral building feature

Add curb extensions
Gateway opportunity,
and architectural
building feature

Widen sidwalk, setback
buildings
Add sidewalk, street trees
Enlarge tree pits

Add second ramp from
pedetrian bridge and sidewalk
to corner

Widen sidewalk
Add curb extensions

Reduce size of intersection,improve pedestrian crossings

Add mid-block crossing

Widen median,
Gateway opportunity

Add new sidewalk

Reduce lane width to
Shirlington Circle

Provide pedestrian path
within service drive to
gate at Trades Center

Add street trees
Widen sidewalk

Add curb extensions
Reduce driveway width
Signalize Intersection, improve
lighting and pedestrian facilities
Gateway opportunity

Figure 6-56

Streetscapes Improvement Map
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Potential Redevelopment Scenario

+ LIMIT NEW HEIGHT A
AROUND CAMPBELL T
IMPACT OF SHADOWS

These three-dimensional massing models
describe the potential redevelopment of the
Village at Shirlington within the planning
horizon. Using the proposed heights map as
our guide, the goal is to keep the scale of the
buildings in the center at a more traditional
village scale height while allowing greater
height and density at the perimeter. Unlike
traditional urban centers with greater height
in the middle, the Village at Shirlington has
a unique opportunity to use its perimeter
height to envelop the historic core as well
as screen uses to the east and west that
are not compatible with the walkable nature
of the village. North and South Randolph
Street and Quincy Street are reinforced as
the main points of entry from the residential
areas of Green Valley, Shirlington and
Fairlington. This scenario considers what is
likely to change based on the susceptibility
to change analysis, interviews with property
owners’, opportunities for consolidation, age
of buildings and use potential in combination
with the Guiding Principles.
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Figure 6-57
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+ RECOGNIZE ALL PRO
COULD REDEVELOP BU
TO CHANGE PROPERT
INCREASE IN HEIGHT O

5

3

Randolph Street
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URBAN DESIGN HIGH

Recommended Redevelopment Scenario Heights Map

*6

Future Pedestrian
Public Access
Additional building height
for theater/library subject to
further study

Potential Redevelopment Scenario

Figure 6-58

Recommended Redevelopment Scenario Model View looking North
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Shirlington Village Special GLUP Study PLUS AND CONCEPT PLAN

Potential Redevelopment Scenario

Figure 6-59
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Recommended Redevelopment Scenario Model View Looking Northwest

Potential Redevelopment Scenario

Figure 6-60

Recommended Redevelopment Scenario Model View looking Southeast
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Shirlington Village Special GLUP Study PLUS AND CONCEPT PLAN

Shadow Studies of Potential Redevelopment Scenario
An effective tool to judge the potential impact
of greater height and massing is a shadow
study simulated at different times of the year.
The purpose of a shadow study is to determine
the extent of shadows created by and cast on
adjacent buildings, open spaces and streets.
These diagrams depict the proposed
development scenario at noon during the
spring and fall equinox and the summer and
winter solstice. While the winter solstice casts
the longest shadows, the orientation of the
north/south streets of Campbell Avenue near
the Harris Teeter, South Randolph Street and
South Quincy Street continue to benefit from
direct sunlight. Even with the added height
nearby, this is also the only time when the
plaza in front of the Signature Theater and the
Shirlington Public Library is completely cast in
shadow.
The study also demonstrates that any
additional height on Campbell Avenue
between South Randolph Street and South
Quincy Street would compromise the
availability of sunlight on the southern side
of Campbell Avenue, thereby confirming the
recommended heights in this document.
Additional height in the northeast corner of
the study area, as well as along Arlington Mill
Drive, has an impact on adjacent sidewalks,
but otherwise does not negatively impact
existing or planned open spaces.
Figure 6-61
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Recommended Redevelopment Scenario Shadow Studies

Potential Redevelopment Scenario

From Campbell Avenue looking west with stepbacks above historic facades.

At Randolph Street and Campbell Avenue looking north east.

From Shirlington Circle looking west with trees

At Randolph Street and Campbell Avenue looking east with trees
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URBAN DESIGN HIGHLIGHTS

Proposed Redevelopment Scenario

+ LIMIT NEW HEIGHT AND DENSITY
AROUND CAMPBELL TO LIMIT
IMPACT OF SHADOWS
+ PRESERVE HISTORIC FACADES
WITH NEW DEVELOPMENT UP TO 4
STORIES
+ RECOGNIZE ALL PROPERTIES
COULD REDEVELOP BUT UNLIKELY
TO CHANGE PROPERTIES SHOW NO
INCREASE IN HEIGHT OR DENSITY
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+ TAPER TRANSITION IN HEIGHT
BETWEEN BUILDINGS WITH GREATER
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Figure 6-62

Recommended Redevelopment Scenario Models View looking East down Arlington Mill Drive

Figure 6-63

Recommended Redevelopment Scenario Models View looking West down Arlington Mill Drive

*6

Future Pedestrian
Public Access
Additional building height
for theater/library subject to
further study

Potential Redevelopment Scenario

Figure 6-64

Recommended Redevelopment Scenario Models View looking South
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Conclusion

Shirlington Village Special GLUP Study PLUS AND CONCEPT PLAN

The Village at Shirlington is an urban village in Arlington unlike any other. With a diverse mix of uses, a strong arts, entertainment and retail core and a historic,
tree-lined Main Street, the Village has so much to offer its residents, employers, workers, neighbors and visitors. This document, with its Vision, Guiding Principles
and recommendations, will help to move Shirlington forward to an even more vibrant and successful future, while maintaining those core assets and characteristics
that make it a home, workplace and destination for so many.
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CHAPTER 7: IMPLEMENTATION

Shirlington Village Special GLUP Study PLUS AND CONCEPT PLAN

GLUP Amendment

113

To support the future implementation of the vision, guiding principles
and concept plan recommendations set forth in this Study Document,
amendments are proposed to the General Land Use Plan. The General Land
Use Plan (GLUP) is the primary policy guide for future development in the
County, and establishes the overall character, extent and location of various
land uses. Updating this Comprehensive Plan element as outlined below will
help to ensure that future private development and infrastructure investments
will be consistent and compatible with the vision for the Village at Shirlington.
Staff’s analyses and the community’s input have led to the conclusion
that an amendment to the GLUP from “Low” Office-Apartment-Hotel to
“Medium” Office-Apartment-Hotel is appropriate for any property within the
Village at Shirlington study area. However, such an amendment should
only be considered in the context of a future special exception site plan and
rezoning applications and should be evaluated as to the degree in which
the applications advance and achieve the County’s planning goals for this
area. The GLUP amendment to “Medium” Office-Apartment-Hotel should
be accompanied by an amendment to add a new note (6) to the GLUP map
signaling that this area is subject to the planning guidance outlined in this
document.

Phased Development Site Plan and Design Guidelines Amendments
Following the adoption of this Study Document, it is anticipated that
amendments to the Village at Shirlington Phased Development Site Plan
(PDSP) #106 will be submitted for review. Through the review process for these
applications, staff will reinforce the planning guidance set forth in this Study
Document and make recommendations to the applicants, commissions and
County Board to ensure that new or redevelopment proposals are consistent.
It is also expected that FRIT, the primary landowner in the Village at Shirlington,
will propose amendments to the Shirlington Design Guidelines, as part of the
PDSP amendment submission. These more detailed guidelines should be in
keeping with the design principles included in this Study Document.
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Implementation Matrix

Shirlington Village Special GLUP Study PLUS AND CONCEPT PLAN

ACTION
Amend the GLUP for the Village
at Shirlington from “LOW” OfficeApartment-Hotel to “Medium”
Office -Apartment-Hotel
Amend Phased Development
Site Plan (PDSP)

Amend the Shirlington Design
Guidelines

Streetscape Improvements

Streetscape Improvement on
Quincy Street
Wayfinding and Signage
Improvements
Parking Agreement Updates to
Allow for More Flexible Parking
Times, Uses and Shared Parking

Figure 7-65
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SHORT, MID, or LONG
TERM
Short

TIMING

LEAD ORGANIZATION

FUNDING SOURCE

Concurrent with an
appropriate site plan
application

Department of Community
Planning, Housing and
Development (CPHD)

N/A

Short

At an applicant’s request
prior to or concurrent with
submission of a site plan
application

Applicant

Short

Concurrent with or following
amendments to PDSP #106

Applicant will initiate
amendments; CPHD, Department
of Environmental Services
(DES), Department of Parks
and Recreation (DPR) and other
departments as necessary will
assist and review
Applicant will initiate
amendments; CPHD, DES,
DPR, and other departments as
necessary will assist and review

Mid to Long

As part of a site plan project
or as part of a County funded
project
As part of County funded
project
Joint project by County and
landowners

Applicant or County

Applicant or County

County

County

Applicant or County

Applicant or County

DES as lead and AED, as well as
other departments as support

County and Landowners

Mid
Mid to Long
Mid to Long

Joint project by County and
Landowners

RelationImplementation Matrix for in and around Shirlington

Applicant

ACTION
Shared Transit Center Expansion
to include an Additional Bay for
Alexandria Bus Rapid Transit
Shirlington Bridge Improvements
Shirlington Circle Improvements
(Interstate 395)
Improvements to the Pedestrian
Bridge over Interstate 395
Jennie Dean Park Improvements

SHORT, MID, or LONG
TERM
Short

Short
Mid to Long

Mid to Long
Short

Shirlington Park Improvements

Mid to Long

Shirlington Dog Park
Improvements
Trades Center Optimization Study

Short to Mid

TIMING

LEAD ORGANIZATION

FUNDING SOURCE

Project completionby or
before 2028

DES

County

Projected completion 2022
As part of a Virginia
Department of Transportation
(VDOT) project
As part of the Shirlington
Circle Improvements
Projected completion of first
phase in 3rd quarter 2020
Projected start in 2026

DES
VDOT

County
VDOT

VDOT

VDOT

DPR

County

DPR

County

DPR

County

DES

County

DES

County

CPHD, DPR

County

Shirlington ART Operations and
Maintenance Facilities Project

Short

Project completion in
2024-2025
Project completion in
2nd quarter 2020; future
construction TBD
Project completion by 2025

The Town Square Project in
Green Valley

Short

Projected comletion in 2021

Short

IMPLEMENTATIONS
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Study Process and Scope

Shirlington Special General Land Use Plan
(GLUP) Study Plus Scoping Document
BACKGROUND
Applications

In December 2017, Federal Realty Investment Trust (FRIT) submitted to the Arlington County
Zoning Office a formal application for a Special General Land Use Plan (GLUP) Study for the
subject properties located in the Village at Shirlington in the Phased Development Site Plan
(PDSP) #106 identified in the map below. FRIT requested a GLUP amendment from “Low”
Office-Apartment-Hotel to “Medium” Office-Apartment-Hotel with an associated rezoning from
C-O-1.5 to C-O-2.5. In May 2019, the Hilton site was added to the application and in June 2019,
WETA became a co-applicant. The applicants are also requesting amendments from “Low”
Office-Apartment-Hotel to “Medium” Office-Apartment-Hotel with associated rezonings from CO-1.5 to C-O-2.5 for these additional parcels. The location and extent of these sites are depicted
on the Study Area Map below.

Map 1. Area Requested for GLUP Amendment by Applicant
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Table 1. GLUP Amendment Application Subject Sites

FRIT
Site

Property
Location
RPC #s
Site Area
Current
GLUP
Designation

(Office Building at Campbell
Ave. and Quincy St.; Parking
Lot at Arlington Mill Dr. and
Randolph St.)
See map on p. 1.

29-019-024, 29-020-001 -29020-024, 29-014-183
5.45 acres
“Low” Office-Apartment-Hotel
(Up to 1.5 FAR Office; Up to 72
units/acre Residential; Up to
110 units/acre Hotel)

Proposed
GLUP
Designation

"Medium" Office-ApartmentHotel (Up to 2.5 FAR Office; Up
to 115 units/acre Residential;
Up to 180 units/acre Hotel).

Current
Zoning
Proposed
Zoning
Conceptual
Development
Program

C-O-1.5 Mixed-Use District
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C-O-2.5 Mixed-Use District
Conversion of office building at
the corner of Campbell Ave.
and Quincy St. to residential
and development of surface
parking lot along Arlington Mill
Dr. and Randolph St. and
potential development of the
parking garage at Quincy Street
and Arlington Mill Dr.

Hilton
Site

WETA
Site

See map on p. 1.

See map on p. 1.

29-014-184

29-023-005, 29-023-008

0.79 acres
“Low” Office-ApartmentHotel (Up to 1.5 FAR
Office; Up to 72 units/acre
Residential; Up to 110
units/acre Hotel)
"Medium" OfficeApartment-Hotel (Up to
2.5 FAR Office; Up to 115
units/acre Residential; Up
to 180 units/acre Hotel).
C-O-1.5 Mixed-Use
District

1.39 acres
“Low” Office-ApartmentHotel (Up to 1.5 FAR Office;
Up to 72 units/acre
Residential; Up to 110
units/acre Hotel)
"Medium" OfficeApartment-Hotel (Up to
2.5 FAR Office; Up to 115
units/acre Residential; Up
to 180 units/acre Hotel).
C-O-1.5 Mixed-Use District

C-O-2.5 Mixed-Use
District

C-O-2.5 Mixed-Use District

Redevelopment of this site
is not anticipated at this
time.

Possible expansion of
building.

2

Map 2. Proposed Special GLUP Study Plus Area

STUDY OBJECTIVE
The main objective of the study is to determine whether the County Board should consider
advertising amendments to the GLUP for the aforementioned properties. To address this, staff
will analyze the applicant’s requested sites, as well as a proposed expanded study area (full
PDSP) as identified in the maps above, in the context of the surrounding area and obtain
feedback from the Long Range Planning Committee of the Planning Commission (LRPC) on the
appropriateness of the requested GLUP designations, or possibly other GLUP designations that
may be appropriate for these sites. In conjunction with the LRPC, staff may identify a more
focused area for analysis which could include potential redevelopment opportunity sites. With
this input, staff will develop a recommendation to the County Board regarding the potential
advertisement of a GLUP amendment and/or amendments for this area, recognizing the
importance of the continued success of the entire Village at Shirlington PDSP. This work will, in
turn, inform future amendments to the PDSP, as well as future site plan applications.
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STUDY AREA

For this study, potential GLUP designations will be analyzed for the parcels that are the subject
of the revised Special GLUP Study Application that was filed with the Arlington County Zoning
Office. In addition, the study area is proposed to be expanded to include a broader area
comprising the remaining properties within the Village at Shirlington, all of which is the subject
of PDSP #106. Within this study area, potential redevelopment opportunity and retail
enhancement strategy areas may be identified for further analysis and modeling as part of a
core study area.

SCOPE OF STUDY

There is currently no established Area Plan guidance to inform a County Board decision on the
requested GLUP changes. PDSP #106 currently serves as a de facto policy and implementation
document, however, consistent with the County Board’s resolution adopted in 2008, staff will
lead a special study to evaluate the request, working with the LRPC to do so. The primary
purpose of the study is to determine whether the County Board should consider advertising the
requested GLUP designations, or other GLUP designations that may be appropriate. Given that
the geographic scope involves several properties in an area much larger than has been typical of
a Special GLUP Study, this project will be considered a Special GLUP Study Plus. Guiding
principles and other recommendations developed as part of this effort will inform future PDSP
and design guideline amendments.
The scope of work for this study will address the following, at a minimum:
 History of GLUP and Zoning designations and PDSP/site plan approvals for the study site
and surrounding area;
 Existing GLUP and Zoning designations and PDSP/site plan approvals for the study site
and surrounding area;
 Existing environmental and topographical features, land uses, densities, building heights
for study site and surrounding area;
 Recommendations of County plans and policies, as applicable;
 Allowable uses, densities, building heights, etc. for requested GLUP designation and
other GLUP designations to be studied;
 3-D computer modeling of the study site’s existing conditions, and various scenarios
reflecting requested GLUP designation and other GLUP designations to be studied; and
 Preliminary transportation analysis for the study site and surrounding area, including
recommendations for improvements such as new streets and walkways, connections,
etc..
Potential 3-D Modeling Scenarios – In addition to existing conditions, staff with applicant
support will generate 3-D computer modeling for potential development scenarios for the study
area reflecting a range of GLUP designations. The GLUP designations that could be modeled will
be determined with input from the LRPC. For background information, Table 2 shows the
maximum planned densities and building heights for the existing and requested GLUP categories
that will be analyzed, though additional scenarios may be added following discussions with the
LRPC. Additionally, Table 2 notes the basis or rationale for including each of these GLUP
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designations in the modeling scenarios. The modeling scenarios could include scenarios with
one GLUP designation across the entire study area, as well as scenarios that reflect several
different GLUP designations across the study area. The 3-D modeling will generally consider
development consistent with GLUP/zoning maximums, provision of appropriate amounts of
parking spaces, and development forms that are compatible with surrounding development and
reflect sound urban design principles. In some cases, the modeling may achieve planned
maximum densities for GLUP designations in building heights lower than the maximums
permitted by associated zoning districts.

Table 2. GLUP Designation Development Scenarios to be Modeled
GLUP
Designation
Scenario

Typical
Zoning
District

Density

Office

Res.

Hotel

"Low" OfficeApartment-Hotel

C-O-1.5

1.5 FAR

72 u/ac

110 u/ac

"Medium" OfficeApartment-Hotel

C-O-2.5

2.5 FAR

115 u/ac

180 u/ac

(maximum)

Building
Height

Basis for Study

8 stories (office)
10 stories

Current GLUP

12 stories (office)
16 stories

Requested GLUP

(maximum)

TBD with LRPC
Input

(res./hotel)

(res./hotel)

LRPC REVIEW PROCESS

County staff will lead this process, which will include the LRPC as the main forum for
conversation, with expanded participation to include:
 Property owners/developers involved with the requested GLUP changes;
 Representatives of affected civic associations, including Shirlington, Green Valley and
Fairlington;
 Representatives of other advisory commissions as appropriate, including the
Transportation Commission, the Parks and Recreation commission, the Historical Affairs
and Landmark Review Board and the Commission for the Arts; and
 County staff representing:
 Community Planning, Housing and Development (CPHD - Planning, Housing, Historic
Preservation);
 Department of Environmental Services (DES - Transportation, Parking,
Environmental Management, Facilities)
 Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR – Parks, Urban Forestry)
 Arlington Economic Development (AED – Real Estate, Public Art); and
 Department of Libraries (LIB).
Barring any unforeseen issues, this study is anticipated to entail approximately four to five LRPC
meetings over the course of six months, beginning in June 2019. Notification of the LRPC
meetings will be provided on the County website, and staff will work with commission liaisons
and local civic association leadership to request they electronically distribute information to
their membership.
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While the specific agenda for each meeting will be established jointly between staff and the
LRPC Chair (or assignee), the main subject and objectives of each meeting could reflect the
following approach as outlined in Table 3.

Table 3. Tentative LRPC Meeting Agenda (subject to change)
Meeting

Potential Topics

(June 25, 2019)
7-9pm






Overview of the Special GLUP Study Plus process;
Background information on the site;
Preliminary site analysis;
Discussion and refinement of process and scope (study
boundary, modeling scenarios, etc.)

Meeting #2



Walking tour with staff presentations followed by
meeting
Discussion of opportunities, constraints, assumptions to
inform scenario modeling, etc.
LRPC discussion and direction

Meeting #1

(July 23, 2019)
7-9pm




Meeting #3

(September 25, 2019)
7-9pm







Meeting #4

(November 20, 2019)
7-9pm






Meeting #5

(December 18, 2019)
7-9pm




Staff responses to questions raised at previous
meetings
Presentation of scenario(s) (if applicable)
Presentation of multimodal transportation impact
analysis report
Emerging guiding principles
LRPC discussion and direction
Staff responses to questions raised at previous
meetings
Presentation of final modeling scenario(s) (if applicable)
Presentation of Draft Special GLUP Study Plus
Document
LRPC discussion and direction
Presentation of Final Draft Special GLUP Study Plus
Document
LRPC discussion and direction

STUDY OUTPUT

The product of this study will be a Special GLUP Study Plus Document, produced by staff and
informed by LRPC input, that captures the planning highlights of the analysis and process
discussions. This Special GLUP Study Plus Document will also serve as a foundation for any
future staff reports and associated recommendations regarding which GLUP category or
categories may be most appropriate. Should any PDSP amendments or site plan applications be
filed subsequently for this site, the County Board will be presented with a staff report, informed
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by and referencing the Special GLUP Study Plus Document, recommending or not
recommending advertisement of the requested GLUP amendments.

A potential product for this study could include a study document that primarily consists of the
following elements (subject to change):
 Narrative text providing introduction, background, and other key features of the study.
 Guiding Planning Principles, which could potential include high-level urban design
guidance.
 Concept Map(s) providing recommendations potentially addressing topics such as land
use, density, building heights, transportation, and parks.
 Summary of findings, with recommendations on which GLUP designation(s) could be
appropriate within the study area
 Policy recommendations for adoption by the County Board in support of any
proposed/recommended GLUP amendments.
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Shirlington Special GLUP Study Plus
Community Forum and Online Survey Results
This document includes qualitative and quantitative data collected from the Shirlington community forum on November 20,
2019 and the online survey that was available from November 22 to December 10, 2019.
1. What defines Shirlington for you? What features give Shirlington its sense of place?
Community Forum
Signature Theater (x2)

Performance area

Entertainment (x2)

Fun

Range of amenities

Great restaurants bring customers

Restaurants/dining (x5)

Library

Gathering places

Town center (x2)

Balance of uses

Small business (local and choices)

Business turnover (not stable)

Highway

Transit station

Mature tree canopy

More trees

Open spaces/green spaces

Diversity (x2)

Welcoming for all

Dogs! (x3)

Space to do events “holiday”

Walkable (x3)

Walkable with gathering options

Urban

Potential

Familiar

Small

European village

Convenience

Mid-century look

Density off of transit (x2)

Mix of old and new architecture

Online Survey
1) Lots of stores and restaurants. 2) It is pedestrian friendly. 3) convenient parking. 4) the library.
A good place to get a meal or a drink, run a few errands.
A walkable downtown with a good selection of restaurants.
Accessibility
Active community. Walkability.
An oasis of restaurants, entertainment, retail and public services accessible to residents across the county, but walkable for
anyone once there. The well-planned development cluster has human scale, and is a place that has identity as a people's
place. While access is facilitated by several through-travel streets (as well as the highway off-ramps) it feels like a pedestrian
place, not a car place. Shirlington Park and Four Mile Run provides a natural and biophilic "edge" to the developed area, and
the natural features in that developed area help connect the two. The park also is a linear conduit to other park, recreation
and business venues on the east side of the run. In this context, the Campbell Avenue configuration benefits from and
contributes to the area as a livable neighborhood center.
Big trees, 1 story retail, quaint character, quirky old buildings, lots of restaurants, retail and entertainment, the library, the
movie theater
business friendly environment
Campbell Avenue gathering places.
Casual and relaxed urban village, with dining options, culture, retail and more.
Casual neighborhood that's easily walkable and has a nice mix of food and activities. Love the arts at either end - WETA and
Signature.
Charming fully functioning village with dining, grocer, post office, bank, library, signature theatre and movie theatre. I'm
concerned about the increasing vacant store fronts.
Community feeling and experience and open air dining.
Community, neighborhood, friendliness, convenience, accessibility
Community, quaint
Cute village like feel and Christmas lights on trees and yummy restaurants.

Shirlington Special GLUP Study Plus Survey Results

Dining, theatre(s), and thelibrary
Dog park - supported by businesses, neighbors, and people from around the area for its length that allow distribution of
animals and opportunity for human exercise.
Easy access, free parking, lots of dining choices, beautiful lighting at the holidays, lovely outdoor space in the summer
Easy parking
Easy parking, accessible to my home, great mix of food, library, movies, and theatre--and other services. Walkable.
Friendly and welcoming main strip with lots of shopping, restaurant, and entertainment options.
Great access to a major grocery store, drug store (CVS soon), restaurants, and personal services.
Great restaurants and a walkable area
Harmony between nature and urban cultural amenities (library, live theater, movie theater, restaurants, local shops) with
good multi-modal accessibility (walking, bicycle, bus, cars)
I can walk to Signature theatre, good restaurants in varying price ranges, a movie theater. Completely walkable. Has an oldtime “Village “ feel to it
I currently work in, and used to live in Shirlington. I love its urban village feel and the walkable convenience of having a
variety of services in one location. The sense of place created by the active street front and cohesion space is what defines
Shirlington for me.
I love that Shirlington is walkable and dog-friendly. Also the local businesses are fantastic. The library adds a great sense of
inviting public space and community.
I love the variety of things to do in Shirlington. Coming from a big city where I walked to everything, I purchased here because
I could walk to the movies, theater, dinner, groceries, etc. It also help being very dog -friendly. I also love that I can park in the
garages in the evening and weekends. That also helps to bring people from outside the community to it.
It feels like a neighborhood, friendly, walkable, lots of events, sites, areas to visit. Having the huge CVS move into town is a
heartbreak.
It is not too crowded and this new plan would make it very crowded.
It’s a community of businesses within walking distance from many neighborhoods. The area provides a sense of community
with their events to Arlington residents.
It’s family and dog friendly, has a variety of great restaurants, is fun both during the day and in the evening/night, is very
walkable and has free parking. Please don’t start charging for parking! We also look forward to the festivals and block parties
throughout the year.
It’s quiet and walkable. It doesn’t feel like a city.
Its "village" 1940s (mostly) feel, low building height, people out walking and sitting in public areas.
Its architecture and small scale.
It's charming and walkable.
It's kind of like this weird little island that feels physically separated from the rest of Arlington. It feels out of the way and
hard to access, despite ample bus routes and parking.
It's uncanny resemblance to the Truman show.
Local charm and strong eating choices.
Local restaurants and other businesses. Transit access. Walkability.
Local town center
Lots of options
Low rise construction
Mature tree canopy
Meeting place for neighbors. Events for neighbors to get together. The local shops and restaurants .
Middle of nowhere
Mix of restaurants, shopping and 4 mile run trail and park. Don't like the industrial areas.
Mixed use and walkable.
2
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Mixed use, great retail, restaurants and gathering spaces, cultural facilities and the ability to support bigger buildings off the
metro.
Mixture of restaurants, bars, unique retail, library, movies and live theater.
Moderate density housing and neighbors who know prevent just recognize each other, safety in a big city, the overall feeling
of having found an air of calmness, caring folks who truly love their homes and community.
Movies and offices and resturants
Neighborhood gathering place and services. Can walk on weekends or drive there quickly, use free parking to have
coffee/dinner with neighbors, get my hair cut/nails done close to home.
nightlife
Not changing the look and feel of the small restaurants and shops throughout the Village. Local businesses still manage to
barely hold on now. Go ahead and do a big redo and they'll all be gone.
open green space and parks
Open spaces. Shopping. Sitting outside
Outdoor seating, mature trees, entertainment & arts, and the library!
Pedestrian friendly community, low-rise mix of shops, restaurants, movie, library, theater, and apartments
People with kids and dogs walking and biking safely .
Public events with music. Outdoor seating and dining. Mix of historic and modern buildings. Limited traffic.
Quaint neighborhood setting, like a village it's supposed to be.
Quiet
Restaurants
Shirlington extends from 395 to walter Reed along four mile run, and includes four mile run to Wakefield and south Randolph
Streets. Includes Shops and Arlington county facilities, windgate 2 and 3, and Heatherlea. Excludes Fairlington and The
Arlington.
Shirlington has restaurants and culture and parks and beauty. Not massive high rises.
Shirlington is defined by its variety of restaurants and outdoor dining opportunities, supported by the movie theater and
Signature Theater for entertainment. Office presence provides liveliness during the day while residential units contribute to
the liveliness at night. The "Main Street" design contributes to Shirlington's sense of place.
Shirlington is my home away from home. I frequent the library and Signature Theatre. My husband and I celebrate special
days at the great restaurants. And I frequent the post office as well.
Shirlington Village
Shops and restaurants.
Sidewalk cafes, library, theater, dogs.
Signature Theater; restaurants
Small businesses, dog friendly, community oriented
Small locally owned businesses
Small town feel
Small town main street feel. Walk ability. Town features such as movie theater, library, grocery store, performing arts theater
and a little town square.
Small town village feel
Small urban oasis in the suburbs. Mixed use and walkable.
small, casual urban center, easy access, easy parking with a variety of restaurants and activities. a comfortable place to
spend time and money.
Small/independent businesses that make Shirlington distinct from other commercial areas. It’s walkability, sidewalk eating
areas, and mixed use of commercial and residential are key features.
Stroller and dog friendly, walkable and a feeling of a small community
The agora of having a grocery store, library, playhouse and outdoor space.
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The combination of eclectic tenants and tree-lined streets.
The dense urban village characteristics.
The locally based/owned shops, the sense of community, the small town main street feel of the area.
The main Blvd with restaurants
The mom and pop like feel. Good walkability and culture
The open spaces and the restraint from over development.
The Plaza outside of the library.
The public spaces and walkability.
The remnants of the historic Art Deco details and architecture are a significant aesthetic feature as well as a connection to
the area's history. The ability to adaptively reuse these buildings allow for an exhibition of South Arlington's history while still
making Shirlington a vibrant commercial district.
The restaurants
The retail streetscape.
The scale of the buildings along Campbell Avenue. The historic facades of the buildings along Campbell Avenue. The theater
and library.
The sense of small community life so close to the city.
The service industry specifically restaurants. Additionally, the walkability promotes a neighborhood feel albeit a destination
location.
The small village feel that is so connected to parks and trails.
The theatre, library and its restaurants.
The things to do (eat, entertain) and the people doing them. It's a lively place.
The tree lined plaza with shops and restaurants is quintessential Shirlington. The scale, landscape, streetscape and public
plazas create sense of place
the variety of options-dining, live theater, library, movies, shopping.
The village, local restaurants and businesses, and the walkable neighborhood atmosphere.
The walk ways around the creek, the open spaces.
The walkable neighborhood with a density of available shops, restaurants, residential apartments and condos &
entertainment (Movies & Signature)
The walkable shops and restaurants, plus the public library with great hours.
the walking streets
Town Village
Trees and garden home feel. The watershed also adds to the nature feel of the community.
Type of structures and central planning
Unique restaurants
Variety of business, retail, services, professional, food, entertainment, etc. along with residential apartments, condos, etc.
public spaces, adequate parking, and the well kept buildings and streets.
Variety of businesses, safe feeling, clean, pedestrian friendly, attractive, and outdoor dining.
Variety of restaurants and retail shops with community events, that are family friendly and also walkable
Variety of Restaurants and walkability.
Vibrant and diverse community with multi use spaces including AMPLE GREEN SPACE, giving it the feeling of a small close-knit
"village". Bikes, pedestrians and cars seem to still be able to exist together peacefully.
Village feel, walk-ability, safety, cute
Village of Shirlington area
Walkability
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Walkability and the variety of restaurants and shops.
Walkability and welcoming storefronts
Walkability, community
Walkability, Dog Friendly, Restaurants and Arts (ie. Signature Theater)
Walkability, restaurants, library, theater
walkability, restaurants, outdoor spaces, free parking, mixed use residential and commercial, not crazy busy, library access
and theater access.
Walkability. Lots of restaurants. CVS not a great idea.
Walkable Campbell Avenue with busy shops, restaurants, and the library.
walkable downtown area, diversity of shops, the amazing signature theatre, free parking!
Walkable downtown with shops and restaurants
Walkable restaurants, dog friendly businesses, convenient (and free) parking
Walkable tree-lined streets are inviting. The mix of retail - including the draw of a theater, the library, grocery store, movies,
and restaurants make Shirlington appealing and a place you can visit repeatedly. While I know the County doesn't like
building parking, the ample parking makes it an easy place to visit and supports the retail by drawing from across Arlington people frequent the entertainment and restaurants because it is easy to park.
Walkable, livable community for a variety of socio-economic levels (Library, grocery, Hair Cuttery, movie theater .... Signature
Theater, Carlyle Grand, high end furniture, salons)
Walkable, sense of community, family friendly, one-stop shopping, dining & entertainment (theatres)
Walkable. Small town feel.
Who cares
Wide sidewalks, traffic calming, sidewalk cafes, public open space in front of the theater/library
Wide variety of smaller shops and restaurants that are unique to the area. Dog and family friendly and walkable. The library
and theater that includes the art and literary vibe in the neighborhood.
2. Choose your top 5 most important functional and/or aesthetic characteristics of Shirlington.
Online
Survey

Community
Forum

TOTAL

Pedestrian Walkability

191

13

204

Outdoor Dining

175

13

188

Tree Lined Streets

119

8

127

Variety of Retail Experience

98

8

106

Access to Parking Garages

102

4

106

Mature Tree Canopy

83

4

87

Active Store Front

72

11

83

Public Gathering Spaces

69

11

80

Dog Friendly

73

7

80

Casual Seating

56

3

59

Night Life

42

3

45

Mix of New & Old Architecture

31

10

41

Bike Friendly

36

2

38

Pedestrian Pathways

34

2

36

Night Lighting

27

4

31
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Biophilic Elements

29

2

31

Historic Art Deco Detailing

25

4

29

Access to Surface Parking

26

2

28

Street Parking

27

0

27

Characteristic Brick Paving

24

0

24

Public Art

22

2

24

Campbell Ave Fountain

21

1

22

Signature Architecture

16

3

19

Combination of Pedestrian and Utility Corridors

10

0

10

Lighting Features

8

1

9

Streetscape Materials - Granite Curbs

4

0

4

Wayfinding & Signage

2

0

2

Any other comments or feedback on this question?
Addition of CVS was stupid.
Additional density and public transportation options should go hand-in-hand. Removing the parking restrictions on the top
of the Harris Tetter garage should be considered. The Delaney reserves the top deck of the garage and it is horribly underutilized, which negatively impacts the retail and restaurant business in the neighborhood.
Although Shirlington is home to a transit hub, it is more accessible by car (including ride share). Therefore, a balance must
be maintained between car access (i.e., parking) and other modes of transportation.
Any further development of Shirlington will increase property value and interest in the surrounding neighborhoods. Not to
mention, it will benefit those already living here. Im in favor of continuing development of Shirlington; it still holds a great
deal of potential.
Any planning solutions for Shirlington should creatively address parking.
At the meetings held do far, no information has been presented regarding the impact of higher density on the street
network of VAS and that of the adjacent neighborhoods. The street network and intersections cannot handle the
additional traffic from higher density. The attractivenss of VAS quality of life would be negatively affected by the higher
density. The appeal of VAS is the ability of customers to easily access it. The developers (FRIT and WETA) would financially
benefit by higher density but the access to VAS by the residents in the surrounding neighborhoods and other customers
would be significantly negatively impacted. The County gets the developers to pay for proffers but the nearby residents
suffer. It is time that the County started considering the impact of developments on nearby residents and the quality of
life in Arlington. Stop giving developers everything they want.
Cannot click on images. Please leave Shirlington alone. Love the movie Theater, Signature Theater, many restaurants,
post office, lights, trees and i can walk there from Fairlington Village.
Cant wait to see what is in store!
couldn't make this work...no indication that survey processed my choices
Did you intentionally leave out Signature?
Disappointed by the new parking meters and the CVS
Dont mess this up and make Shirlington another bland, mass produced part of Arlington
Ethnic diversity especially re: restaurants
Fine the way it is
I reviewed some of the PDFs from previous meetings on this issue. I agree with some of the comments that I read in the
last meeting summary - Some of the entrances to the Village feel tight because of the narrowness of the road and the
height of the buildings, in particular Campbell and Arlington Mill; keeping the Village connected to the park by sight line
and pedestrian paths is important to me; I am comfortable with the library and theater being much taller and increased
height on other buildings south of Campbell; I think that one tall long building replacing the surface parking lot along
Arlington Mill would feel like a wall but 2 buildings with a moderate height and a pedestrian open space between them
6
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would be a good addition to the area; finally with increased density I believe that a traffic light is necessary at Campbell
and Randolph
I STRONGLY support any increase in density of retail and/or residential development in Shirlington. I ESPECIALLY support
anything that will bring more customers to the restaurants & shops. This may mean additional housing...I am for it!
I was unable to click on the photo images above but they certainly are great pictures. I love Shirlington and have watched
it grow and change in the 30 years I have lived in Arlington.
Increased retail is nice, but continue to ensure parks and recreation (including libraries) are a major park of Shirlington
through paths and parks.
Introducing more varied mix of retail would increase sustainability
It feels safe.
It is important to protect existing businesses who provide jobs, taxes, consume water and keep county revenues up
It seems that Shirlington could be an even more appealing destination if the cost of rent were more affordable for a variety
of businesses. At present street-level storefronts are almost exclusively eating establishments. It would be great if there
were more retail shops. In addition, it is worrisome that CVS is going to occupy a large, corner space on the avenue. This
changes the nature and appeal of the place in a negative way.
It’s time to stop before Shirlington becomes another overdeveloped claustrophobic nightmare with dark canyon corridors
replacing green space.
Keep the historic buildings and features! No boring new commercial construction!
Keep uniqueness - no big chain business. Keep rents reasonable to preserve charm and success of smaller businesses.
Love the public plaza in front of the library - it's always very active. And love the outdoor entertainment at Christmas &
during the summer.
Making it more family friendly and easier to walk around safely. More casual dining options
More density. Lots more.
More parking for retail customers. Since no Metro they need more mass transit options.
No
Not happy with the recent takeover of large space by CVS.
On-street parking is the LEAST important part of Shirlington.
Photo clicks did not work. NOTE: Still need more retail. Getting to be over-supplied with bars and eateries.
Photo selection doesn't work on the computer but I like the photos of public gathering spaces, public art, night lighting,
tree lined streets, and pedestrian walkability
Please do not make the buildings higher or start packing in more store fronts. It will make everything more claustrophobic
then. IT's actually just fine the way it is.
Please don't build high rises like the ones that have taken over North Arlington. Also my browser did not work on clicking
on the pictures above. But I would have chosen - Active Store Front - Night Lighting -Tree Lined streets - Fountain Public Art
Please leave our beautiful trees in shirlington !!!
Sadly lots of retail is dying due to online shopping —the Amazon Style shopping will one day end due to high costs for
delivery etc. (packages being stolen from homes ) until then, I hope mist “real” stores will not die.
See how additional housing can be added..
Shirlington could use more density, I think that would help with the constant retail turnover.
Shirlington is a great neighborhood. I think changes to the parking lot area across from the movie theater are a good idea
as long as they maintain the community atmosphere of Shirlington.
Shirlington is a unique area in Arlington and should not become another Ballston or Pentagon City. Understandably, there
are several vacancies that are troublesome and improvements are needed to keep the area viable -- but care should be
taken not to lost the "small-town charm" that Shirlington offers that other retail areas have lost.
Shirlington is great in so many ways. Yet, it could be better. There's too much surface parking. Randolph Street should
have a more active street front. And the bus station is hidden far away from the center of activity.
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Shirlington is one of our favorite places and though it is need of some "sprucing up" I would not like to see it change that
much.
Support locally-owned small businesses and stop the ridiculous over-development of every square inch of the county.
Thanks for taking resident comments seriously. Shirlington is currently a great place to live...let's keep that going
The dog park is integral to the shopping and living area. Do not reduce in size but light it.
The feeling of a small town. Main Street
The library is one of the biggest assets. It has great hours and great programs.
The mix of historic fabric and contemporary architecture is the most important characteristic of Shirlington.
The nature of the current set up allows for businesses to function but for the space to still feel open and sunny. Please
don’t put in additional high rises. That would change the appeal and usability of the space.
The rising rents are driving small businesses away. A large CVS on the corner detracts from the small village atmosphere.
Landlord needs to be willing to negotiate rents or else this area will have nothing but empty stores and restaurants. But no
more big chain stores!
The very first time I ever came to Shirlington (years before I even moved to the area) I loved the quaintness of it. I loved
that there weren’t huge chain restaurants and it was super crowded. I hope that continues for Shirlington. A
redevelopment to make it more urban could ruin the whole concept of it.
The village was well thought out...parking garages tucked away behind the shops, street parking contributes to the urban
vibe....be careful not to destroy this gem
This question is not very mobile friendly, difficult to take on a cell phone
Unique, i.e. non-chain restaurants are the most important aspects.
What the hell is biophilic elements? Life-loving elements? What kind of life are talking about? Life-affirming? Living
organisms? Like cockroaches? Do some elements in Shirlington promote a love of roaches?
With the proposed new housing on 31st. Much needs to be done about already fast-moving traffic. An alternate walking
path from Abingdon elementary to Library would be an escape from traffic & noise.
Working with nature to create and use livable outdoor spaces is key to the future viability of Shirlington. Biophilic spaces
have economic value and bring retail advantage as compared to over-built spaces that lose connection with the humans
who use them. Scale is a large component in this regard, as is the integration of natural spaces and features in developed
space.
Would hate to see the small community feeling of the Shirlington Village turn into Clarendon (polar opposite).
Would love more vegetarian friendly restaurants. I still miss Aladdin. Even a Sweetleaf or Sweetgreen or place for great
salads and bowls would be a welcome addition. I miss the old movie theater too. The new seats are nice but the film
selection is not as good.
3. The requested change in land use and zoning would allow for an increase in building density and height. Should
Shirlington grow more dense and taller? If so, where should additional height be placed?

Response
Along the edges
In the center
Not at all

Online
Survey
44
29
50

Comm.
Forum
12
3
0

Total
56
32
50

%
41%
23%
36%

36%

41%

23%
Along the edges

In the center

Not at all
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Any other comments or feedback on this question?
Height could be added at variety of locations - not just center or perimeter
Add more density throughout Shirlington.
Any new development, including raising height limits should be accompanied by roof top gardens and attention to other
forms of biodiversity protection. Both can co-exist. Be creative in making that happen.
Area has already been harmed by existing high raise buildings and increase density. A sense of openness and green space
is vital for quality of life for residents and will attract more visitors.
Arlington has lots of empty office spaces throughout the county. If rentals go too high, the County might kill a major
source of income. Having too many empty shops and high rise buildings won’t help matters.
Both! I would like increased density and height across the area.
Build more schools!
Campbell Avenue needs buildings with more height, 5-8 stories. The surface parking on Arlingto Mill and the garage on
Quincy Street should be the next priority for increased density.
Cram more in, chase the small businesses and decrease the quality of life. Seems to be the scheme these days.
Create a pedestrian and bike path that cuts over or under 395 into Fairlington. Shirlington is essentially an island, due to
395 and 4 mile run stream. How is Shirlington going to accommodate more traffic?? If you build up Shirlington, you better
add in a metro line or something. We don't need more cars idling on the road in traffic. Also, what will be done to ensure
the new buildings will not create more runoff problems onto the adjacent waterways? Are there stormwater plans that go
with these new building ideas? You'd better keep the old growth, or expect dirtier air and more flooding.
Density = more use of Shirlington's good bus transit
Density wavers are out of control.
Dont block sunlight on the streets or create safety issues surrounding parking. If you allow someone to bud more
residences, they need to pay for a new school and associated taxes. Do not price us out.
Don't go too tall and ruin the village feel on Campbell!
Extra height is OK as long as the ground level feels accessible and welcoming to pedestrians
Find better use of the surface parking lots, and build on top of garages.
I am in favor of any/all development in Shirlington!
I assume that the increased building heights are designed to make more housing available. Please assure that they provide
sufficient parking for the new occupants.
I don’t think this would be a good idea. Traffic is already bad. Affordability is also becoming a problem.
I don’t want to see the shady cannons that we now have in Ballston. Seems totally disconnected from nature and too
citified. Not neighborly.
I would be concerned that increasing the height only along the edges would give the village a walled-off, closed -in feel
rather than a welcome, open village integrated into the surrounding area. Also, the 5 way- intersection at Arlington Mill
and Shirlington Road is painfully slow and cumbersome -- especially when coming from Shirlington Road. That intersection
should be redesigned to better accommodate the traffic from Four-Mile Run and Shirlington Road and the W&OD trail
crossing before additional density is added to Shirlington Village. This moves the area away from being pedestrian friendly.
If any increased in density is permitted, it should be along Quincy where the gas station is as this area is already poorly
incorporated into the village and is not pedestrian friendly as it is.
I would like to see the character (including height) along Campbell Ave changed as little as possible.
I would not be opposed to adding a few floors above existing Campbell Avenue storefronts.
I'd pick the center and the edges. 10 to 15 stories with a lesser mix of 4 and 6.
If done thoughtfully, higher buildings be okay as long as there were enough resources (parking being a big one) to
accommodate the increased density of residents and business.
If you’re adding to housing density, make additional shops and restaurants
Increased density doesn't bother me as long as the cars are directed outside the central area, similar to the apartment
building next to Harris Teeter. Those residents enter and exit the garage without interacting with Shirlington visitors.
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Increasing density in the center of the study area would disrupt the "Main Street" feel that is key to giving Shirlington its
sense of place. Therefore, higher density along the edges would be preferred.
It is too bad we don’t have the option to choose both, additional height could be managed appropriately in the center of
the study area with stepbacks and transitions E/W/N/S
It will only let me select one. Why can't it get better both on edges and in middle?
keep it affordable! continue to allow free parking or no one will go there
Maybe Arlington should consider improving areas for residents without increasing the number of concentration of people
residing in the neighborhoods.
Must consider air flow and sunlight directions
Not enough parking for this
PLEASE don't increase density. IT's already too crowded. I have been living in this area for over 10 years and have watched
it become more and more crowded. It feels just at capacity now. leave it alone.
Poorly worded. Taller buildings at both center and edges may be appropriate, yet that was not an option. Also, this sort of
height in most other locations without a Metro station nearby would likely NOT be appropriate.
Progress does not always mean bigger is better. People choose this area because history, the arts, community, viability
are offered.
See previous comments.
Stop doing this.
Stop the madness.
Taller buildings in such a compact space would block any semblance of sky views and make for a claustrophobic feel.
The character of the community would be lost with a building dense area with taller construction. Around the area we
always build "modern" looking buildings that don't fit in the with historic small, quaint feel.
The map is a little unclear. I like the business area along Campbell Ave the way it is. Areas along Shirlington Road and
Arlington Mill Dr could benefit from some updates.
The streetscape of Campbell Ave is unique and needs to be preserved. All the rest of the area can and should be allowed to
get denser and higher.
There are a few areas where new buildings or heights could be increased. Maintaining Campbell Ave as the center of the
urban village is critical to retaining the area's charm.
There is great danger of destroying Shirlington if additional density (using height) is allowed in the Signature Theater to
WETA strip of Campbell Ave. There is perhaps some limited opportunity to add development space around portions of the
current Shirlington perimeter on the SE and SW.
Traffic is a huge issue. Tall buildings block sun which ruins the outdoor feel of the area.. It would no longer be a village feel.
The special qualities it has now would be lost in a concert jungle. Another Ballston or Clarendon is not needed here.
Utilize parking lots for buildings before adding height to existing ones.
very difficult to read the below plans
We need more density to support services regardless of "where" are
What a non-specific, useless question that provides no insight.
Why is it at edges or center? Why not all? If we don't allow FRIT the opportunity to grow their business potential, we'll
stop time and watch the neighborhoods around us take what is unique.
Would be appropriate to be taller and denser in all areas of the study area but the question above only lets you choose
one option
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4. How comfortable are you with the proposed changes in Scenario 1?
Level

Scenario 1
Survey

Forum

%

Very Comfortable

39

3

33%

Fairly Comfortable

14

10

19%

Not Sure

20

0

16%

Might Be Comfortable

13

1

11%

Not Comfortable

26

2

22%

Very
Comfortable
Fairly
Comfortable
Not Sure
Might Be
Comfortable
Not
Comfortable

22%
33%
11%

16%

19%

Any other comments or feedback on this question?
Adding offices on top of existing parking garages seems non obtrusive. Everything else seems drastic.
Additional office space is good because office workers and community visitors have different schedules, for the most part.
All of the scenarios create a walled-in Shirlington Village. Does not correct for current problems with identity. Locks off
Shirlington from surrounding communities by height and density extensions. Off-putting height and modeling
arrangements. Some height increase is acceptable, as in Scenario 1, but proposed section B and E are off-putting and lends
to the blockage of the rest of the area. Models take away from an attractive feature of Shirlington - surface/street parking
accessibility.
All of these look horrible to me. No more village. It is very hard to see anything good about this. Also, it is hard to see what
the streets are.
As above, new residential needs to add schools. Also will likely reduce use of shirlington by existing neighbors. What a
shame.k
Concerned that enough garage parking is available for people who don't have easy access via transit or walking.
For the reasons noted above, not comfortable with any increased density until 5-way intersection at Arlington Mill and
Shirlington Road is addressed. It's painfully slow and cumbersome -- especially when coming from Shirlington Road. That
intersection should be redesigned to better accommodate the traffic from Four-Mile Run and Shirlington Road and the
W&OD trail crossing before additional density is added to Shirlington Village. Also, Shirlington Village will not be inviting
and have any resemblance to a town center or village when it is walled off with high rise parking garages on Arlington Mill
Drive. This moves the aware away from pedestrian friendly. If any increased in density is permitted, it should be along
Quincy where the gas station is as this area is already poorly incorporated into the village and is not pedestrian friendly as
it is.
Hard to figure out what you’re depicting here
How do people maneuver through the village while money makers manipulate “changes” in the name of progress? There
will be another mess.
I am concerned that office space on the gas station lot would significantly increase traffic and disrupt traffic flow from the
transit station to 395.
I could not tell what the difference was between 1 an 1a. Both look like the current arrangement. You should have
provided some text instead of just showing graphics.
I like having new residential development facing Four Mile Run since it will give the residents an opportunity to face
natural features; not a good idea to put housing so close to the transit station/395 due to noise. Extra density seems
balanced; the central corridor (Campbell Ave) is still at the human scale. Will need to have improved transit frequency to
reduce driving.
I think one thing to keep in mind with Shirlington is the transportation system. Improving having more frequent bus service
would improve the connections and.may cause people to drive less. Currently those parking lots are regularly full.
I think this one maintains a better balance of residential & business space without making Shirlington unlivable during
construction.
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I would prefer for the gas station to stay and for the parking lot between the gas station and the transit center to be
developed. If the gas station is going to be removed I would prefer a Low height building to preserve the visual appeal of
that entranceway into the village. I don’t want the hotel to be any taller because I think this would intrude on the site line
down Randolph to the park.
If Shirlington has to be changed, this would do the least harm of the three scenarios.
Improvement is not gained by growing density.
It is unclear from this if these reaidential buildings would completely replace the current occupants or be built on top of
existing structures/businesses. Losing the cinema, library and theater would be a disasterous move for the area.
Keep the existing surface lots
Leave the theatre alone
Limited vertical expansion of parking garages would be acceptable but no increase of density.
More space for buses should be a part of this planning process. Shirlington station is overloaded.
Not a fan of building over the library and theater. adequate parking needs to be maintained for restaurant, retail and
library patrons.
Not in favor of tearing down the Library and Theater.
Not preferred but if the 3 scenarios it’s the best option to preserve the space.
Not sure what this entails. But I object to tearing down the most important elements of this neighborhood.
Please consider the disabled, in your planning. I routinely drive to Potomac mills because of the lack of affordable and
adjacent parking in Arlington as a whole.
Please do not turn Shirlington into an urban canyon
Putting a high rise behind Dudley’s ruins their brand new rooftop bar that took them years to build.
Some new and increased density would be fine if it's kept to the perimeter and addressed hard to lease spaces, injecting
new life or purpose. Although, I'm not overly excited about it.
That seems like a parking garage with stores! Everywhere parking! Do we need that many cars coming into the
neighborhood? Looking like courthouse.
This is a little bland, I imagine there are more interesting ways to add height and density in Shirlington.
This is a terrible, terrible idea. More residential on top of each other will add unneeded noise and drunken young, rich
people who will ruin the landscape of Shirlington.
This option is a missed opportunity that does not take advantage of the development potential
Too dense
Tough to view on a phone
5. How comfortable are you with the changes proposed in Scenario 1a?
Level
Very Comfortable
Fairly Comfortable
Not Sure
Might Be Comfortable
Not Comfortable

Scenario 1a
Survey
Forum
31
7
17
3
12
0
15
2
34
3

%
31%
16%
10%
14%
30%

Very Comfortable
Fairly Comfortable

30%

31%

Not Sure
Might Be
Comfortable
Not Comfortable

14%

16%
10%
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Any other comments or feedback on this question?
Areas B and E are unacceptable. See comments above.
Concern about messing up Campbell Ave’s architecture and streetscape
Concerned that enough garage parking is available for people who don't have easy access via transit or walking.
Extra density seems haphazard and too high at B2 relative to neighboring structures. Also, this is just an example of block
to block transfers and if the transfers are flexible, another scenario could be even worse.
For the reasons noted above, not comfortable with any increased density until 5-way intersection at Arlington Mill and
Shirlington Road is addressed. It's painfully slow and cumbersome -- especially when coming from Shirlington Road. That
intersection should be redesigned to better accommodate the traffic from Four-Mile Run and Shirlington Road and the
W&OD trail crossing before additional density is added to Shirlington Village. Also, Shirlington Village will not be inviting
and have any resemblance to a town center or village when it is walled off with high rise parking garages on Arlington Mill
Drive. This moves the area away from pedestrian friendly. If any increased in density is permitted, it should be along
Quincy where the gas station is as this area is already poorly incorporated into the village and is not pedestrian friendly as
it is.
I am not as excited for the taller buildings overlooking 4MRun.
I don’t like the extra height on the B2 converted office space because I believe that impacts the main, and historic,
entrance to the Village. See above from my comments regarding the gas station. I think adding a few stories of height to
the movie theater would be ok.
I like converting the office building to residential so long as adequate parking is maintained for retail patrons.
I'm less excited about this scenario. Again added densities or reuses of sites should be considered -- but Shirlington should
not be converted into another urban jungle.
Is this a done deal? Looks like it.
Keep the existing surface lots
Leave the theatre alone
Limited vertical expansion of parking garages would be acceptable but no increase of density.
Lost of parking.... additional public parking garage needed?
Not in favor of tearing down the Library and Theater.
Putting a high rise behind Dudley’s ruins their brand new rooftop bar that took them years to build.
Same as above
See above comments please.
Stop already!!
Stop driving car repair and service industry out or Arlington.
The main problem in shirlington is parking. As long as that is provided I have no issues.
This is a lot more interesting than the first option. Some height on the northeast corner would be fine too.
This option created a self sustaining community with more daytime users from Office users and additional residences. It
maintains the core pedestrian scale existing on Campbell Ave and provides for additional retail and entertainment options
This would harm the current feel of Shirlington
Too dense
Too much residential units.
What are you doing? Are you replacing the library/theatre with residential. No. Not acceptable.
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6. How comfortable are you with the changes proposed in Scenario 2?
Level
Very Comfortable
Fairly Comfortable
Not Sure
Might Be Comfortable
Not Comfortable

Scenario 2
Survey
Forum
25
7
14
0
11
0
10
1
37
10

%
28%
12%
10%
10%
41%

Very Comfortable

28%

Fairly Comfortable

41%
Not Sure
Might Be
Comfortable
Not Comfortable

12%
10%

10%

Any other comments or feedback on this question?
A travesty
Are you nuts? You are seriously considering knocking down all of the buildings in Shirlington. That would certainly make
Arlington a less desirable place to live. I hate this.
Arlington is already over crowded. Please don't add to it.
As long as parking keeps up with the increased volume, and the cars are kept off of the central strip, I don't have a
problem with this.
Concerned that enough garage parking is available for people who don't have easy access via transit or walking. Not sure
about retail along the perimeter on the neighborhood.
For the reasons noted above, not comfortable with any increased density until 5-way intersection at Arlington Mill and
Shirlington Road is addressed. It's painfully slow and cumbersome -- especially when coming from Shirlington Road. That
intersection should be redesigned to better accommodate the traffic from Four-Mile Run and Shirlington Road and the
W&OD trail crossing before additional density is added to Shirlington Village. Also, Shirlington Village will not be inviting
and have any resemblance to a town center or village when it is walled off with high rise parking garages on Arlington Mill
Drive. This moves the area away from pedestrian friendly. If any increased in density is permitted, it should be along
Quincy where the gas station is as this area is already poorly incorporated into the village and is not pedestrian friendly as
it is.
Full scrape would be highly disruptive. I do think Block D2 needs to be fully scrapped because the existing building is not
conducive to an active street.
I do not like the placement of a residential building on the gas station lot.
I don’t want office bldgs there. What’s the point? They’ll detract from those qualities that make Shirlington special and
wouldn’t provide anything that I’d be interested in
I don't want you to get rid of the library. Also I think Shirlington would be unlivable during this construction and I'd have to
move.
I like the ideas of the taller buildings being more towards the freeway and away from 4MRValley
If you're going to raise everything up, then you're taking away all the sunlight and enjoyability of the street level walkways
You'll need to start making roof-style community areas like the ones on the high rises at Tyson's corner, preferably with
plenty of greenery, like the high line in NYC.
I'm concerned that it looks as if a lot of. The parking is being taken away-please said realize that, particularly in the
summer, the garages really fill up with the popeulation as it stands now.
In addition to earlier comments, this section is bland. Resembles an office park and continues to wall-in Shirlington.
Just say no.
Limited vertical expansion of parking garages would be acceptable but there should be NO INCREASE OF DENSITY.
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NO.
Nope no nope
Preference for scenario 2 because it has more retail space which will draw more people from the neighborhood who don't
work in the village.
Putting a high rise behind Dudley’s ruins their brand new rooftop bar that took them years to build.
Ridiculous
Scenario 2 would change the character of shirlington from an oasis from the city to the concrete park feeling one gets in
Clarendon or Crystal City
See above comments please.
Still too much density but at least there is more retail.
The extra retail is a big plus.
This all seems way too built up to me. I’d rather see something like Westover. We’ve got plenty of Tall Car maintstreets.
Like Columbia pike x glebe. Can’t we keep One Garden multi family community in Arlington?
This is a drastic change! Don’t destroy Shirlington.
This is far too dense a residential space and wiuld completely destroy the feeling of community that the propsed razed
buildings/businesses bring to Shirlington.
This solution would pretty much ruin Shirlington as we know it. It approaches the urban jungle model-- I doubt I would
have much incentive to visit.
This would destroy the current feel of Shirlington
Too dense
Too much density for a location that does not have Metrorail service. A lot of people still drive in Shirlington and traffic
would be horrific. Wait until we get a Metrorail station and may reconsider. Also, do people really want to live that close
to the 395/Shirlington Circle given the noise/air quality concerns?
Very hard to understand scenarios on a smartphone
While this option maintains the core pedestrian scale existing on Campbell Ave and provides for additional retail and
entertainment options, the increased density could lead to a more vibrant community but the execution of this option is
more challenging.
Why can’t you leave it alone? How would these changes help small businesses stay there? Whats the purpose of these
proposals?
will the current businesses be able to support the significant increase in residents? I would not want to live in a apartment
building directly along 395!
7. How important is…
Guiding Principle
Retaining a mix of uses
Focusing lower heights along the core and higher heights along
the periphery
Ensuring appropriate transitions to existing/future residential
development
Retaining, enhancing, and, where appropriate, adding
pedestrian connections
Retaining, enhancing, and, where appropriate, adding public
gathering spaces
Considering the historic features, buildings, scale, etc.
Preserve mature trees to the extent possible

Very
Fairly
Important Important
81%
13%

Not Sure
4%

Might Be
Not
Important Important
2%
0%

39%

21%

19%

9%

11%

38%

26%

25%

6%

5%

75%

17%

6%

2%

1%

58%

22%

13%

7%

1%

47%

13%

17%

12%

11%

71%

12%

10%

5%

3%
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Incorporate sustainability into any redevelopment
Look for opportunities to green Shirlington
Accommodate additional above-grade parking in certain
circumstances
Retain alleys for loading and service functions

59%
48%

19%
27%

16%
15%

1%
8%

4%
2%

45%

17%

16%

10%

12%

63%

16%

13%

5%

3%

Any other comments or feedback on the draft guiding principles?
A high rise canyon will destroy the essence of Shirlington
Additional density should be accompanied with improved transportation options. People regularly drive there.
Also consider accessibility to certain populations like the physically disabled, elderly, children, bicyclists and transit riders.
One of the draws of Shirlington is that it is fairly convenient for people with wheelchairs and strollers (wide sidewalks,
slower moving traffic in the center). Also, there is no discussion of housing affordability/diversity - is it covered by one of
the other principles?
Arlington is becoming a series of heat islands because of the extent of hard surfacing. Return tree canopy and shrubs in all
planning to reverse this trend.
Ask better questions that permit more learned responses.
BUILD SCHOOLS NOW
Do not compromise the Arts, please, including the Library.
Don not need another “Ballston” in Shirlington
Except for cheaper, swifter, more reliable, more frequent, more efficient, more comfortable and better public transport
options, Shirlington doesn’t need more development.
For #13, again, the core area could probably take some additional height if it was stepped back and still felt open. I don’t
think all the density has to be located along the periphery/I don’t agree it is an either/or scenario.
Foster greater connections between Shirlington, 4MRV, and other adjacent neighborhoods.
having the free parking is a positive feature of Shirlington and some should be kept.
I am shocked at the proposed density. Where is new retail, civic, and green space in all of this. Equal proportions of these
are non existent and should be the greatest proportions if there is any hope of retaining at least a little of what makes the
village great.
I love Shirlington and this looks like you plan to destroy my favorite part of Arlington County.
I think you should remove the car travel through the middle of Shirlington and make it a pedestrian/bike/bus only street.
I would support underground parking structures to replace some of the above ground parking decks.
Increased traffic on Arlington Mill Dr will make it hard for pedestrians to cross from the multi-use trail into Shirlington.
keep it affordable! retain free parking, save historic features!
Leave it alone. It's fine just as it is.
less residential suggestions, schools in area are already filled and school board struggles to manage this well
Need more trees
Plan and design biophilically. Avoid domination of built structures with arrangement and configuration of structures that
allows natural light from all angles, and facilitates a sense of openness as well as supports a variety of planted spaces.
Please consider biophilic design as a principle for the final planning document.
Please don't let developers turn Shirlington into another Ballston, please! Can this county government actually show a bit
of soul and stand up to the monied demos!
Please see comments above regarding concerns with existing intersection issues at Shirlington Rd. and Arlington Mill and
the possible addition of density. Also, this area should remain pedestrian friendly (not just down the main street of the
Village) but along Arlington Mill and adding high density parking garages will move this area in the wrong direction. Also,
the village and access to it should be integrated into the surrounding streets and should be not be walled off with high
density structures - especially parking structures.
Q 14, not clear what "appropriate transitions" means. So left it as neutral.
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Shirlington Special GLUP Study Plus Survey Results
Shirlington bus station is overloaded and more bus bays are needed. This should be part of the GLUP process.
Shirlington has high potential to demonstrate what a green urban area can be. For mental and physical health as well as
the environment we need to be very careful about carbon footprint and worsening climate change
Shirlington is people's home. It's important to keep it livable and maintain the sense of community.
Shirlington works as a destination due to its current ease of parking. Without sufficient parking it would discourage
visitors for more attractive destinations. The neighborhood itself does not have enough draw without the ease of access.
Sustainability and transportation options should be extremely important when considering these changes.
The overriding characteristic that makes Shirlington different from the development happening all over arlington is low
building height. Seeing the Sky, well, the sky IS a landscape! Important to preserve those views. In fact, what shirlington is
missing is views to nature. For example, the new Kennedy Center Reach allows for a fantastic view of the Potomac. Which
really connected the space to nature and defined its unique sense of place. How does a Parking Deck look anything other
than every parking deck you’ve ever seen? How does one 13 story building distinguish itself from those new at Columbia
pike x george mason?
There should be NO increase of density and limited vertical increase (below or above grade) of parking options.
8. Any other comments or feedback in general?
Again, complete shock at the proposed destruction of the area.
All changes should be made with considerations for those of us who live in the area and depend on the amenities,
especially since the uniqueness drew many people to live in or near Shirlington Village. This mainly relates to familyfriendly locations and preference for local business over chains and large corporations. New development should build
upon what makes Shirlington a great place, rather than dramatic changes to please investors.
Ensure adequate bus service and access to it.
Expand transit as warranted. Mandate community center space via upcoming site plan(s).
High density housing and office development, like in Crystal City, Ballston, or elsewhere in Arlington, would not be
desirable in this quiet residential part of the county.
How will criticize concerns be incorporated?
I get that Arlington has a mission to build housing near metro stops for young career people, but these do not serve young
families or older people, would like to feel like they live in a smaller community. These tall building residences are lonely
places to live as the neighbors do not connect, because being so close, they must try to retain some privacy. Don’t push
this type of development on us, and ruin what is unique and lovely about Shirlington: it’s overall Smallness, lack of
congestion, low buildings, sense of community, which is part of a result of being small and walkable and safe.
I support planning that can facilitate WETA being able to expand to a single building, thus allowing for use of the older
WETA site
It is very exciting to see reinvestment in Shirlington, I hope whatever the county does it encourages something new and
allows for something creative and out of the box to happen. Everyone loves Campbell Ave, but we could do so much more
with the rest of Shirlington, and even Cambell Avenue (it doesn’t need to remain exactly the same).
Keep Shirlington quaint!
Make it better not more dense. There are too many rats in Arlington’s Skinner box already.
More small business retail opportunities.
Parking should be addressed in a creative fashion with signage, technology, strategic locations, and enhancing others
modes of transit: bus, bike, ride share, etc.
Please don't charge for parking.
Please don't do this.
Please don't turn Shirlington into another Ballston/Rosslyn. The small scale is what draws me.
Please just leave it alone.
Please provide additional bike parking!
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Shirlington Special GLUP Study Plus Survey Results
Shirlington has a lot of positives now, and has a lot of potential. But that can be potential as an even more livable and
productive area, or it can be potential for its livability to be destroyed. A long-term and holistic view of this community
asset would argue for balancing density with character. For the community, value is a multi-faceted measure.
Shirlington isn’t trying to be a massive urban space so I would hate to ruin the quaintness and affordability of it for things
that don’t benefit the vast majority of the community.
Stop adding opportunities for run off pollution.
The library is an important public space in Shirlington and should be preserved in any plan.
The major appeal of shirlington is the community and open appearance. Adding high rises will change that and overcrowd
the space.
There should be NO increase of density and limited vertical increase (below or above grade) of parking options.
This survey fails to address a number of issues that coincide with a possible increase in density/height, such as (but not
limited to) infrastructure, social services, environmental costs. The County appears more interested in a non-scientific
"how do you feel" survey that informs nothing.
We definitely need more retail opportunities.
Why mess up a good thing
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Trip Generation Analysis

Special General Land Use Plan (GLUP) Study Plus
A Land Use Analysis for Shirlington
February 18, 2020

1

Development Scenarios – High Level Analysis

Traffic Study was scoped with Arlington County Staff
and determined that all sites could be developed at:
o 2.5 FAR
o 2.5 FAR plus LEED Bonus
o 2.5 FAR plus LEED bonus plus additional density needed
to reach heights of 12 stories for office and 16 for
residential/hotel

Study Blocks

Traffic Study Intersections and Site Trip Distributions

Trip Generation Summary

*Negative numbers represent a conversion to non-auto trips based on future mix of uses,
development density, and transit options.

Existing Levels of Service (LOS) Summary

Future GLUP Levels of Service (LOS) Summary

*Existing signal timings were maintained for future analysis in order to obtain conservative results.
Arlington County periodically reviews and optimizes signal networks which would improve operations.

Table 1
Shirlington GLUP
1
Trip Generation Analysis
Land Use

ITE Code

Size

Units

221

45
48%
11,798
23%

DU

IN

AM Peak Hour
OUT
TOTAL

IN

PM Peak Hour
OUT
TOTAL

Weekday
ADT

Parcel A1
Existing
Multifamily Housing (Mid‐Rise)
Non‐Auto Reduction
Retail
Non‐Auto Reduction

820

SF
Subtotal

Proposed ‐ Maximum Height
Multifamily Housing (Mid‐Rise)
Non‐Auto Reduction
Retail
Non‐Auto Reduction

221
820

158
48%
11,000
23%

DU
SF
Subtotal

Parcel A1 Net Trips

4
(2)
98
(23)
77

12
(6)
60
(13)
53

16
(8)
158
(36)
130

13
(6)
54
(12)
49

8
(4)
58
(14)
48

21
(10)
112
(26)
97

244
(117)
1,406
(323)
1,210

14
(7)
97
(22)
82

40
(19)
60
(14)
67

54
(26)
157
(36)
149

42
(20)
51
(12)
61

27
(13)
55
(12)
57

69
(33)
106
(24)
118

859
(412)
1,340
(308)
1,479

5

14

19

12

9

21

269

39
(19)
101
(23)
98

27
(13)
62
(14)
62

66
(32)
163
(37)
160

41
(20)
86
(20)
87

39
(18)
94
(21)
94

80
(38)
180
(41)
181

1,176
(564)
2,180
(501)
2,291

17
105
(59)
101
(23)
141

50
73
(59)
62
(14)
112

67
178
(118)
163
(37)
253

52
127
(86)
86
(20)
159

33
122
(74)
94
(21)
154

85
249
(160)
180
(41)
313

1,077
3,716
(2,301)
2,180
(501)
4,171

43

50

93

72

60

132

1,880

134
(31)
103

82
(19)
63

216
(50)
166

314
(72)
242

340
(78)
262

654
(150)
504

7,123
(1,638)
5,485

29
(14)
134
(31)
118

84
(40)
82
(19)
107

113
(54)
216
(50)
225

87
(42)
314
(72)
287

56
(27)
340
(78)
291

143
(69)
654
(150)
578

1,846
(886)
7,123
(1,638)
6,445

15

44

59

45

29

74

960

95
(22)
73

16
(4)
12

111
(26)
85

16
(4)
12

87
(20)
67

103
(24)
79

961
(221)
740

38
(18)
140
(32)
99
(23)
204

109
(53)
23
(5)
61
(14)
121

147
(71)
163
(37)
160
(37)
325

112
(54)
26
(6)
70
(16)
132

72
(34)
136
(31)
76
(18)
201

184
(88)
162
(37)
146
(34)
333

2,402
(1,153)
1,521
(350)
1,802
(414)
3,808

131

109

240

120

134

254

3,068

Parcel A2
Existing
Hotel

310
Non‐Auto Reduction

Retail

820
Non‐Auto Reduction

142
48%
22,500
23%

Rooms
SF
Subtotal

Proposed ‐ Maximum Height
Multifamily Housing (Mid‐Rise)
Hotel
Non‐Auto Reduction
Retail
Non‐Auto Reduction

221
310
820

198
367
48%
22,500
23%

DU
Rooms
SF
Subtotal

Parcel A2 Net Trips
Parcel B1
Existing
Retail

820
Non‐Auto Reduction

128,329
23%

SF
Subtotal

Proposed ‐ Maximum Height
Multifamily Housing (Mid‐Rise)
Non‐Auto Reduction
Retail
Non‐Auto Reduction

221
820

339
48%
128,329
23%

DU
SF
Subtotal

Parcel B1 Net Trips
Parcel B2
Existing
Office

710
Non‐Auto Reduction

90,309
23%

SF
Subtotal

Proposed ‐ Maximum Height
Multifamily Housing (Mid‐Rise)
Non‐Auto Reduction
Office
Non‐Auto Reduction
Retail
Non‐Auto Reduction

221
710
820

441
48%
145,000
23%
17,000
23%

DU
SF
SF
Subtotal

Parcel B2 Net Trips

Parcel C
Existing
Office

710
Non‐Auto Reduction

Retail

820
Non‐Auto Reduction

85,895
23%
7,515
23%

SF
SF
Subtotal

Proposed ‐ Maximum Height
Office
Non‐Auto Reduction
Retail
Non‐Auto Reduction

710
820

297,000
23%
15,000
23%

SF
SF
Subtotal

Parcel C Net Trips

92
(21)
97
(22)
146

15
(4)
59
(14)
56

107
(25)
156
(36)
202

16
(4)
38
(9)
41

83
(19)
42
(9)
97

99
(23)
80
(18)
138

916
(211)
1,034
(238)
1,501

263
(60)
99
(23)
279

43
(10)
60
(14)
79

306
(70)
159
(37)
358

51
(12)
64
(15)
88

269
(62)
69
(16)
260

320
(74)
133
(31)
348

3,050
(702)
1,655
(381)
3,622

133

23

156

47

163

210

2,121

113
(26)
87

70
(16)
54

183
(42)
141

183
(42)
141

198
(46)
152

381
(88)
293

4,338
(998)
3,340

42
(20)
113
(26)
109

120
(58)
70
(16)
116

162
(78)
183
(42)
225

124
(60)
183
(42)
205

79
(37)
198
(46)
194

203
(97)
381
(88)
399

2,663
(1,278)
4,338
(998)
4,725

22

62

84

64

42

106

1,385

196
(45)
151

32
(7)
25

228
(52)
176

37
(9)
28

197
(45)
152

234
(54)
180

2,218
(510)
1,708

25
(12)
255
(59)
101
(23)
287

72
(35)
42
(9)
62
(14)
118

97
(47)
297
(68)
163
(37)
405

75
(36)
50
(12)
88
(20)
145

48
(23)
261
(60)
95
(22)
299

123
(59)
311
(72)
183
(42)
444

1,573
(755)
2,960
(681)
2,213
(509)
4,801

136

93

229

117

147

264

3,093

Parcel D1
Existing
Retail

820
Non‐Auto Reduction

61,882
23%

SF
Subtotal

Proposed ‐ Maximum Height
Multifamily Housing (Mid‐Rise)
Non‐Auto Reduction
Retail
Non‐Auto Reduction

221
820

489
48%
61,882
23%

DU
SF
Subtotal

Parcel D1 Net Trips
Parcel D2
Existing
Office

710
Non‐Auto Reduction

213,907
23%

SF
Subtotal

Proposed ‐ Maximum Height
Multifamily Housing (Mid‐Rise)
Non‐Auto Reduction
Office
Non‐Auto Reduction
Retail
Non‐Auto Reduction

221
710
820

289
48%
288,000
23%
23,000
23%

DU
SF
SF
Subtotal

Parcel D2 Net Trips
Parcel E1
Existing
Transit Center/Civic Use

3,500

SF

Proposed ‐ Maximum Height
Transit Center/Civic Use

17,500

SF

Parcel E1 Net Trips

Existing traffic data assumed to account transit center operations. Staff
recommended that we increase bus traffic by three (3) AM and PM peak
hour stops as indicated in the summary line below.

2

1

95
(22)
73

59
(13)
46

24
(12)
96
(22)
86
13

3

1

2

3

18

154
(35)
119

26
(6)
20

28
(6)
22

54
(12)
42

719
(165)
554

68
(32)
59
(14)
81

92
(44)
155
(36)
167

71
(34)
36
(8)
65

45
(22)
40
(9)
54

116
(56)
76
(17)
119

1,486
(713)
986
(227)
1,532

35

48

45

32

77

978

Parcel E2
Existing
Retail

820
Non‐Auto Reduction

4,400
23%

SF
Subtotal

Proposed ‐ Maximum Height
Multifamily Housing (Mid‐Rise)
Non‐Auto Reduction
Retail
Non‐Auto Reduction

221
820

273
48%
7,000
23%

DU
SF
Subtotal

Parcel E2 Net Trips

Parcel F1
Existing
Office

710
Non‐Auto Reduction

Retail

820
Non‐Auto Reduction

195,000
23%
16,472
23%

SF
SF
Subtotal

Proposed ‐ Maximum Height
Office
Non‐Auto Reduction
Retail
Non‐Auto Reduction

710
820

237,500
23%
11,000
23%

SF
SF
Subtotal

Parcel F1 Net Trips

181
(42)
99
(23)
215

29
(6)
61
(14)
70

210
(48)
160
(37)
285

34
(8)
69
(16)
79

181
(41)
74
(17)
197

215
(49)
143
(33)
276

2,028
(466)
1,764
(406)
2,920

215
(49)
97
(22)
241

35
(9)
60
(14)
72

250
(58)
157
(36)
313

41
(9)
51
(12)
71

218
(51)
55
(12)
210

259
(60)
106
(24)
281

2,455
(565)
1,340
(308)
2,922

26

2

28

(8)

13

1
‐
58
96
(22)
133

2
(1)
23
59
(14)
69

3
(1)
81
155
(36)
202

2
(1)
235
31
(7)
260

2
(1)
255
33
(8)
281

4
(2)
490
64
(15)
541

47
(23)
3,776
843
(194)
4,449

55
(26)
98
(23)
104

156
(75)
60
(13)
128

211
(101)
158
(36)
232

161
(77)
58
(13)
129

103
(50)
62
(15)
100

264
(127)
120
(28)
229

3,492
(1,676)
1,501
(345)
2,972

(29)

59

30

(131)

(181)

(312)

(1,477)

509
492
1,001
509

1,663
989
2,652
1,663

5

2

Parcel F2
Existing
Residential
Non‐Auto Reduction
Library and Signature Theater
Retail
Non‐Auto Reduction

221
590
820

9
48%
54,396
5,560
23%

DU
SF
SF
Subtotal

Proposed ‐ Maximum Height
Residential
Non‐Auto Reduction
Retail
Non‐Auto Reduction

221
820

641
48%
13,000
23%

DU
SF
Subtotal

Parcel F2 Net Trips
Total Existing Trips
Total New Trips with Max Density
Total Future Trips

1,154
497
1,651
1,154

Notes:
1. Trips generated using Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) Trip Generation Manual, 10th Edition.

958
384
1,342
958

1,370
450
1,820
1,370

2,328
834
3,162
2,328

24,180
12,297
36,477
24,180
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Table 1
Shirlington GLUP
Levels of Service Summary1
Existing Conditions
Total Future Conditions
AM Peak Hour
PM Peak Hour
AM Peak Hour
PM Peak Hour
LOS
Delay (s)
LOS
Delay (s)
LOS
Delay (s)
LOS
Delay (s)
1. S Arlington Mill Drive/S Taylor Street ‐ Signalized
EBTR
B
10.1
B
10.6
B
10.5
B
10.9
WBLT
A
3.5
A
6.5
A
3.9
A
7.0
NBLR
C
20.7
C
20.3
C
20.8
C
20.4
Overall
A
8.5
A
9.4
A
8.8
A
9.7
2. S Arlington Mill Drive/Driveway ‐ Signalized
EBTR
A
8.9
B
10.7
A
9.1
B
10.7
WBL
D
42.4
D
36.5
D
40.7
D
35.2
WBT
B
10.8
B
14.5
B
10.8
B
15.5
NBLR
C
22.4
C
24.1
C
22.6
C
24.3
Overall
B
11.5
B
15.6
B
11.6
B
16.0
3. S Arlington Mill Drive/Campbell Avenue ‐ Unsignalized
EBTR
A
0.0
A
0.0
A
0.0
A
0.0
WBL
A
8.2
A
8.7
A
8.4
A
8.9
WBT
A
0.0
A
0.0
A
0.0
A
0.0
NBL
B
14.7
C
20.4
C
16.7
C
24.6
NBR
A
9.2
A
9.6
A
9.2
A
9.6
4. S Arlington Mill Drive/S Randolph Street ‐ Signalized
EBTR
C
28.1
C
21.1
C
28.2
C
21.7
WBL
A
9.6
B
10.4
B
10.0
B
10.6
WBT
A
9.5
B
10.5
A
9.7
B
10.9
NBL
C
21.3
C
22.2
C
21.6
C
21.9
NBR
B
19.6
B
19.9
B
19.7
B
19.9
Overall
C
20.2
B
15.9
C
20.1
B
15.9
5. S Arlington Mill Drive/S Quincy Street ‐ Unsignalized
EBTR
A
0.0
A
0.0
A
0.0
A
0.0
WBL
A
8.4
A
9.2
A
9.1
A
9.9
WBT
A
0.0
A
0.0
A
0.0
A
0.0
NBLR
B
13.1
D
32.0
C
17.9
F
136.3
6. S Arlington Mill Drive/S Shirlington Road ‐ Signalized
EBLT
E
59.7
E
60.0
E
60.4
E
62.4
EBR
E
56.0
D
54.5
D
50.7
D
51.4
WBLT
E
57.5
D
52.6
E
56.0
D
52.4
WBR
D
49.5
D
41.4
D
46.2
D
39.6
NBL
F
96.4
F
80.5
F
151.4
F
142.8
NBT
D
36.8
C
31.4
D
36.5
C
33.5
NBR
C
30.2
C
26.7
C
30.2
C
28.9
SBLTR
E
59.6
F
117.1
E
62.8
F
107.8
Overall
D
52.9
E
69.7
E
56.7
E
71.7
7. Campbell Avenue/S Randolph Street ‐ Unsignalized
EBLTR
A
8.1
B
10.9
A
9.7
B
12.5
WBLTR
A
8.9
B
12.5
B
11.3
B
14.1
NBLTR
A
8.3
B
12.1
B
10.3
B
13.8
SBLTR
A
9.2
B
13.3
B
11.9
C
15.4
8. Campbell Avenue/S Quincy Street ‐ Signalized
EBLTR
C
24.5
C
23.4
C
24.8
C
22.6
WBL
C
27.1
C
27.3
C
28.2
C
29.4
WBT
C
26.4
C
21.2
C
26.5
B
19.5
WBR
C
31.2
B
15.9
D
35.9
B
12.9
NBL
A
4.6
A
6.1
A
5.4
A
7.2
NBT
A
4.8
A
6.5
A
5.8
A
7.5
NBR
A
5.3
A
7.1
A
6.8
A
8.2
SBL
A
4.9
A
7.1
A
6.3
A
9.1
SBTR
A
5.1
A
7.8
A
6.1
A
9.1
Overall
B
16.4
B
14.2
B
17.6
B
15.1
9. Campbell Avenue/S Shirlington Road ‐ Signalized
EBR
C
25.3
C
25.2
C
24.9
C
26.2
SBT
A
8.3
A
9.8
B
11.8
B
12.9
SBR
A
6.0
A
6.6
A
9.1
A
8.5
Overall
B
13.1
B
13.4
B
16.0
B
15.9
Notes:
1. Capacity analysis based on Highway Capacity Manual 2000 methodology, using Synchro 10.
Approach/
Lane Group

Table 2
Shirlington GLUP
Queuing Summary1,2,3,4
Existing Conditions
Approach/
Lane Group

Storage
Length (ft)

AM Peak Hour
50th
Percentile

95th
Percentile

Total Future Conditions

PM Peak Hour
50th
Percentile

95th
Percentile

AM Peak Hour
50th
Percentile

1. S Arlington Mill Drive/S Taylor Street ‐ Signalized
EBTR
‐
62
88
65
93
76
WBLT
‐
7
12
24
33
10
NBLR
‐
28
58
28
62
29
2. S Arlington Mill Drive/Driveway ‐ Signalized
EBTR
‐
36
52
39
56
42
WBL
150
7
24
46
89
9
WBT
‐
54
74
116
156
61
NBLR
‐
14
43
46
87
17
3. S Arlington Mill Drive/Campbell Avenue ‐ Unsignalized
EBTR
‐
‐
0
‐
0
‐
WBL
160
‐
2
‐
8
‐
WBT
‐
‐
0
‐
0
‐
NBL
100
‐
8
‐
14
‐
NBR
‐
‐
2
‐
6
‐
4. S Arlington Mill Drive/S Randolph Street ‐ Signalized
EBTR
‐
133
172
94
134
146
WBL
185
20
38
43
75
29
WBT
‐
36
52
74
103
41
NBL
‐
44
78
62
102
50
NBR
90
0
20
0
26
0
5. S Arlington Mill Drive/S Quincy Street ‐ Unsignalized
EBTR
‐
‐
0
‐
0
‐
WBL
235
‐
9
‐
19
‐
WBT
‐
‐
0
‐
0
‐
NBLR
‐
‐
13
‐
70
‐
6. S Arlington Mill Drive/S Shirlington Road ‐ Signalized
EBLT
‐
77
126
103
149
155
EBR
230
0
29
0
18
0
WBLT
‐
174
206
278
328
218
WBR
‐
0
18
0
26
0
NBL
75
100
#203
197
#367
~132
NBT
‐
219
272
160
203
211
NBR
‐
0
1
0
0
0
SBLTR
‐
270
329
~414
#496
287
7. Campbell Avenue/S Randolph Street ‐ Unsignalized
EBLTR
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
WBLTR
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
NBLTR
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
SBLTR
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
8. Campbell Avenue/S Quincy Street ‐ Signalized
EBLTR
‐
31
51
67
93
75
WBL
120
43
63
73
105
52
WBT
‐
48
67
56
71
75
WBR
‐
0
33
0
13
0
NBL
‐
1
8
2
9
1
NBT
‐
10
40
15
42
16
NBR
‐
0
33
0
31
0
SBL
35
7
30
23
60
18
SBTR
‐
16
55
51
115
20
9.Campbell Avenue/S Shirlington Road ‐ Signalized
EBR
‐
90
127
118
101
128
SBT
‐
126
217
165
274
170
SBR
‐
0
28
0
31
0
Notes:
1. Capacity analysis based on Highway Capacity Manual methodology, using Synchro 10.
2. "~" ‐ 50th percentile volume exceeds capacity, queue may be longer.
3. "#" ‐ 95th percentile volume exceeds capacity, queue may be longer.
4. "m" ‐ Volume for 95th percentile queue is metered by upstream signal.

PM Peak Hour

95th
Percentile

50th
Percentile

95th
Percentile

106
16
64

77
26
30

107
35
69

58
30
87
53

42
51
137
49

60
97
182
99

0
4
0
14
3

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

0
12
0
21
6

203
54
62
93
26

108
46
91
57
0

158
79
124
102
31

0
21
0
34

‐
‐
‐
‐

0
28
0
269

225
42
268
18
#271
267
0
#384

155
0
309
0
~248
153
0
~394

232
43
375
26
#418
201
0
#527

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

105
89
115
51
8
49
40
58
63

94
79
63
0
2
17
0
42
61

139
132
88
15
10
45
36
98
132

202
228
37

159
222
0

208
314
36

June 2019 Village of Shirlington Parking Survey
by Arlington County, DES Transportation Planning

An assessment of the existing off-street parking facilities (garages and surface lots) was
conducted to inventory parking restrictions and collect occupancy data. Similarly, an inventory
and parking occupancy counts were conducted for existing on-street parking within Shirlington
Village. This parking evaluation has been conducted to inform decisions regarding potential
increases in land uses or densities for the Shirlington area.
The Village at Shirlington is generally served by five public parking garages and one surface lot.
Each off-street facility provides a number of parking spaces reserved for specific uses and
times. These facilities include the following:
• Quincy Street Garage – 237 Spaces
• Arlington Mill Surface Lot – 113 Spaces
• 4250 Campbell Avenue Garage – 787 Spaces
• 2850 S Randolph Street Garage – 744 Spaces
• 2901 S Randolph Street Garage – 827 Spaces
• WETA Garage – 315 Spaces

Total Spaces: 3023 Off Street

Off-street parking data was collected over three consecutive days from Saturday, June 15th,
through Monday, June 17th. An initial parking occupancy count was conducted for the first day
at each off-street facility and 72-hour in/out driveway camera counts were conducted to
calculate parking occupancy. A second parking occupancy count was also conducted at noon on
Sunday, June 16th, for each facility to verify the parking calculations. This approach allowed for
parking occupancy to be calculated at multiple hours for each day and understand how offstreet parking usage fluctuates by time of day. All facilities were included in the data collection,
with the exception of the WETA Garage. The WETA Garage was counted on different dates
because it was closed for maintenance during June 15th and 16th.
On-street parking is also provided within the study area. As determined in conjunction with
parking staff, Campbell Avenue, S Randolph Street, and S Quincy Street were identified for onstreet data collection. On-street parking data was collected over three days from Saturday, June
15th, through Monday, June 17th. Counts were conducted at noon and 7:00 PM each day and
were collected through a manual survey, with staff noting the number of cars parked. There are
approximately 137 on-street parking spaces.
PARKING INVENTORY
A parking inventory was field verified in June to gather information for each of the off-street
and on-street parking facilities. It is important to note that each of the off-street facilities have
parking spaces reserved for different uses, some of which act as shared parking by being
reserved for office use during weekdays, but are available as retail parking on evenings and
over the weekends.

For on-street parking within Shirlington Village, spaces are typically regulated with two-hour or
four-hour parking limit signage and require payments. The number of available on-street
parking spaces was calculated by assuming each parking space is approximately 20 feet. Note
that some vehicles may be smaller or require less maneuvering space, which may result in a
greater number of vehicles being parked on-street than is assumed for capacity calculations.
The maximum for the entire three-day period analyzed occurred on Monday at 1:00 PM, with
approximately 1,462 vehicles parked within the off-street facilities. These results suggest the
synergy between the shared office and retail spaces operates well, with the weekend and
weekday peak being roughly equal. In terms of percent peak occupancy, the peak occupancy
measured on Monday equates to roughly 54 percent of available spaces being occupied. At first
glance, it may appear there is plenty of parking provided, but it is important to note many
spaces are restricted to specific uses or times of day. Note the surface lot appears over capacity
due to some loading activity that occurs curbside within the lot, which was included in the
parking occupancy calculations. It is apparent that the Quincy Street Garage and Arlington Mill
Surface Lot could benefit from redistributing parking to the surrounding garages. The 2850 S
Randolph Street, 2901 S Randolph Street and WETA Garages in particular appear to have excess
capacity and may present an opportunity to relieve parking congestion at the Quincy Street
Garage and Arlington Mill Surface Lot.
On-Street Data
Data counts were analyzed for the three days of data collection. Based on this information, the
peak parking occupancy for the study area occurred at noon on Saturday with a total of 137
vehicles parked.
This represents parking over capacity for on-street vehicles, however as previously discussed
some smaller vehicles may be parking on-street. In addition, vehicles are likely parking in
reserved loading zone areas or other curbside zones.
CONCLUSIONS
The results of this parking data collection for Shirlington Village indicate there is a significant
supply of 3,023 off-street parking spaces with restrictions by use and time of day. Each of the
parking facilities reach their peak at different days and times, to varying degrees of occupancy.
In total, there appears to be an adequate parking supply but for the restrictions that limit users.
On-street parking is also provided on Campbell Avenue, S Randolph Street, and S Quincy Street.
These spaces are highly utilized and at the peak Saturday noon time, parking occupancy is
theoretically over capacity. This is partially due to vehicles taking up less than the 20 feet
assumed per space or vehicles parking in reserved loading zones or other curbside spaces. This
suggests on-street parking is highly desired within the study area.
•
•
•
•

3,023 off-street parking spaces with restrictions by use and time of day
Each of the parking facilities reach their peak at different days and times
Adequate parking supply but the restrictions limit use
On-Street is highly utilized at most times with parking, deliveries and shared ride users

Shirlington Village Special GLUP Study PLUS AND CONCEPT PLAN
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2100 Clarendon Boulevard, Suite 700, Arlington, VA 22201
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Memorandum
To: Margaret Tulloch Rhodes and Kelsey Steffen, Planners, CPHD

Date:

September 9, 2019

From: Angelina R. Jones, Historic Preservation Planner, CPHD
Subject: Village at Shirlington Site History
This memorandum details preliminary research on the history of the present-day Village at
Shirlington, which is also known by the historical names of Shirlington Business Center (1943ca. 1976) and Shirlington Shopping Center (ca. 1969-1986). This approximately 27-acre site is
located at South Arlington Mill Drive and is bisected by Campbell Avenue, South Randolph
Street, and South Quincy Street in Arlington, Virginia. The historical center dates to 1943 and
was oriented around present-day Campbell Avenue, which was formerly named 28th Street
South. The center has undergone several renovations and various plans for revitalization between
1959-2006, which will be discussed in more detail in this memorandum (see Table 1).
The present-day center is surrounded by apartments, condominiums, a hotel, and office spaces
(Figure 1). There is also a transit hub for bus transfers that accommodates connections to the
greater Arlington area as well as the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority
(WMATA) bus and metro rail. This increase in mixed-use development and regional
connectivity is a direct result of the revitalization efforts of the 1980s and 2000s at the center.
18th through early-20th Century History
Before European colonization, a Necostin Native American village was located on the land near
the current Village at Shirlington shopping center.1 On January 21, 1705, William Struttfield,
one of 48 original settlers who owned land in present-day Arlington, patented a 543-acre tract
south of Four Mile Run that included the study area.2 In 1756, Colonel John Carlyle acquired the
land, which then passed to his nephew, Carlyle Fairfax Whiting, upon Colonel Carlyle’s death in
1780 (Figure 2).3 Whiting most likely built the Morven Plantation house that stood near the
Alexandria and Leesburg Turnpike until 1942.4 In 1834, Whiting’s son, Charles H. Whiting,
inherited 200 acres of his father’s land that included the study site.
“About Fairlington,” Fairlington Historical Society, http://www.fairlingtonhistoricalsociety.org/about-fairlington/
(accessed August 23, 2019).
2
Eleanor Lee Templeman, Arlington Heritage: Vignettes of a Virginia County (New York: Avenel Books, 1959),
80.
3
Ibid.
4
Ibid.
1
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The hill southwest of the present-day Village at Shirlington served as a fortification within the
Defenses of Washington that were erected by Union forces to secure the capital city during the
Civil War. The fort originally was called Fort Blenker after Colonel Louis Blenker then
subsequently renamed Fort Reynolds to honor Major General John Fulton Reynolds who was
killed during the Battle of Gettysburg. Fort Reynolds was built in 1861 and was selected by the
Union due to its prospect and the view it afforded of the valley along Four Mile Run (Figure 3).5
The study area was in the low land adjacent to the fort and was characterized by obstacles made
with cut trees that were intended to slow down approaching enemy forces in the event of a
military engagement.6 In 1949 and 1950, the Fairlington Civic Association (since renamed
Fairlington Citizens’ Association) requested that the County acquire the former fortification to
establish a park for the adjacent community.7 The area at that time was covered with a wood
predominated by oak trees and 360 yards of the original ramparts remained. In 1954 the owner,
developer Mark Winkler, offered to sell the land to the County for less than market rate, but the
County did not purchase the land, which was subsequently developed as the Park Shirlington
apartment complex in 1956.8
In the 1870s, Courtland Hawkins Smith I acquired the Morven Plantation, including the mansion,
and renamed it Hampton. His son, Courtland Hawkins Smith II, raised hunters and show horses.9
The Smith family parceled off their land holdings in 1926.10
Development of Adjacent Neighborhoods
The Village at Shirlington borders the City of Alexandria and is surrounded by several Arlington
County neighborhoods, namely Fairlington, Shirlington, Green Valley, and Claremont.
Fairlington, a historic garden apartment complex listed on the National Register of Historic
Places, was built by the Defense Homes Corporation for white defense workers and their
families. It is comprised of frame and brick buildings containing a total of 3,439 units built on
322 acres between 1942 and 1944. The proximity of this development and the contemporary
development of Parkfairfax in Alexandria was a key factor in the subsequent selection of the
project site for Shirlington Business Center by Joseph Cherner, which will be discussed in more
detail in the following section. The nearby neighborhood of Shirlington is named for the
shopping center and currently consists of five apartment buildings and eight condominium
complexes.
The present-day Green Valley neighborhood is located north of the Village at Shirlington just
south of Four Mile Run and consists of a conglomeration of multiple historically black
Benjamin Franklin Cooling III and Walton H. Owen II, Mr. Lincoln’s Forts: A Guide to the Civil War Defenses of
Washington (Shippensburg: White Mane Publishing, 1988), 76.
6
Ibid.
7
Arlington County Board Meeting Minutes, December, 1949, Arlington County Digital Archives,
https://arlisys.arlingtonva.us/index.html#/collection/CBO%20-%20Board%20Minutes (accessed August 1, 2019).
8
Templeman, 80.
9
Ibid.
10
Ibid.
5
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neighborhoods that developed during forced segregation in the late-19th through the mid-20th
centuries. Present-day Green Valley includes the following historic neighborhoods that were
adjacent to Shirlington Business Center: the area historically known as Nauck or Nauckville,
which first saw purchases by African Americans in the late-1860s and the 1870s, many of whom
were formerly enslaved; Douglass Park, which was first subdivided in 1928; and Fort Barnard
Heights, constructed in 1944 concurrently with the Shirlington Business Center to provide
affordable, permanent housing for African American workers.11 Nauck included the Paul
Lawrence Dunbar Homes garden apartment complex, designed by Albert Irvin Cassell and
constructed by the Federal Public Housing Authority in 1944 to provide housing to black
residents who were barred from renting in segregated white garden apartment complexes.12 Fort
Barnard Heights consisted primarily of frame and brick duplexes built into the steeply sloping
land immediately north of Four Mile Run. While the Shirlington Business Center was
geographically located near these segregated black neighborhoods when it first opened in 1944,
these residents were not the intended clientele of the new businesses; this will be discussed in
depth in a following section.
Claremont, like the neighborhood of Shirlington, post-dates the Shirlington Business Center.
Built between 1946 and 1954 and listed on the National Register of Historic Places, this
subdivision originally was built to provide housing for white WWII veterans following the end
of the war. The housing stock here stands in contrast to neighboring Fairlington and Fort
Barnard, as it mainly consists of all frame single-family dwellings.13
Founding of Shirlington, 1943-1949
Joseph Cherner, a Jewish immigrant from Russia with a successful automobile dealership and
repair shop, sought land to open an airport when he first considered purchasing acreage south of
Four Mile Run (Figure 4).14 He decided to invest in creating a shopping center there instead, a
feat that necessitated raising the grade by as much as 13 feet with 200,000 cubic yards of fill,
channelizing two creeks, and constructing roads and alleyways through the property.15 He
formed the Shirlington Corporation with adjacent tract owners in August 1943, and retained a 70
percent share in the business.16 Cherner led the Shirlington Corporation to successfully apply to
the Arlington County Board to change the zoning of their land from residential to commercial in
November 1943.17 When founding Shirlington Business Center, Cherner attracted new

Arlington County Historic Preservation Program, A Guide to the African American Heritage of Arlington County,
Virginia (Arlington: Department of Community Planning, Housing, and Development, 2016), 27-8.
12
This development was demolished in 2006; Ibid., 54-5.
13
“Claremont Historic District,” Arlington County Department of Community Planning, Housing, and
Development, https://projects.arlingtonva.us/projects/claremont/ (accessed August 23, 2019).
14
John London, “’Uncle Joe’ Cherner’s Saga is Strictly ‘Alger,’” The Washington Post, October 13, 1949, Proquest.
15
Gershon Fishbein, “Joseph Cherner Reveals Shirlington Plans for Expansion,” The Washington Post, November
25, 1951, Proquest.
16
Conrad P. Harness, “48-Store Center Runs Gamut of Crullers to Cars,” The Washington Post, October 13, 1949,
Proquest.
17
Arlington County Board Meeting Minutes, November 13, 1943, Arlington County Digital Archives,
https://arlisys.arlingtonva.us/index.html#/collection/CBO%20-%20Board%20Minutes (accessed August 1, 2019).
11
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businesses to the development by offering tenants very low rental rates in exchange for the
Shirlington Corporation receiving a pre-determined percentage of the business’ profits.18
Shirlington was named after Shirley Highway (Interstates 95 and 395), the name being a
combination of “Shirley” and “Arlington.” Shirley Highway, named for Henry G. Shirley, a
highway commissioner for the Commonwealth of Virginia, established an automobile
connection between Washington, D.C., and Woodbridge, Virginia, and was completed in
September 1949. However, part of Shirley Highway, a two-lane connection from the Pentagon to
State Route 7, opened in October 1943, just two months before the Shirlington Business Center’s
first shops opened. Cherner intended proximity to this new thoroughfare to promote traffic to the
new shopping center.19
The Shirlington Business Center’s first stores opened in December 1943. By July of the
following year, the complex boasted a supermarket, gift shop, clothing cleaners, beauty parlor,
and shoe repair shop.20 A second food market, post office, restaurant, theater, and medical
offices were anticipated to open soon.21 The Shirlington Corporation obtained a Use Permit from
Arlington County to open a gas station at the complex in February 1944 and the opening of a
Gulf Service Station was announced in a July 1944 edition of The Evening Star (Figure 5).22 The
gas station was located at 2817 South Quincy Street, the same location of a current-day gas
station. Although there is no building permit history between the 1940s and 1980s available for
this location, it is likely that the extant building is the same service station built in 1944, although
with substantial renovations. One example of an alteration includes the front entry door. In the
1944 newspaper announcement, the façade of the station included a Georgian fanlight above a
door set into a brick wall (Figure 5). The current station has painted brick walls, but with an
aluminum and glass door set into a glass and aluminum storefront.
The complex continued to grow through the second half of the decade with several clothing
shops, jewelers, a frame shop, a Hot Shoppe cafeteria restaurant opening in 1946, and a Jelleff’s
clothing store opening in 1947 (Figures 6-7).23 By 1949, when the Shirlington Corporation, still
headed by Cherner, staged a large 5-year anniversary event, the Shirlington Business Center had
48 stores and one office building.24 The 1949 completion of Shirley Highway spurred
development of housing along the new thoroughfare and Shirlington Business Center saw a
corresponding rise in customers.25 The core of the complex was centered around a double-lane
street on either side of a central 20-foot island, the layout that still exists today. This main
thoroughfare was called 28th Street South at that time (renamed Campbell Avenue in 2007). The
original one- and two-story storefronts were of frame and brick construction, some along 28th
London, Proquest.
“Center Spurs Home Sales,” The Washington Post, October 13, 1949, Proquest.
20
Martha Ellyn, “Community Shopping Problems Met with Opening of a Supermarket,” The Washington Post, July
10, 1944, Proquest.
21
Ibid.
22
“Shirlington Service Station Opens,” The Evening Star, July 30, 1944, Proquest.
23
“Shirlington Business Center Adds Eight New Stores,” The Evening Star, December 19, 1946, Proquest; “Jelleff’s
Advertisement,” The Evening Star, December 12, 1947, Proquest.
24
Harness, Proquest.
25
“Shirley Highway Gets You There in a Breeze,” The Washington Post, October 13, 1949, Proquest.
18
19
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Street South and South Randolph Street with limestone and granite façades with Art Deco details
(Figures 8-10).26
Booming Business and Expansion, 1950-1959
In November 1951, Cherner announced the Shirlington Corporation’s plans to build another 25
stores and additional parking.27 The Hot Shoppe and Gulf Gas Station flanked the entrance off
Shirley Highway. The Shirlington Motor Company, barber shop, dry-cleaners, drug store, and a
post office lined South Quincy Street facing the entrance (Figure 11). The businesses along 28th
Street South included a Woolworth’s Five and Dime, department and clothing stores, and a
sandwich shop (Figure 12). South Randolph Street featured a bank, the Shirlington Theater, a
Chinese restaurant, and the office building that housed the Shirlington Branch Library as well as
doctor, dentist, and lawyer offices.28
In April 1952, the Shirlington Corporation requested that the County Board agree to vacate five
inches along publicly held rights-of-way throughout Shirlington so that the corporation could
face some of the existing brick buildings along South Quincy Street and 28th Street South with
five inches of limestone to match the limestone façades of other buildings in the complex.29 The
County Board approved the request the following month and deeded the five inches on July 7,
1952 (Figure 13).30
Following Joseph Cherner’s death in 1956, his wife Ruth (née Schlom) Cherner, assumed the
role of the president of Shirlington Corporation. She led the company through a land swap with
Arlington County in May 1957 that increased acreage at the north boundary of the Shirlington
Business Center by seven acres. The additional acreage was taken from the County’s Property
Yard and in exchange Shirlington Business Corporation deeded fourteen acres north of the
Property Yard to Arlington, so the County gained net seven acres in this transaction (Figures 1415).31 The Shirlington Corporation also agreed to pay the cost of relocating or replacing the
County’s buildings and other improvements as part of this deal.
Lansburgh’s Department Store opened in the Shirlington Business Center in September 1959 on
the former Property Yard land previously described (Figures 16-18). The 150,000-square foot
store served as a new retail anchor for the shopping center (Figure 19). The $3-million store was

“Accessibility Big Factor in Area’s ‘Success Story,’” The Washington Post, October 13, 1949, Proquest.
Gershon Fishbein, “Joseph Cherner Reveals Shirlington Plans for Expansion,” The Washington Post, November
25, 1951, Proquest.
28
Ibid.
29
Arlington County Board Meeting Minutes, April 17, 1952, Arlington County Digital Archives,
https://arlisys.arlingtonva.us/index.html#/collection/CBO%20-%20Board%20Minutes (accessed August 1, 2019).
30
Arlington County Board Meeting Minutes, May 3, 1952, Arlington County Digital Archives,
https://arlisys.arlingtonva.us/index.html#/collection/CBO%20-%20Board%20Minutes (accessed August 1, 2019);
Arlington County Land Records, “County Board of Arlington, Deed of Vacation,” Liber 1067, Folio 330-335.
31
Arlington County Board Meeting Minutes, May 25, 1957, Arlington County Digital Archives,
https://arlisys.arlingtonva.us/index.html#/collection/CBO%20-%20Board%20Minutes (accessed August 1, 2019).
26
27
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the third in the Washington, D.C., metro area and each department was designed to look like an
individual storefront within the larger retail space.32
Shirlington Business Center and Segregation
When the Shirlington Business Center first opened in December 1943, service industries in the
Commonwealth of Virginia were racially segregated. This shopping center would not be an
exception. In March 1947, the Fort Barnard Heights Citizens’ Association submitted a petition
signed by 300 people requesting that the County Board establish public transport by bus from the
Fort Barnard Heights development to the Shirlington Business Center.33 As noted above, Fort
Barnard Heights was a black housing development built in 1944. The petition indicates that the
African American residents of Fort Barnard Heights would buy goods in the Shirlington
Business Center stores regardless if they were refused services in the restaurants, theater, beauty
parlor, or barber shop. The County Board responded to this request at the end of the month,
stating that the establishment of public transit would be taken care of as part of a recent merger
of bus companies and the subsequent re-routing of many of the County’s bus lines.34 The use of
the Shirlington Business Center by African American residents is further demonstrated by a 1949
article that appeared in The Washington Post as part of coverage of the five-year anniversary
celebrations that specifically named Fort Barnard Heights as one of the housing developments
adjacent to the shopping center.35 The Fort Barnard Heights Citizens’ Association made another
request to the County Board for increased access to the Shirlington Business Center in August
1950, this time asking for South Oakland Street to be extended over Four Mile Run. The County
Board agreed to investigate providing this as part of a larger, ongoing study regarding the
expansion of South Arlington Mill Drive; however South Oakland Street was never extended
over the run, although there is currently a pedestrian bridge at this location.36
The Shirlington Corporation announced plans in 1959 to renovate the fifteen year-old complex
by adding a “glass top” over a section of 28th Street South to create an all-weather pedestrian
mall.37 George Smith, the planning consultant hired by the company, had advanced a plan for
redeveloping the surrounding area. This plan included rezoning several commercial properties as
residential in the adjacent black business district as part of a larger scheme to create a six-lane
highway along Four Mile Run.38 Nauck (now Green Valley) area residents protested this plan as
it called for the leveling of land where the parsonage for the Lomax African Methodist Episcopal

Frank C. Porter, “Lansburgh Dedicates New Shirlington Store,” The Washington Post, September 15, 1959,
Proquest.
33
Arlington County Board Meeting Minutes, March 1, 1947, Arlington County Digital Archives,
https://arlisys.arlingtonva.us/index.html#/collection/CBO%20-%20Board%20Minutes (accessed August 1, 2019).
34
Arlington County Board Meeting Minutes, March 29, 1947, Arlington County Digital Archives,
https://arlisys.arlingtonva.us/index.html#/collection/CBO%20-%20Board%20Minutes (accessed August 1, 2019).
35
“Center Spurs Home Sales,” Proquest.
36
Arlington County Board Meeting Minutes, August 26, 1950, Arlington County Digital Archives,
https://arlisys.arlingtonva.us/index.html#/collection/CBO%20-%20Board%20Minutes (accessed August 1, 2019).
37
“Shirlington Shopping Center Undergoes Rapid Expansion,” Shop in Shirlington, October 27, 1959, Center for
Local History Archives, Arlington County Public Library.
38
Ibid.
32
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Zion Church stood.39 The County Board responded in August 1959, asking for the County
Manager to prepare a study for alternative road improvements that would preserve the business
interests of the Green Valley area and leave the residential fabric and parsonage intact.40 In
January 1960, the Nauck Citizens’ Association (a precursor to the present-day Green Valley
Civic Association) prepared a rezoning request to present to the Planning Commission that
would provide a new business center to people of color for services that were not available
elsewhere in the County.41 The proposed business district would extend south along South
Shirlington Road, expanding the existing Green Valley business area and would include a motel,
theater, restaurant, bowling alley, and office space for professional services.42 Chairman of the
Nauck Citizens’ Association, Lutrelle F. Parker, asserted that they did not intend for the business
center to detract from desegregation efforts that were currently being undertaken throughout the
South.43 Rather the citizens’ group aimed to supply necessary services to African American
citizens until other commercial areas were desegregated.44
In June 1960, the protests against segregated businesses referred to by Parker came to Arlington,
as a number of black and white college students staged sit-ins at lunch counters around the
County. Following demonstrations at the Howard Johnson restaurant on Lee Highway and three
drugstore lunch counters, the County Board Chairman Herbert L. Brown met with business
leaders at the behest of protestors and later announced that the segregation of services was a
“private matter” between business owners and customers, but that the Board felt that the majority
of Arlingtonians would accept desegregation of services if businesses put it into practice. 45
On June 18, 1960, a group of fourteen demonstrators staged sit-ins at two Shirlington Business
Center establishments, the Lansburgh’s Colonial Room and the Woolworth’s lunch counter. On
the day of the sit-ins, although the demonstrations did not result in violent confrontation, both
businesses responded by closing their counters.46 Laurence Henry, a Howard University divinity
student, acted as spokesman for the group and told newspapers that the demonstrators had sent
letters to business owners asking for them to negotiate.47 Woolworth’s in Shirlington was the
first lunch counter to desegregate on June 22, serving a group of black and white students.48
Woolworth’s action was followed that same day by Lansburgh’s, Kahn’s, Peoples, and Drug Fair
desegregating their Arlington restaurants.49 Chairman Brown made a statement on June 26
praising the decision on the part of business owners to desegregate and that it was carried out

39

Ibid.
Arlington County Board Meeting Minutes, August 29, 1959, Arlington County Digital Archives,
https://arlisys.arlingtonva.us/index.html#/collection/CBO%20-%20Board%20Minutes (accessed August 1, 2019).
41
“Negro Business Area Studied in Arlington,” The Washington Post, January 18, 1960, Proquest.
42
Ibid.
43
Ibid.
44
Ibid.
45
Connie Feeley, “Arlington ‘Sitdowns’ Discussed,” The Washington Post, June 14, 1960, Proquest.
46
Ibid.
47
John Anderson, “Arlington Accepts Lunch Integration, Say Sitdowners,” The Washington Post, June 19, 1960,
Proquest.
48
Susanna McBee, “More Dining Places Drop Racial Bars,” The Washington Post, June 24, 1960, Proquest.
49
Ibid.
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quickly and without any violence.50 Arlington County was the first community in Northern
Virginia to desegregate eating establishments.
Decline and Revitalization Efforts, Mid-1960s to 2007
Business in Shirlington declined in the mid-1960s and into the 1970s with the opening of several
new shopping centers, first Alexandria’s Landmark Shopping Mall in 1965, followed by Tysons
Corner in 1968 and the Springfield Mall in 1973. In 1969, the Shirlington Development
Corporation headed by Louis Pompino, hired architect Paul Quigg to design a $100-million
update to the flagging shopping center.51 The corporation filed a rezoning request with the
County in May of that year that would enable them to add about 2,000 apartment or motel units,
in addition to 1.2 million square feet of office space and 700,000 square feet of commercial floor
area while preserving most of the existing buildings.52 Ultimately the developer withdrew his
request in the face of public opposition and the project never materialized.53
In the early-1970s, Shirlington Business Center saw the closure of many of its anchor retail
stores. Jelleff’s closed in 1972, followed shortly by Lansburgh’s, which was replaced by Best
Products, and the Shirlington Motor Company’s Ford dealership, both in 1973.54 Among many
vacant storefronts, the shopping center still had a Chinese restaurant, two banks, a discount
furniture store, Hot Shoppe, the Grand Union Supermarket, and a bakery.55
The County coordinated a Phased Development Site Plan (PDSP) in 1976 to promote the
revitalization of Shirlington. Owners John Safer and Robert Davison hired architect Arthur
Cotton Moore to manage the project that included plans for 1,727 apartment units in a high-rise
tower overlooking a manmade lagoon (Figure 20).56 The owners abandoned this project before
construction began.
In July 1982, a new $250-million PDSP to renovate the commercial complex began, led by
developer Oliver T. Carr. Carr’s plan called for up to 429,000 square feet of additional retail
space and 694,000 square feet of office space in 8- to 12-story buildings.57 It also included the

“Reaction to Sit-Down is Praised,” The Washington Post, June 26, 1960, Proquest.
Marine McLaughlin, “$100-Million Complex Planned at Shirlington; Rezoning Sought,” The Washington Post,
September 24, 1969, Proquest.
52
Arlington County Board Meeting Minutes, March 29, 1947, Arlington County Digital Archives,
https://arlisys.arlingtonva.us/index.html#/collection/CBO%20-%20Board%20Minutes (accessed August 1, 2019);
McLaughlin, Proquest.
53
Nancy Scannell, “High-Rise Project Dropped,” The Washington Post, December 7, 1969, Proquest.
54
William H. Jones, “Jelleff’s to Close Its F Street Mall, Shirlington Shops,” The Washington Post, October 25,
1972, Proquest; Ron Shaffer, “Shirlington Center New Spark Needed,” The Washington Post, February 13, 1975,
Proquest.
55
Shaffer, Proquest.
56
Lynn Dunson, “Board Oks ‘Rebirth’ of Shirlington,” The Washington Star, October 10, 1976, Center for Local
History Archives, Arlington County Public Library.
57
Nancy Scannell and Kenneth E. John, “$250 Million Plan for Shirlington Unveiled,” The Washington Post, July 8,
1982, Proquest.
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construction of a 400-room hotel and 590 condominium units (Figure 21).58 By November 1986,
some of the construction anticipated by this plan had been completed, most notably several new
office buildings were nearly complete and the renovation of the core Shirlington Buildings along
28th Street South was underway.59 RTKL Associates designed an intervention to re-use the
limestone and granite façades of the existing buildings while demolishing most of the ground
level architecture and all of the interiors (Figure 22).60 Buildings lining 28th Street South were
partially demolished in July 1984 and the complex was rebuilt over the next several years, again
with much of the 1945-1952 limestone and granite façades being incorporated into the
renovation. The finished design that customers saw at the 1987 grand reopening consisted of a
copper turret and dome crowning the buildings at the entrance off South Randolph Street,
Victorian-era inspired street lighting, cut-throughs for increased pedestrian circulation, and a
large Beaux-Arts fountain in the median (Figure 23).61 The official reopening ceremonies took
place on June 6, 1987, and the commercial center was renamed the Village at Shirlington.62 The
Greater Washington Educational Telecommunications Association or WETA building on the
northeast corner of the intersection of South Quincy Street and Campbell Avenue was
constructed in 1989 where the Hot Shoppe once stood.63
Federal Realty Investment Trust purchased the Village at Shirlington in 1996 and in 2000
initiated an amendment to the partially realized 1982 PDSP. In November 2006, the new
Shirlington Town Center was unveiled and included a flagship Shirlington Branch Library and a
new location for the Signature Theatre Company (Figures 24-27). In July 2007, the County
changed the name of 28th Street South to Campbell Avenue in honor of Edmund and Margaret
Elizabeth Pfohl Campbell,64 who were instrumental in desegregating Arlington Public Schools,
and announced that there were continuing plans to open a $2.5-million transit hub which has
since been built.65
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Ibid.
Benjamin Forgey, “In Shirlington, Main Street Revisited,” The Washington Star, November 1, 1986, Center for
Local History Archives, Arlington County Public Library.
60
Ibid.
61
Ibid.
62
Evelyn Hsu, “Shirlington’s Hopeful Rebirth to Be Marked Today,” The Washington Post, June 6, 1987, Proquest.
63
Arlington County Maps, Historic Aerial Photographs, https://maps.arlingtonva.us/ (accessed August 1, 2019).
64
The Commonwealth of Virginia erected a marker honoring Margaret Elizabeth Pfohl Campbell at the intersection
of Quincy Street and Campbell Avenue in Village at Shirlington. Additionally, Arlington County installed two
markers next to the Shirlington Branch Library following the renaming of 28th Street South as Campbell Avenue,
one honoring Edmund Campbell and one honoring Margaret Elizabeth Pfohl Campbell.
65
Annie Gowen, “Shirlington Redevelops Its Character,” Alexandria-Arlington, November 30, 2006, Center for
Local History Archives, Arlington County Public Library.
59
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Table 1: Shirlington Business Center/Village at Shirlington Construction and Demolition Dates66
Historic Business

Current Business

Address
(Historic/Current)

Drug Fair

Various - mixed use
office/commercial

Calvert Motors

IO Piazza

Post Office

Parking Garage

Your Gift Shop

Parking Garage

Laundry

Parking Garage

Shoe Repair Shop

Beauty Parlor

Parking Garage
Various - mixed use
office/commercial
Various - mixed use
office/commercial

Shirlington Trust Co.
(bank) and shops

AMC Movie Theatre

2780 S Quincy St /
2700 S Quincy St
2757 S Quincy St /
2727 S Quincy St
2762 S Quincy St /
2700 S Quincy St
2766 S Quincy St /
2700 S Quincy St
2768 S Quincy St /
2700 S Quincy St
2770 S Quincy St /
2700 S Quincy St
2772 S Quincy St /
2700 S Quincy St
2774 S Quincy St /
2700 S Quincy St
2770 S Randolph
St / 2772 S
Randolph St
2782-84 & 280406 S Randolph St /
4115 Campbell
Ave
2800 S Randolph
St
2806 S Randolph
St / 2800 S
Randolph St
2800 S Randolph
St
2808-10-12-14 S
Randolph St / 2800
S Randolph St
2811 S Randolph
Street / 4060
Campbell Ave
4013 S 28th St /
2700 S Quincy St
4015 S 28th St /
4015 Campbell
Ave

Barber Shop

Store
Theater

Peet's Coffe and
Campbell Avenue
Various - mixed use
office/commercial

Bank
Lansburgh's
Department Store

Various - mixed use
office/commercial
Various - mixed use
office/commercial

Stores and Offices

Various - mixed use
office/commercial

Suburban Savings and
Loan
Store

Sheyla's Boutique
Various - mixed use
office/commercial

Store

Various - mixed use
office/commercial

Original
Year of
Construction

Demolition
Date

Reconstruction/
Renovation
Date

1943
Ca. 1951

1984
1984

1985
2005

1944

Unknown

1985

1944

1984

1985

1944

1984

1985

1943

1984

1985

1943

1984

1985

1943

1984

1985

1956

Unknown

1986

1944

1959

Unknown

1944

1959

2008

1944

1959

2008

1958

Unknown

2008

1946

1959

2008

1946

1984

1985

1944

Ca. 1984

1985

1944

1984

1985

This table reflects the building permit history for the buildings in the Shirlington Business Center/Village at
Shirlington for which Arlington County has information in its online archives. This information is not available for
all the buildings in the shopping center complex; Arlington County Building Permit Index, Arlington County Public
Archives, https://arlisys.arlingtonva.us/index.html#/collection/CPHD%20-%20House%20Cards (accessed August 1,
2019).
66
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Historic Business

Current Business

Store

The Cookery, Nirvana,
Copperwood Tavern

Store
Consumers'
Distribution Co-op

Store
Stores: Auto
Accessory, Clothes
Horse, and Unknown
Unknown (this
address does not exist
on the 1959 Sanborn)
A.B.C. Store
Unknown (this
address does not exist
on the 1959 Sanborn;
possibly parking)
Unknown (this
address does not exist
on the 1959 Sanborn;
possibly parking)

Nirvana
Copperwood Tavern
and T.H.A.I. in
Shirlington
Illusions Salon, Moby
Dick House of Kabob,
and Lotus Vietnamese
Cuisine

Address
(Historic/Current)
4017-19 S 28th St /
4017-21 Campbell
Ave
4021 S 28th St /
4017 Campbell
Ave
4025-27 28th St S /
4025-27 Campbell
Ave

Palette 22

4031-33-35-37
28th St S / 4031
Campbell Ave
4039-43 28th St S /
4039-43 Campbell
Ave
4045 28th St S /
4053 Campbell
Ave
4047 28th St S /
4053 Campbell
Ave

Palette 22

4049 28th St S /
4053 Campbell
Ave

Palette 22
Palette 22

Palette 23

Woolworth’s

Guapo's Mexican
Restaurant

Adeline Shop

Guapo's Mexican
Restaurant and DAK
Chicken

Ann Lewis Shop

Hula Girl Grill and
Aroma Finest Indian
Cuisine

Cohen

Aroma Finest Indian
Cuisine

Nugent

Cheesetique

Sarnoff

Sheyla's Boutique

4053 28th St S /
4053 Campbell
Ave
4020-24-28-30
28th St S / 4028
Campbell Ave
4032 28th St S /
4028 Campbell
Ave and 4040
Campbell Ave
4036 28th St S /
4044 Campbell
Ave and 4052
Campbell Ave
4040 28th St S /
4052 Campbell
Ave
4044 28th St S /
4056 Campbell
Ave
4046 28th St S /
4060 Campbell
Ave

Original
Year of
Construction
1950

Demolition
Date

1946

1984
(partial)

Ca. 1985

1947

1984
(partial)

1985

1947

1984
(partial)

1985

1947

1984
(partial)

Ca. 1986

Unknown

Unknown

1987

1948

1984
(partial)

Ca. 1986

Unknown

Unknown

1987

Unknown

Unknown

1986

1945

1984
(partial)

1986/1987

1945

1984
(partial)

1986

1945

1984
(partial)

Ca. 1987

1945

Ca. 1984
(partial)

Ca. 1987

1945

1984
(partial)

1987

1945

1984
(partial)

Ca. 1986

1984
(partial)

Reconstruction/
Renovation
Date
Ca. 1985
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Current Business

Store

Sheyla's Boutique

Store

Sheyla's Boutique
Various - mixed use
office/commercial
Various - mixed use
office/commercial
Various - mixed use
office/commercial

People's Drug Store
Food Lane Super
Market/Grand Union
Firestone Tire Co.

Address
(Historic/Current)
4050 28th St S /
4060 Campbell
Ave
4054 28th St S /
4060 Campbell
Ave
4000 29th St S /
2900 S Quincy St
4101 31st St S /
2900 S Quincy St
4005 S 31st St /
2900 S Quincy St

Original
Year of
Construction
1945

Demolition
Date

1959

1984
(partial)

Ca. 1986

1956

Unknown

2001

1955

Unknown

2001

1960

Unknown

2001

1984
(partial)

Reconstruction/
Renovation
Date
Ca. 1986
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Figure 2: This land grant map depicts property owners in Fairfax and Alexandria (now
Arlington) counties in 1760. The blue arrow points to the approximate location of the Village at
Shirlington.
Source: Beth Mitchell, Fairfax County, Virginia in 1760: An Interpretive Historical Map.
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Figure 3: Map of the Environs of Washington: Compiled from Boshkes’ Map of the District of
Columbia and From Surveys of the U.S. Coast Survey showing the Line of Defenses of
Washington as Constructed during the War from 1861 to 1865 Inclusive. The red arrow points to
Fort Reynolds and the blue arrow points to the approximate present-day location of the Village at
Shirlington.
Source: Library of Congress.
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Figure 4: The blue arrow points to the site Joseph Cherner chose for the Shirlington Business
Center in the mid-1940s. The dashed line indicates a paper street.
Source: Franklin Survey Company, Atlas of Arlington County Virginia, 1935, Plate 19.
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Figure 5: Photograph taken in front of the Shirlington Gulf Service Station, 1944.
Source: “Shirlington Service Station Opens,” The Evening Star, July 30, 1944, Proquest.
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Figure 6: Bird’s eye rendering of the Shirlington Business Center and photographs of various
store fronts, 1946.
Source: “Shirlington Business Center Adds Eight New Stores,” The Evening Star, December 19,
1946, Proquest.
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Figure 7: Rendering of Jelleff’s Shirlington storefront at 2800 South Quincy Street, 1947.
Source: “Jelleff’s Advertisement,” The Evening Star, December 12, 1947, Proquest.
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Figure 8: Elevation and detail drawings for the Shirlington Auto Accessory and Clothes Horse by
architect William N. Denton, 1947. The limestone and granite façade of this building was
preserved as part of RTKL’s 1984 design to renovate the shopping center.
Source: Arlington County Building Permit 21091, “4039-41-43 28th Street South,” Center for
Local History, Arlington County Public Library.
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Figure 9: Elevation and section drawings for the Shirlington location of the Sarnoff store by
architect Joseph A. Parks, 1945. The limestone and granite façade of this building was preserved
as part of RTKL’s 1984 design to renovate the shopping center.
Source: Arlington County Building Permit 18834, “4046 28th Street South,” Center for Local
History, Arlington County Public Library.
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Figure 10: Elevation drawing for the Shirlington ABC Store by architect William N. Denton,
1948. The limestone and granite façade of this building was preserved as part of RTKL’s 1984
design to renovate the shopping center.
Source: Arlington County Building Permit 22114, “4047 28th Street South,” Center for Local
History, Arlington County Public Library.
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Figure11: View of the entrance to the Shirlington Business Center off the Shirley Highway,
1951.
Source: Gershon Fishbein, “Joseph Cherner Reveals Shirlington Plans for Expansion,” The
Washington Post, November 25, 1951, Proquest.
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Figure 12: Elevation and section drawings for the Shirlington Woolworth’s Five and Dime by
architects Thalheimer & Weitz, 1944.
Source: Arlington County Building Permit 18587, “4024 28th Street South,” Center for Local
History, Arlington County Public Library.
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Figure 13: Plat depicting the area vacated by Arlington County so that the Shirlington
Corporation could add a five-inch limestone façade to existing buildings that had been brick
faced, 1952.
Source: Arlington County Land Records, “County Board of Arlington, Deed of Vacation,” Liber
1067, Folio 330-335.
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Figure 14: Plan of land that would be exchanged in the May 1957 land swap between Arlington
County and the Shirlington Corporation.
Source: Arlington County, Department of Public Service, Annual Report, 1957-1958, Page 10.
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Figure 15: Plan of improvements made to the Arlington County Property Yard following the
May 1957 land swap between Arlington County and the Shirlington Corporation.
Source: Arlington County, Department of Public Service, Annual Report, 1958-1959, Page 13.
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Figure 16: Shirlington Business Center after the construction of Lansburgh’s Department Store,
1959. The red arrow points to the location of Lansburgh’s.
Source: Sanborn Fire Insurance Company, Insurance Maps of Arlington County, VA, 1959,
Plates 255.
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Figure 17: Comparison of 1955 organization (left) of the Shirlington Business Center and the
1962 organization (right) following the 1957 land swap and subsequent opening of Lansburgh’s
Department Store in 1959. The change is concentrated along South Randolph Street, pointed out
by red arrows in each photograph.
Source: Arlington County Maps, Historic Aerial Photographs, https://maps.arlingtonva.us/
(accessed August 1, 2019).
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Figure 18: Elevation and section drawings for the Shirlington Lansburgh’s Department Store by
architects Thalheimer & Weitz, 1958.
Source: Arlington County Building Permit 33366, “2800 South Randolph Street,” Center for
Local History, Arlington County Public Library.
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Figure 19: Bird’s eye view rendering of Lansburgh’s Department Store at the Shirlington
Shopping Center, 1962.
Source: Arlington Blu Book, 1962, Center for Local History Archives, Arlington County Public
Library.
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Figure 20: Conceptual model of Arthur Cotton Moore’s unconstructed design for Shirlington,
1976.
Source: Lynn Dunson, “Board Oks ‘Rebirth’ of Shirlington,” The Washington Star, October 10,
1976, Center for Local History Archives, Arlington County Public Library.
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Figure 21: Rendering of the existing condition of 28th Street South (top) and Oliver T. Carr
Company’s proposed design (bottom), 1983.
Source: “Shirlington Redevelopment Approved,” Arlington Virginia Economic Development
Update, Winter 1983, Center for Local History Archives, Arlington County Public Library.
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Figure 22: Elevation drawings for the Village at Shirlington redevelopment by architects RTKL,
1984.
Image courtesy Federal Realty Investment Trust.
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Figure 23: Redesigned 28th Street South (renamed Campbell Avenue in 2007), 1986.
Source: Benjamin Forgey, “In Shirlington, Main Street Revisited,” The Washington Star,
November 1, 1986, Center for Local History Archives, Arlington County Public Library.
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Figure 24: View of the Shirlington Branch Library looking west, 2011.
Source: Library of Congress.
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Figure 25: View of the Shirlington shopping complex looking east at the corner of Campbell
Avenue and South Randolph Street, 2019. The granite and limestone façade dates to 1943-1952
and the turret dates to the 1985-1987 renovation of the complex.
Source: Historic Preservation Staff, Arlington County.
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Figure 26: View of the Shirlington shopping complex looking east from the median on Campbell
Avenue, 2019.
Source: Historic Preservation Staff, Arlington County.
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Figure 27: View of the Shirlington shopping complex looking north from the median on
Campbell Avenue, 2019. The granite and limestone façade on the buildings to the left dates to
1943-1952 and the concrete and green tile infill to the right dates to 1985.
Source: Historic Preservation Staff, Arlington County.
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Demographics of Block Group 510131029021 and Arlington County
2018 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates

Total Population

Median
Household
Income

Block Group

Arlington County

2,635

231,803

Block Group

Arlington County

$80,841

$117,374

Block Group
Total
Percent
Under 18
Years Old
18-24
Years Old
25-34
Years Old
35-44
Years Old
45-54
Years Old
55-64
Years Old
65+ Years
Old

Arlington County
Total
Percent

99

4%

40,777

18%

269

10%

18,537

8%

830

31%

58,835

25%

593

23%

38,294

17%

320

12%

29,044

13%

324

12%

22,833

10%

200

8%

23,483

Hispanic
Not
Hispanic

White
Black or
African
American
American
Indian or
Alaska
Native
Asian
Native
Hawaiian
or Other
Pacific
Islander
Other
Two or
More

Block Group
Total
Percent
719
27%
1,916
73%

Arlington County
Total
Percent
36,180
16%
195,623
84%

Block Group
Total
Percent

Arlington County
Total
Percent

1,871

71%

163,003

69%

226

9%

20,777

9%

105*
94*

4%*
4%*

870*
23,992

<1%*
10%

29*
92*

1%*
3%*

260*
11,833*

<1%*
5%*

234*

9%*

16,924

7%

10%

The tables were created with American Community Survey (ACS) 2018 5-year estimates at the Block Group and County level, including Median
Income in the Last 12 Months, Hispanic or Latino Origin by Race, and Sex by Age datasets.
*Indicates that the population sampled was too small to produce reliable estimates.
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